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Summary 
This thesis examines the application of symmetric dynamical systems theory to 
two areas in applied mathematics: weakly coupled oscillators with symmetry, and 
bifurcations in flame front equations. 
After a general introduction in the -first chapter, chapter 2 develops a theoretical 
framework for the study of identical oscillators with arbitrary symmetry group under an 
assumption of weak coupling. It focusses on networks with 'all. to all' S, coupling. The 
structure imposed by the symmetry on the phase space for weakly coupled oscillators 
with S,, Z, or D,, symmetries is discussed, and the interaction of internal symmetries 
and network symmetries is shown to cause decoupling under certain conditions. 
Chapter 3 discusses what this implies for generic dynamical behaviour of coupled 
oscillator systems, and concentrates on application to small numbers of oscillators (three 
or four). We find strong restrictions on bifurcations, and structurally stable heterocEnic 
cycles. 
Following this, chapter 4 reports on experimental results from electronic oscillator 
systems and relates it to results in chapter 3. In a forced oscillator system, breakdown 
of regular motion is observed to occur through break up of tori followed by a symmetric 
bifurcation of chaotic attractors to fully symmetric chaos. 
Chapter 5 discusses reduction of a system of identical coupled oscillators to phase 
equations in a weakly coupled limit, considering them as weakly dissipative Hamiltonian 
oscillators with very weakly coupling. This provides a derivation of example phase 
equations discussed in chapter 2. Applications are shown for two van der Pol-Duffing 
oscillators in the case of a twin-well potential. 
Finally, we turn our attention to the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation. Chapter 6 
starts by discussing flame front equations in general, and non-linear models in par- 
ticular. The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation on a rectangular domain with simple 
boundary conditions is found to be an example of a large class of systems whose linear 
behaviour gives rise to arbitrarily high order mode interactions. 
Chapter 7 presents computation of some of these mode interactions using com- 
peterised Liapunov-Schmidt reduction onto the kernel of the linearisation, and investi- 
gates the bifurcation diagrams in two parameters. 
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Chapter 1 
The Dynamics of Symmetric 
Systems 
This chapter gives a basic introduction to the theory of symmetric dynamics, some 
motivating examples for its use and points to the applications presented in the other 
chapters. This material is not original. 
1.1 Introduction 
There has been a revolution in mathematical applications to the natural sciences in the 
past thirty years with the widespread appearance of the theory of nonlinear dynamical 
systems. Although the theory of systems that evolve with time has been implicitly 
studied from the first time that people attempted to describe the universe around them 
using mathematical notions, the lack of closed form solutions to many problems was 
only circumvented in the late nineteenth century when Poincare began to develop the 
qualitative theory of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), realising that such systems 
can have a very rich structure. Since the beginning of the century, great progress has 
been made with the discovery of chaos in deterministic systems, and there has been a lot 
of input from many fields of maths from complex analysis to group theory, but especially 
topology. In the last few decades, a lot of effort has been applied to understand the 
mathematics of nonlinear dynamics, and now that many of the problems have been 
solved, the theory is being applied more to problems in the natural sciences that first 
motivated its investigation. During the last decade, the importance of symmetry has 
been realised, and the way it affects possible behaviour of systems, at least on a local 
level, has been put on firm foundations using group theory and singularity theory. 
This thesis presents the results of investigations into some problems motived by 
those of combustion; namely coupled oscillating flames and the stability of flame fronts. 
These problems are applications of dynamical systems theory to finite and infinite 
dimensional problems respectively. 
1.1.1 What is dynamics? 
There are two types of dynamical system at the most basic level; those where time 
flows smoothly (continuous dynamical systems), and those where it jumps in discrete 
steps (discrete dynamical systems). These two families have many similarities but some 
subtle differences, although it is always possible to convert between the two types. 
The essential ingredients are [13,61,108]: 
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Space (Or in the jaxgon, the state space or the phase space). The'real space'where the 
system we are studying must be described in enough detail that it is unambiguous. 
For example, the set of all voltages in an electric circuit describe the state of that 
circuit. 
Time As mentioned before, this (like peanut butter) comes in two types, smooth or 
lumpy. The important thing is that it is a one-dimensional real set and so it 
allows a cause- and-effect type of law to work, due to the natural well ordering of 
the real numbers. 
Laws These tell us how we change our position in the phase space with the change in 
time. Given the state of the the system at one instant of time, the laws tell us 
how to find the state at the next instant in time uniquely. 
Questions Of course, this is the most essential part of the study of any dynamical 
system; what do we want to know? If we really want to know everything about 
a system, the only answer usually is to build it and observe it in great detail. 
Many questions in the natural sciences are concerned with much less detailed 
questions, and the one that dynamical systems has examined most is: What 
happens eventually? After a short-lived settling-down has been allowed to happen, 
what are we left with? This was at one time thought to be synonymous with 
the question: What is the stable behaviour of the system?, but one of the basic 
achievements of dynamical systems theory is to show that there is a wide gulf 
between these two questions. 
Continuous dynamical systems. These have a continuous passage of time which 
is taken to be R+, the positive real numbers, but this can be extended (if the reverse 
system is uniquely defined) to be R, the real line, and the phase space M. If the 
system is defined by an ODE, M is typically some finite dimensional manifold or for a 
partial differential equation (PDE), some function space. The system is described by 
an evolution operator (which might typically be the solution operator of a differential 
equation): 
4ý: Mx R+ -* -AT 
qýt(x(o)) 
this advances the system by a time t and has the following properties: 
9 4ý0 is the identity on M 
0 41ý. (It : --:: ', 
ý(8+t) 
9 1) is continuous in t and x; moreover we shall assume (P is jointly of class C' in 
(X 1 
0. 
9P is called a flow on Al 
Such a system is induced by the solution of a well-posed problem in ODEs or 
PDEs, but it also allows evolution to be governed by, for example, non-local (integro- 
differential) evolution equations in spatially extended problems. 
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Discrete dynamical systems Here, the evolution of the system with discrete time 
is defined by a mapping f of the form: 
Al M 
f (Xn) Xn+l 
with the property that f (x) is continuous in XEM. This mapping can be invertible 
or noninvertible. We assume the mappings are invertible unless specified otherwise. 
The above two types of dynamical systems are closely related; from any continuous 
dynamical system it is possible to define a discrete one by looking at the time-T map 
for a fixed T (i. e. - or 
by looking at the intersections of a trajectory with a fý (IT)i 
codimension one plane in the phase space. The latter is known as a Poincare map. 
Going the other way is less trivial, but by extending the map to an invertible one it is 
possible to suspend the map in a flow which has the property that the time-1 map is 
the original map. 
Fixed points and periodic orbits The paths of points in phase space which obey 
the laws of a system are called orbits or solutions of the system. Out of all possible 
solutions, there are some we turn our attention to as being dynamically important. 
These are fixed points, which are unvarying with respect to time, and periodic orbits 
which return to their starting point after some fixed time. Whether or not such solutions 
are observed depends on their stability, discussed shortly. 
Hornoclinic and heteroclinic orbits One particular type of orbit has been found 
to play a very important role in dynamical systems, namely the homo- or heteroclinic 
orbit. 
Definition 1.1.1 An orbit x(t) is said to be heteroclinic to two fixed points xO, yo if 
X(t) --+ X0 
as t --+ oo, and 
x (t) --+ yo 
as t --+ -oo. 
An orbit x(t) is said to be homoclinic to one fixed point xO, yo if 
X(t) -4 X0 
as t -* ±oo. 
Solution stability There are a variety of definitions of stability. We use orbital 
Liapunov stability unless otherwise mentioned. An orbit x(t) of the flow -Pt on M is 
stable if: Vf> 01 3e>6>0 such that Jx(0) - yj <b=; >. jx(t) - 4ýt(y)j <e for all 
t>0. If a flow is linearly stable (the real parts of the eigenvalues of a linearisation of 
an ODE are less than zero), then it is stable, but the converse may not hold. 
For fixed points, we can look at the linearisation of the system, and the eigenvalues 
or more generally the spectrum of this can tell us whether the point is stable to small 
perturbations or not. If the real part of the spectrum is negative (for the flow) or less 
than one (for the mapping), then the fixed point is linearly stable. If it is positive, it is 
unstable, and otherwise (if the real part of the spectrum is bounded away from zero) 
it is a saddle point. 
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A homoclinic orbit is called a saddle connection if it connects two fixed points that 
axe saddles. 
The stability of periodic solutions in flows is determined by defining a section trans- 
verse to the orbit, and examining the stability of the fixed point of the mapping that 
the periodic orbit induces. 
Genericity A very important concept is that of a generic system, which we shall 
define precisely in section 1.2.4, but for the moment think of it as a typical system; if 
we picked a system at 'random', the chances are that it would be generic. We can make 
some basic assumptions about what does not normally happen, on the grounds that 
if we have a real system, by shaking it a little we should end up with a qualitatively 
similar system. This corresponds to the idea of structural stability which we discuss in 
greater detaillater. 
An important idea, recognised implicitly for a long time, is that the appropriate 
concept of genericity is very different in systems whose laws and state space possess 
some sort of symmetry. This motivates the study of generic systems only after hav- 
ing included any natural symmetries of the problem. The study of bifurcations with 
symmetry was considerably extended and refined in the two volumes [51,54], and this 
thesis uses their approach. 
1.1.2 Symmetry in nature 
All around us we have symmetry ... well, maybe we don't really, but our love of 
simplicity and beauty makes us like to think we have; particle physicists would like us 
to believe it is really there! And so we haved Put symmetries into our models from time 
immemorial. Thus, in order to understand our models, we need to see if symmetry in 
them affects them. Perhaps in the real world, the concept of broken symmetry is more 
relevant, but nevertheless it has been shown by many examples that considering the 
world to have symmetries in it is useful for answering the Questions mentioned above, 
and this justifies its study. 
1.1.3 Symmetry breaking 
One final concept left to state in this introductory section is the idea of symmetry 
breaking, when symmetric system spontaneously creates asymmetric solutions from 
symmetric ones. One of the simplest mathematical statements of this is the Equivariant 
Branching Lemma of Cicogna and Vanderbauwhede [35] which says that for a large class 
of systems we can generically expect to see branches of steady solutions with symmetry 
lower than that of the system branching from a solution with full symmetry. This 
means that when changing a parameter in the system, there are circumstances when it 
would be highly unusual to see no steady solutions with broken symmetry. One simple 
demonstration of this is to be seen in the break-up of a laminar flame propagating 
vertically down a tube of premixed gas. For many mixtures, instabilities in the flat 
flame will very quickly form ridges and troughs that break the rotational symmetry of 
the flame, even if the turbulence is negligible. 
1.2 Some mathematical tools of the trade 
This thesis assumes the reader has a background in applied mathematics, including dif- 
ferential equations and some basic dynamical systems theory, such as phase portraits. 
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ID - Refer to Jordan and Smith [751 or Arrowsmith and Place [13] for introductions to non- 
linear ODEs and qualitative dynamaics. More advanced references are those by Arnold 
[8] and Guckenheimer and Holmes [61] which provide good all-round introductions. We 
now introduce some useful techniques. 
Bifurcation theory 
This is a powerful analytical technique for investigating the asymptotic behaviour of a 
dynamical system. We assume that we have one or more parameters of the system that 
continuously change the differential equations governing the system, i. e. we consider 
equations of the form: 
dx 
T= F(x, A) t 
where xE R' is an element in the state space and AE R' is an element in the 
parameter space. To paraphrase Ian Stewart (who was in turn quoting G. Auchmuty), 
bifurcation theory is a way of getting interesting solutions from uninteresting ones. 
Suppose we know that the trivial solution x=0 is a steady state for the above system, 
i. e. 
F(O, A) = 
for all A. Everywhere that the derivative 
dF 
has no eigenvalues with real paxt zero, the trivial solution is an isolated solution because 
the flow generated by F is locally conjugate to its linear part. However, if dF is of 
corank d>0 say, then in general we have other solutions in the neighbourhood of 
(XI A) = (07 0). 
Definition 1.2.1 A bifurcation point of the flow i= F(x,. X) is a value of A such that 
dF has an eigenvalue with real part zero. 
A bifurcation point of the mapping xn+l = F(Xn i A) is a value of A such that an 
eigenvalue of dF has modulus equal to one. 
We shall usually work with rn = 1, i. e. one-parameter bifurcation theory. In this 
setting it is possible to use bifurcation diagrams, which are schematic representations 
of the solution structure near the bifurcation. On the horizontal axis, the parameter 
varies, while the vertical axis shows some distinguishing feat-are of the solutions, for 
example the L2 norm, or a projection of the phase space on to one interesting dimension. 
As an example, figure 1.1 shows a pitchfork bifurcation. 
1.2.2 Smooth germs 
In most of local bifurcation theory, it is possible to achieve the simplest and most 
compact notation by introducing the germ of a function, a local definition of a function. 
Definition 1.2.2 A smooth germ is an equivalence class of all functions defined in 
some neighbourhood of the origin under the equivalence relation that if f is defined on 
a neighbourhood N of the origin and g on M, then there exists a neighbourhood P of 
the origin on which fEg. 
A consequence of this is that two members of the same germ have the same Taylor 
series to all orders, but due to the existence of non-zero 'flat' germs with all derivatives 
zero, the converse is not true. 
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Figure 1.1: A pitchfork bifurcation, the steady solutions of i= X(X2 - A). The pa- 
rameter A should be thought of as fix-ed whilst the dynamics evolve in the x direction. 
For A<0 there is one stable fix-ed point which loses stability to create two more stable 
fixed points for A>0. 
1.2.3 Equivalence of systems 
If we want to talk about dynamical systems being equivalent, we must introduce some 
equivalence relation on the class of dynamical systems considered. A broad form of 
equivalence is topological equivalence, which holds between two systems if there is a 
homeomorphism taking the orbits of one to the orbits of the other preserving their 
orientation. 
A stronger concept of equivalence is a conjugacy between two dynamical systems. 
We define this for discrete dynamical systems on two manifolds; f: X-. + X and 
g: Y -+ Y. There exists a conjugacy between (f, X) and (g, Y) if and only if there 
exists a homeomorphism 7r :X -* Y such that the following diagram commutes: 
X 
I 7r 
y 
i. e. if 7r of=gor. If the homeomorphism is C', we say there is the conjugacy is 
smooth. Intuitively, a conjugacy means that the dynamics of one system is a deforma- 
tion of the dynamics of the other. For example, if f has a periodic orbit of period 74, 
then so must g. Nofe flal cpAý,, ifpcj s vl^ 
1.2.4 Genericity and structural stability 
Consider the following (strong) formulation of genericity [108]. Given a class of map- 
pings/flows on a manifold with the structure of a complete metric space: 
Definition 1.2.3 A property P is generic if it holds on an open dense set. 
A more useful definition for smooth germs is given in [54], and in particular for 
smooth germs with symmetry. Suppose a symmetry group r forces some finite set 
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of equalities, P, involving a finite number of coefficients on the set of coefficients in 
a Taylor expansion of a singularity. Let the set of smooth germs with this property 
be denoted by 9p. Suppose we have a finite set of inequalities, Q, involving a finite 
number of coefficients in a Taylor expansion. Then denote the set of all smooth germs 
that satisfy both P and Q by Lip. We assume that ! 9p is non-empty, i. e. P and Q are QQ 
not mutually exclusive. 
Definition 1.2.4 A set of smooth germs S is generic with property P if there exists 
Q such that S= 9QP I 
Note that symmetry induces a property P, but not 0 properties P can be induced 
by a symmetry. Also note that this definition involves not just a countable intersection 
of open dense sets, but a finite intersection. 
Another important concept is structural stability of a set of dynamical systems. 
This means that in some neighbourhood of a system S, all dynamical systems are 
topologically equivalent to S, i. e. whether the dynamics are merely deformed upon 
deformation of the system rather than taking on any new qualitative features. 
1.2.5 Group representation theory 
The language of group theory is the language of symmetry, much of the study of the 
former being motivated by questions in the latter. In this thesis we shall be concerned 
with studying problems which have symmetries corresponding to compact Lie groups 
(continuous groups) acting on R" (with the exception of the Euclidean group discussed 
in parts of chapter 6). Consider a symmetry group r, and define equivariance under Ir 
for a bifurcation problem thus: 
Definition 1.2.5 A bifurcation problem dxldt = F(x, A) is r-equivariant if, and only 
if.. 
F(7 x, A) = -/ F(x, A) 
for all -t E r. 
Note that implicit in this definition is that the group has an action, or if it is linear 
a representation on the phase space of the problem. 
Definition 1.2.6 A representation of the group IF on a vector Space V is a 
homomorphism into the group GL(V) of linear transformations of V, 
r --+ GL(V) 
i. e. we can identify elements in the group r with invertible matrices in the space 
of linear maps of V to itself, and thus we write -y(x) instead of p., x for elements in V 
acted on by elements in IF. 
The next two definitions are motivated respectively by the questions: (a) Which 
points in V have symmetry at least E? (b) How much symmetry does a point v have? 
Definition 1.2. T The fixed point space of a subgroup E of r is the set: 
Fix(E) =fvEV: o, (v) = v, V ol E F, }. 
Definition 1.2.8 The isotropy subgroup of a point vEV is the subgroup: 
F, v=f ol E F, : ol (V) = VI , 
Considering all the isotropy subgroups of a group leads to a partial ordering of 
them given by inclusion. This is referred to tI-ds as the isotropy lattice of the action of 
a group - 
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1.2.6 Singularity theory and normal forms 
IM_ 
for answering questions about generic local bifurcations with symmetry, a useful tool is 
that of singularity theory [118]. This gives a rigorous way of investigating bifurcations 
of smooth germs by examining how the presence of a symmetry group affects the 
structure of the Taylor series of the vector field in the neighbourhood of a bifurcation. 
This leads us to a systematic way of investigating singularities, called classification by 
codimension, where the codimension of a bifurcation measures how many parameters 
are needed generically in order to get a singularity. We summarise this procedure in 
section 1.3.2. 
1.3 Bifurcation theory with symmetry 
In order to answer the question What types of changes of behaviour are possible/genetic 
in a system of equations with symmetry IP as we alter a parameter AE Rm, we need to 
consider the structure of nonlinear maps with r-equivariance (we shall mostly consider 
one parameter bifurcation theory, m= 1). 
1.3.1 Reduction to center manifold 
In one parameter problems at a generic bifurcation, the corank of the linearisation dF is 
the dimension of one of the irreducible representations of the group r, and all the other 
eigenvectors of dF axe either stable (Re(A) < 0) or unstable (Re(A) > 0). Because of 
this, it is possible in local bifurcations to reduce any problem to one on a vector space 
equal to the null space of the linearisation by using either the center manifold theorem 
[30,931 or Liapunov- Schmidt Reduction [51]. The former has the advantage that the 
dynamics are preserved in a neighbourhood of the bifurcation, whereas the latter has 
the advantage that the reduced equations axe still smooth. 
1.3.2 Local bifurcations 
These are bifurcations where the local topology of the solution sets change. There are 
two basic types which can be considered with symmetric bifurcation theory as it is: 
steady state and Hopf bifurcations, which we consider separately. 
Classification by codimension This involves two stages; the classification problem 
of an equivariant singularity with a symmetry group r, and then the application to 
a problem becomes a problem of determining a set of coefficients and following a tree 
diagram to give the bifurcation structure of the singularity in question. The latter stage 
is known as the recognition problem. This procedure, coupled with the idea of finite 
determinacy, gives us a rigorous way of deciding which higher order terms in a Taylor 
expansion can be ignored and which cannot. 
The classification problem starts with looking at an irreducible action on the sym- 
metry group r on some vector space V, and finding the set of germs I which are 
invariant and those E which are equivariant under the group action. Note that E has 
the structure of a module over the ring I. This construction is fortunately a finite 
process due to Schwarz's theorem [119]. Constructing a general Taylor expansion of 
the singularity, we write: 
f (X, A) =E vfv(I) 
t, EE 
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where the f, axe smooth functions of the invariants. For every coefficient of any f, 
that is zero, we move one higher in codimension, and using this, we can construct a 
tree diagram of tests on coefficients which will determine the codimension. For each 
possibility, we can give the topological characteristics of the bifurcation diagram, for 
example, how many branches come off and in what direction they branch. 
The recognition problem then becomes a question of examining the Taylor series 
of the problem at hand, and following down the tree diagram to determine what codi- 
mension the problem is and what the bifurcation diagram will look like. 
As an example, consider a laminar flame propagating down a cylindrical tube of 
premixed gas and air. The plane flame will have circular symmetry (0(2) symmetry 
in group theory terminology). We can write down a general 0(2)-equivariant germ of 
a vector field (with 0(2) acting irreducibly) in the form: 
i= zf (Zýý) 
for zEC and some arbitrary function f. Expanding this as a Taylor series 
i= a0z + alz 
2ý+ 
a2Z 
322+--- 
we find the vector field is locally topologically equivalent to i= a0z if ao ý6 0 (codi- 
mension zero), i= al z 2i if ao =0 and a, :A0 (codimension one), and so on. This is 
the classification problem. The recognition problem, or finding an equation that locally 
describes the behaviour of the flame, becomes a problems of determining the coefficients 
of the Taylor series; the classification problem gives us a way of knowing when to stop. 
(N. B. This example is particularly simple, because z is the only equivariant and z5 is 
the only invariant of the action of 0(2) on C. Usually we wish to do this for bifurcation 
equations, when we need to perform two or more variable Taylor expansions, and the 
exercise becomes non-trivial [341. ) 
Steady state bifurcation A steady solution (a solution of F(x, X) =0 for an ODE) 
becomes unstable and one or more steady solutions may branch off in a neighbourhood 
of the bifurcation point. There are a few basic techniques which work for all groups, e. g. 
the Equiva7iant Branching Lemmma which states that there is a branch of solutions for 
every one dimensional isotropy subgroup of the symmetry group [35). This has been 
extended to the case of odd dimensional isotropy subgroups which are maximal (i. e. for 
which there are no isotropy subgroups between it and the full symmetry group. ), and 
led to the conjecture of Golubitsky that all maximal isotropy subgroups have branches 
at bifurcation, and all branches correspond to a maximal isotropy subgroup. Both these 
conjectures have been proved false [47], and this should give us some idea of what we 
are up against; to a large extent, each group brings its own set of problems and its 
own quirks, and thus must be dealt with separately. As an example, the formation of 
steady cellular patterns on a burner with the changing of a combustion parameter can 
be thought of as a steady state bifurcation from a laminar flame; see chapters 6 and 7. 
Hopf bifurcation This is the creation of periodic solutions of small amplitude from 
a steady solution [93]. In the simplest situation, consider an equation of the form 
i= F(x, A), with F(O, A) = 0, xE R' and AER. A Hopf bifurcation occurs when a 
pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues of dF(O,, \) pass through the imaginary axis at 
iw as A passes through 0, under some generic conditions. For A on one side of zero or 
the other, it is possible to show existence of a branch of periodic solutions coming from 
the bifurcation point with angular frequency near w. 
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Figure 1.2: The universal unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation, ý= X3 _ Ax+al X2 +a2- 
the ai terms break the symmetry as well as unfolding the bifurcation. The four regions 
of the (a,, a2) plane show (x, A) bifurcation diagrams associated with the four possible 
generic unfoldings of the pitchfork at (al , Q2) = 
(0,0). The unfolding is universal in 
that any unfolding cannot locally have any bifurcation diagrams not equivalent to one 
of those shown here. 
Although at first, singularity theory might appear to be only applicable to fixed 
point bifurcations, [52] develop a method to treat periodic orbit bifurcating from fixed 
points. By looking for limit cycles at a particular frequency, they define a Birkhoff 
normal form for equivariant Hopf bifurcation with symmetry rx S1, where the S' 
symmetry corresponds to the temporal phase shift symmetry of the periodic orbit. 
This can be thought of as an asymptotic form of the equations which are similar to 
averaged equations. In fact, only the periodic orbits and fixed points have the S' 
symmetry, but it is easiest to work with a normal form where the whole germ has 
the S' symmetry. They do this by performing a Liapunov- Schmidt reduction from an 
infinite dimensional system to a finite dimensional one which has the extra symmetry. 
Examples in laminar flame theory are discussed in chapter 6. 
Unfolding a singularity For singularities with codimension greater than one, it is 
possible to add further generic parameters to the problem and un ld the problem into Ifo 
a range of codimension one bifurcations. For example, with the pitchfork bifurcation 
(codimension one with symmetry but codimension three without), by adding two extra 
parameters, it is possible to break this down into aJ1 possible bifurcation diagrams that 
are dose to (i. e. perturbations of) a pitchfork: see figure 1.2. The two dimensions 
represent the two unfolding parameters, and the bifurcation diagrams are shown in 
each of the areas of parameter space. 
Mode interactions Going the other way from unfoldings, if we add extra bifurcation 
parameters to a bifurcation problem, genericity can allow a variety of more obscure 
transitions. When there are two bifurcations that we cause to happen simultaneously 
by changing a second parameter, we will usually see a picture that is more complex than 
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just the sum of the two bifurcations. In particular, we may see secondary bifurcations 
to mixed modes in either steady-state or Hopf bifurcations, and can show the existence 
of many more solution branches than we can with the simple bifurcation theory. To 
illustrate the idea, consider a two dimensional parameter space (a, b). Suppose we 
have a bifurcation A of an equation F(x, a, b) =0 at a=0 and another, B at b=0. 
At each point (0, b) or (a, 0) with a and b non-zero, we can examine the bifurcations 
in some neighbourhood of the bifurcation points than will necessarily exclude (0,0). 
However, if we examine the mode interaction at (0,0), we will get a valid model of the 
solutions in some neighbourhood of (0,0) which must also include a description of the 
simple bifurcations. Matkowsky and others have considered mode interaction between 
Hopf bifurcation to different patterns in premixed combustion [24], and use the mode 
interaction to find quasiperiodic states. 
1.3.3 Global bifurcations 
Some bifurcations are not possible to describe by purely local phenomena. For example, 
homoclinic bifurcations on a plane, where a limit cycle is created at an infinite period 
bifurcation. Here it is necessary to look at a neighbourhood of a homoclinic orbit and 
examine how the topology of the solution curves in this neighbourhood change as it is 
generically perturbed. 
In this case, it is however possible to reduce to a local problem by constructing a 
return map in the neighbourhood of the fixed point using assumptions of genericity. 
What is more, it is possible in most cases to treat such bifurcations as local bifurcation 
by including an extra parameter to shrink the region of interest down to a point. This 
is done, for example, to find homoclinic connections and saddle-node bifurcations in 
a codimension two bifurcation, an interaction between a pitchfork bifurcation and a 
Hopf bifurcation in a two dimensional phase space; a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation [61] 
shown in figure 1.3. 
1.3.4 Chaos 
This is a generic name for an attracting invariant set of a system that has one or more 
of the following attributes; 
Sensitive dependence on initial conditions and topological transitivity (a dense 
orbit). 
e Ergodicity (equality of space and time averages). 
* Positive Liapunov exponents (exponentially diverging trajectories). 
* Ractal dimensionality. 
* Mixing (weak or strong, metric or topological) 
* Positive topological entropy 
and can appear from bifurcations in a variety of manners, for example the Shilnikov 
mechanism [50], where perturbations of an orbit homoclinic to a point with two complex 
attracting eigenvalues and one real repelling one can, in certain circumstances induce a 
Smale horseshoe map [133] wl-dch indicates that at least one subsystem has trajectories 
with sensitive dependence on initial conditions. The study of these differences are in the 
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Figure 1.3: The Bogdanov-Takens codimension two bifurcation. This occurs when 
saddle node and Hopf bifurcations occur simultaneously a the point (0,0). 
The two bifurcation parameters (VI, V2) unfold the phase portraits on the plane as 
shown in each region. (From Arrowsmith and Place [13]. ) 
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domain of ergodic theory, the study of measure preserving transformations on measure 
spaces. 
It is possible to get chaotic attractors bifurcating from fixed points of high codi- 
mension by using a manner similax to that for global bifurcations, i. e. by shrinking the 
dynamics down to a point. 
1.4 Applications 
When applying mathematical theory to the physical world, it is important to try to 
optimise the model so that it usefully shows much of the behaviour that one is interested 
in, but it is also as simple as possible to avoid needless effort. While, for example, in 
combustion theory, the reacting fluid equations have been known for a long time, for 
many questions they axe so complicated that they can only be examined by massive 
computational effort. By making an asymptotic approximation of delta function flame 
fronts motivated by the physical reality of the largeness of the nondimensional activation 
energy, it is possible to restrict to a much smaller class of systems and thus even 
if numerical approximation is still the only way to get solutions, they require less 
computational effort. 
1.4.1 Finite dimensional systems 
Finite dimensional systems require only a finite number of quantities to determine the 
future of the system to a high degree of accuracy (i. e. it is a lumped System)l and in 
most cases; the evolution can be described by an ODE. In chapters 2 to 5, we consider 
a specific class of such models where many systems that have simple periodic dynamics 
are joined together as a network of coupled oscillators, and discuss some applications 
of such a theory. 
1.4.2 Infinite dimensional systems 
Where spatial variations in the state of a system are large, it is not possible to directly 
argue that we can approximate by a finite dimensional system. Sometimes it is possible 
to use reduction techniques to reduce to a finite dimensional subsystem that displays 
behaviour close to the original system for asymptotically large times. What is more, 
numerical solutions can only be performed to finite accuracy for a finite dimensional 
system, so it is important to understand if, when and how reduction is possible. Much 
work has been clone on proving the existence of inertial manifolds or global attractors 
with finite dimension in PDEs (for example the Navier-Stokes fluid equations [38]), 
but even this work tends to give dimensions that are very much larger than can be 
usefully used in analytical work. As the number of actual degrees of freedom becomes 
larger and larger, it is possible to use such techniques as coherent structures or defect 
turbulence, and only statistical methods are likely to produce any significant progress 
in problems which have little coherent structure. 
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Chapter 2 
Coupled Oscillators: Theory 
2.1 Introduction 
Since the pioneering work of van der Pol [109,110], the theory of coupled oscillators has 
become a more or less well defined subject in mathematical modelling. In the following 
sections, we discuss briefly some of the applications of coupled oscillator models. In 
this thesis, we are mainly concerned with the development of a theory of symmetrically 
coupled oscillators, rather than application to physical systems. 
2.1.1 Coupled oscillators in combustion theory 
In trying to answer questions about real physical systems, it is necessary to strike a 
balance between the simplicity of the model and the usefulness of the results. What 
motivated this study was the modelling of coupling between burners in a furnace to 
understand under what conditions they axe likely to break out into oscillation. Fitting 
together the previous two sentences naturally leads to look at coupled oscillator models, 
where each burner is represented by a system that has a propensity to oscillate, and 
there are weaker interactions between them, caused by one of a number of things: for 
example, acoustic coupling (identified to be important by Rayleigh [115] with many 
results summarised by Putnam [113]) or fluid-mechanic (incompressible) coupling such 
as that caused by interaction between vortices. 
To a large extent, the original problem has proven to be too difficult in the time to 
represent in such a simple way. A great deal of effort worldwide in the last twenty or 
thirty years has been put into understanding the physics and chemistry of combustion 
but still, owing to the unsolved problems of turbulent flow, there are many properties 
of flames that are only beginning to be studied (for example, the effect that multi- 
step chemistry has on a moving flame). Thus, the problems are great enough with the 
modelling of the physics and chemistry of such a system, and only once these have been 
surmounted would it be possible to make a model with any confidence, other than by 
experimental methods. 
2.1.2 Coupled oscillators in biological sciences 
Some of the earliest motivation to study coupled oscillators came from physiologists 
making working models of systems such as the heart by van der Pol and van der Mark 
[111], the gut [87), the spinal cord of the lamprey (references in [102]), the synchro- 
nisation of fireflies [135,137], or one of the most fundamental problems in biology; 
morphogenesis. This is the mechanism for formation of a living organism with head, 
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feet etc. from something more resembling a blob of jelly, and motivated Turing's sem- 
inal work [128]. Work has been done to extend and investigate these systems from 
simple rings to polyhedral lattices of interacting cells [107], and the work in this chap- 
ter examines the case of identical weakly coupled oscillators with arbitrary symmetry. 
In the mathematical model we imagine an organism to be composed of cells, with rapid 
diffusion inside and cell walls which only allow slow diffusion through them. Thus we 
expect the concentrations of chemicals to be more or less constant within each cell, but 
different between different cells, and this is how Turing justifies going from an infinite 
dimensional spatially extended system to a finite dimensional one, with the number of 
cells proportional to the dimension of the system. 
General problems of synchronisation between 'biological clocks' were considered by 
Winfree in [135,137], and this has been taken further by a number of authors [107,87, 
44,80]. So-called central pattern generators have been studied using these techniques; 
these are models for the neural arrangements that govern e. g. the locomotion of animals. 
Modelling each leg as an oscillator with a certain natural frequency, a system of coupled 
oscillators can provide a minimal mathematical description of the order of footfalls 
of a quadruped [37] or biped [21]. The recent book by Murray [102] reviews many 
applications of oscillator techniques to biology. 
Three principal techniques have been applied to these problems. Firstly that of weak 
coupling [44,80,135], which we discuss at length in the rest of this chapter. Secondly 
that of 'phase resetting oscillators', which can be thought of as singular oscillators with 
very strongly attracting limit cycles that interact only at points when one oscillator 
goes through zero phase [57,135]. Thirdly, the use of two or more degree of freedom 
oscillators to realistically model both phase and amplitude dynamics, whether near 
Hopf bifurcation [128] or not, such as Fitzhugh-Nagumo or Hodgkin-Huxley equations 
for nerve fibre impulses. In physical oscillator systems, random variation between 
oscillator frequencies [121,135] is important to take into account, but in this thesis we 
do not consider this. 
2.1.3 Coupled oscillators in chemistry 
In a similar way to that of biology, chemical reactions occurring in a system that consists 
of several well-stirred reactors coupled together by links allowing slow diffusion between 
them can be modelled using coupled equations. This has been done in particular with 
models for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [64]. 
2.1.4 Coupled oscillators in superconductivity 
Since the discovery of superconductivity and in particular, Josephson junctions (which 
are also known as superconductive quanturn interference devices or SQUIDS), there has 
been much effort placed in trying to understand the effects of coupling them together, as 
one would desire to use them on networks for computing and high frequency detection 
purposes. The work presented here is closely related to that investigated in [62,63,10, 
12,132,127]. 
2.1.5 Coupled oscillators in electronics 
The study of electronic oscillators has been one of the prime motivators to the study 
of mathematical oscillators, with much of the theory of oscillators coming from this 
field. Founding work was done by van der Pol [109,1101, and the spirit of his work was 
continued in the first half of the century mostly by Russian workers who also examined 
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the effects of noise in systems of oscillators [4,101]. An early summary of applications in this field is to be found in the book by Hayashi [68], while later work is to be found 
in many journals, most notably the IEEE Journal on Circuits and Systems. Networks 
of electronic -. -an der Pol oscillators have been considered by Linkens [87] and Endo and Mori [421, among others. There are also applications to microwave oscillator theory [106]. 
The material of the remainder of this chapter has appeared in the pre-print [181, 
with the exception of section 2.7.1. 
2.1.6 Weak coupling 
As briefly explained above, many physical systems have the property of having many identical or near identical cells with strong internal dynamics and weak interaction 
with the other cells. Thinking of this in terms of dynamical systems we describe the 
whole system as being a perturbation of an uncoupled system; i. e. there is a smooth homotopy between the system and a system that is a product of several dynamical 
systems. Leaving aside the case of weakly coupling dynamical systems with only stable hyperbolic fixed points (which is a problem in statics, not dynamics! ) the simplest 
non-trivial behaviour that a dissipative dynamical system can have is a stable periodic 
orbit, and the next four chapters are devoted to studying such systems. We also assume 
that the oscillators are dissipative so that the periodic orbit is attracting and unique 
in some neighbourhood. 
It would also be of interest to study energy preserving or Hamiltonian systems 
under a hypothesis of weak coupling, and this might shed some light on the problem of 
Josephson junctions, but it would involve studying higher dimensional, and thus more 
complex systems. In the Hamiltonian case, the genericity of systems is very different 
from that for dissipative systems. For example, there can be Poincare recurrence (all 
trajectories return to any neighbourhood of an initial point), many periodic orbits, and 
tori associated with integrals of the motion. 
Weakly coupled systems provide an example of a class of systems which have a clear 
physical meaning but are non-generic at the limit of no coupling (when the system 
is a product flow), loosely providing an analogy with the concept of integrability in 
Hamiltonian systems. Even strongly coupled oscillator systems must have a weakly 
coupled limit (in a mathematical sense) in order to be able to justify the use of the 
word 'oscillator'. We examine how the presence of symmetry affects the behaviour of 
such a system. 
It has long been known [44] that in the weak coupling limit, a network of n coupled 
oscillators can be described by motion on an n-torus for small enough coupling. This 
corresponds to a robustness of the coordinates where each oscillator is represented by 
the phase on its own limit cycle, and is rigorously presented as normal hyperbolicity 
of the n-torus of the uncoupled system. We use this in conjunction with averaging in 
the style of [20,44] to present a normal form for a system of weakly coupled oscillators 
which has an artificial circular symmetry from the averaging process, as well that 
inherited from the symmetry of the network. The circular symmetry can be thought of 
as a manifestation of the fact that the weak coupling affects the phases on a timescale 
much longer than the period of the individual oscillators, so there is an asymptotic 
decoupling between the two timescales. This is comparable with the normal form of 
Golubitsky and Stewart [52,53] for Hopf bifurcation with symmetry. 
In this normal form we cannot investigate the breakup of the invariant torus which 
can cause the breakdown of such a system from regular (nonchaotic) motion. In order 
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to examine questions such as this, we can extend the phase space to incorporate a radius 
coordinate for each oscillator such as Aronson et al. [10] do. Another approach is to 
examine a return map of the system (i. e. a map on T" transverse to the flow) and 
examine how it can become non-invertible, as do MacKay and Tresser [89] for general 
circle maps, and Krupa and Roberts [81] for circle maps with Z,, symmetry. 
2.2 Definitions 
We write 
fz E C: jzýj = 1} -= R/27r Z 
as the circle group (the 1-torus) and R as its universal cover. We freely change between 
two representations of the torus (using exponentiation and taking arguments); we use 
Greek letters to refer to elements in R mod 27rZ and Roman letters for elements in C 
with unit modulus. See appendix A for more notation and conventions. 
Definition 2.2.1 An oscUlator is a dynamical system governed by an ODE: 
(2.1) i= f(X, A) 
where xEX is the phase space of the oscillator, AER is a parameter, and the equation 
has an asymptotically stable limit cycle J-1(t)} that varies smoothly with A. 
For convenience, we normallse the period to 27r by rescaling time. The possibilities 
for the phase space X include R' (m > 2), T' (m > 1), and the pendulum phase 
space RxV. The results also apply, with some technical assumptions, to oscillators 
governed by partial differential equations, for which X is a Banach space. 
Definition 2.2.2 A Ck network of weakly coupled identical oscillators is a dynamical 
system governed by an ODE of the form: 
(2.2) 
where: 
5c = f(x, A, C) 
0 X=(X1iX27-ixn)E Xn is the phase space variable, 
eAER is the bifurcation parameter, 
*CER is the coupling strength parameter, 
such that the following conditions hold: 
0f iS jointly Ck in x, A and c, 
f (x ,A1 0) 1: -- 
(f (x 11 A) 9**, If (x A)) for some 
f on X defining an identical oscillator 
in each of the n components. 
This definition implies that at E=0, there is an attracting n-torus. There exists an 
open neighbourhood of initial conditions N of the limit cycle -Y EX such that all initial 
conditions for the vector field f in N' are attracted to a limit cycle on the n-torus 
defined by Ixi = -t(t + Oj) : E) E T"}. 
It is also possible to additionally couple a hyperbolic fixed point without destroying 
the normal hyperbolicity discussed later. 
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Definition 2.2.3 The flow 5. = f(x, A, c) is equivariant with symmetry group ra 
subgroup of S,, if it satisfies: 
fi (X., (j) ýA "0 = fa(i) (xj, A, 0 
for all (i, j) E 1, ---, n and o, E IF. 
This is the action induced by having S,, permute the coordinates of the oscillators. 
For large n, there can be many such symmetry groups IP possible, but note that sec- 
tion 2.7.1 shows that restricting the form of the equation to pairwise coupling reduces 
the number of possible symmetry groups for a network. 
2.3 Reduction to normal form 
The strong contraction compared to the strength of the coupling in the neighbourhood 
of the limit cycles enables us to use the normal hyperbolicity of Hirsch et al. [70] to 
predict persistence of an n-torus which is asymptotically attracting. 
Examining the uncoupled system again, all of the orbits (which are periodic orbits 
due to the oscillators being identical) have n Floquet exponents [61] which are zero 
because the orbits are neutrally stable to perturbations lying on the n-torus. The rest 
have negative real paxt by assumption. For small enough c, this n-torus is preserved by 
using normal hyperbolicity, as given in Wiggins [133] (theorem 1.3.7), with the torus 
being the center manifold of the flow. 
We shall choose a coordinate system 0 for the n-torus that is a 
deformation of the phases for the uncoupled flow. 
In the coordinates on the n-torus, the IP-eqnivarant network of coupled oscillators 
5c =f (x, A,, E) is conjugated to a flow generated by the ODE: 
(2.3) 6=I cF(O, A) 
for sufficiently small E, where F is a r-equivariant and Ck on the n-torus. We have 
suppressed the dependence of F on E by reparameterisation, as the limit will in general 
be 0(1) in c. 
Definition 2.3.1 The averaged equation 2.3 is defined to be: 
(2.4) 6=1 cG(O, A) 
where the averaged vector field G of the vector field F is: 
(2.5) G(O,, \) =1 F(O + ti, A)dt 2r 
Jo 
'V- 
For e<1, the dynamics of the equation 2.3 can 
be conjugated to within e of those 
of equation 2.4 for time t< O(Cl) (see Sanders and Verhulst 
[117]). Note that it is 
possible to average the equations to any order in e. The form of averaging we are using 
is for only one frequency; we do not need to consider quasiperiodic averaging 
[8]. 
The averaged vector field defined by equation 2.5 is invariant under the action of 
T' given by: 
(2.6) Oi ý-4 Oi +0 for 0E T'. 
This averaging is analogous to the reduction of vector fields to Birkhoff normal 
form, as used for Hopf bifurcation by Golubitsky and Stewart [52). 
We have thus reduced the problem to looking at the dynamics of rx T' equivariant 
flows on the n-torus, or equivalently IF equivariant flows on T". 
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Definition 2.3.2 We define the (n - 1)-torus for n coupled oscillators to be Tn-1 - 
Tn/T'(1, ---, 1). 
Taking representative points of T", we can write 
n 
n-1 
---: 
ýO C Tn: Zo, = 
i=l 
We can think of there being a factorisation of the flow into an average oscillation 
and a slow drift of phase made explicit through the T1 symmetry. The rx T' flow on 
Tn is a normal form for the weakly coupled case. We investigate the isotropy structure 
of this normal form in section 2.4. 
2.3.1 Relating the normal form to the full equations 
V_ 
,: or c small enough, hyperbolic periodic orbits in equation 2.3 are detectable as hyper- 
bolic periodic orbits in equation 2.4 as f --+ 0. However, periodic orbits with two or 
more zero Floquet exponents may not imply a periodic orbit in the unaveraged sys- 
tem, and can be destroyed by perturbing by terms which are 'flat' in e. We have to 
beware of saddle connections, as these do not exist on the limited timescale in which 
averaging guarantees closeness. Generically, these can give rise to heteroclinic chaos in 
equation 2.3 as the stable and unstable manifolds may transversely intersect. This is 
however not the case if the stable and unstable manifolds are coincident with symmetry 
subspaces as will be discussed in chapter 3. 
All the results above are done for the averaged approximation of a weakly coupled 
oscillator network. In fact, instead of exact T1 symmetry, we have a symmetry of the 
equations generated by the semigroup R+ corresponding to the fact that the equations 
are autonomous. 
The R+ action can be extended into a group action on R because the Oi are mono- 
tonic for small e and the ýi are bounded due to the phase space being compact. Thus 
the equations are defined for all time both forwards and backwards. 
By looking at the isotropy spaces for rxR, we can get a similar set of results, but 
the calculations are much harder due to the lack of a concrete temporal action on the 
phase space; it is easier to work with a Poincare map in this case and use techniques 
such as those of Mirollo and Strogatz [100] for existence of rotating wave states. 
2.4 The spatio-temporal symmetries of S,, x T' 
After discussing the symmetries of networks of identical oscillators, we investigate the 
isotropy structure of Sn x T' equivariant flows on Tn. This gives us the isotropy 
structure of rx T' flows for any r< sn. 
There is a trade-off between acting linearly with a non-compact group rx TI X Zn 
on the universal cover of the torus Tn and acting with the compact group rx T' on the 
topologically non-trivial manifold Tn. For the questions considered here, the second 
route is simpler and gives answers more easily due to less algebra being necessary to 
take care of the infinite group Zn. 
2.4.1 The symmetries for the phase equations 
The flow we are considering is 
(2.7) 6i =I+ cF(O, A) 
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This is equivariant under the action of IF x T' on T" defined by: 
(2.8) Kal W). Z]i = WZ, (i) 
for (a, w) Erx T1 (recall zj = exp(iOj) ). This action is reducible since r fixes a 1-D 
subspace of T" corresponding to the diagonal T1 I. Although this group action simple 
enough that we do not need any theory of group actions on manifolds, there are many 
features of this action which axe different from linear actions of a group on a vector 
space: There is no point which is fixed by all elements of rxV, and thus all fixed 
point subspaces are at least 1-dimensional. Also, there are in general many different 
1-dimensional fixed point subspaces, all. of which have 'maximal symmetry'. 
This can be seen as a lineax action of rx T1 on C' restricted to TI. This is what 
makes the calculations so simple, and in fact the action on T" is simpler than the 
action on C" because there axe many fixed point subspaces in C" which have zi =0 
for at least one i. We do not need to consider these symmetry subspaces because they 
do not intersect Tn. In our problem, unlike Hopf bifurcation with symmetry, all of the 
oscillators are oscillating with approximately the same amplitude and frequency. 
2.4.2 Indistinguishable oscillator networks 
Although the oscillators are identical in the limit of no coupling, we define a network 
to be indistinguishable if any oscillator can do the job of any other oscillator. 
That is, the oscillators are indistinguishable if the group is transitive and in this case 
the system is determined by the equation for just one oscillator. (Recall that transitive 
means that for all i, j in f1... n}, there is an element a C- IP with i= a(j). ) Note that 
f (a, a, ---, a)} is a symmetry subspace of rx T' if and only if IP is transitive. The 
symmetry groups which give rise to indistinguishable oscillators include the common 
symmetry groups Sn, Z,,, D,,, and also two or more dimensional lattices such as Dk X Z.. 
(where km = n) etc. for a variety of different structures. 
Definition 2.4.1 The spatial projection homomorphism and temporal projection ho- 
momorphisms are the natural projections of rx T' onto the two factors: 
rx T' 
7r, /\ 71 t 
r T' 
The spatial projection is an isomorphism when restricted to any isotropy subgroup 
E<FxV. (See Golubitsky et al. [54] p 300). If two elements of F, have the same 
spatial projection, then they are the same element. 
The temporal projection must also be a homomorphism, but it need not be an 
isomorphism. If rt(E) is non-trivial, we call Ea twisted isotropy subgroup. Because 7r, 
restricted to F, is an isomorphism, any element of an isotropy subgroup F, < Ir x T' 
can be written as (a, w(a)), with aE 7r, (F, ), where w(a) = exp(iO(o, )) and O(a) is the 
twist homomorphism in [54], 299. 
Lein ma 2.4.1 The image of any isotropy subgroup of rx T' under temporal projection 
is isomorphic to Zm for some m dividing n. 
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Proof Consider the isotropy subgroup of rx T' corresponding to the isotropy of the 
point z. Then z is invariant under E by definition. Thus 
Zi =W ZO, 
for all (a, w) C: E. Each aEE defines a partition of n objects corresponding to the 
disjoint cycle decomposition of that permutation. Say we have a partition into parts, 
each of length kj, j=1... 1. Then for each i in the jth partition, oki acts trivially on 
the i, and So Wkj = 1, because zi = wkjz,;,, (, ). Thus, 
wn= WEk.? = IjWkj =1 
for each (01, W) E E. This says that any isotropy subgroup of rx Tl is in fact a subgroup 
of rxZ, and thus 7rt restricted to rxz,, gives rt(E) < Z,,. Thus 7rt(E) =- Z,,, for 
some m dividing n. 0 
The previous lemma means that the temporal part of any isotropy subgroup must 
have order dividing the number of oscillators. What is perhaps more surprising is that 
this result holds for the isotropy subgroups of any I' < S, (see theorem 2.4.2), so for 
instance six oscillators with five in a ring and one in the centre (an intransitive D5 
symmetry) will not have any isotropy subgroups with temporal order five. 
2.4.3 The isotropy subgroups of S,, x T' 
We show that conjugacy classes of isotropy subgroups are in one-to-one correspondence 
with all distinct ways of writing n= m(ki + k2 +-.. + ki), where 1, m and kj are all 
integers, with k, ý! k2 ý! ... ý! kI > 1. The fixed point subspaces have m blocks of 
k= n/m oscillators which are 'rotated' by a phase shift of 27r/m. Rirthermore, each 
block is partitioned into I sets of phase-locked oscillators. 
Theorem 2.4.1 The isotropy subgroups of S,, x T' are the elements E in conjugacy 
classes of the form: 
EE Ek, 
m --: 
(Ski X***X Sk, )rn 0 Zm 
where n = mk and k=k, + 
k2 + + ki . The dimension 
(in Tn) Of fio(13k, m) is I. 
The size of the conjugacy class Ek, m 
n! is 
rn(kl! k2! ... kj! )7n 
H signifies a semidirect product of the groups G and H. ) 
Proof. The above lemma gives us the temporal Z,,,, m dividing n. Looking at 7r, (j), 
this must induce a partition on f1... nj which is respected by ker(7rt) and is cyclically 
permuted by the action of im(7rt) 
Z,,,. 0 
Remarks Any fixed point subspace of a group in Ek, rn induces a partition of the 
oscillators into m blocks, each containing k oscillators. The system is unchanged under 
a shift in time of 1/mth of a period, coupled with cyclic permutation of the blocks. (This 
is the Zm symmetry. ) Each block is partitioned into sets of k phase-locked oscillators 
and thus has Ski X*** Sk, symmetry. 
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name IrI fix(r) I dim fix I mult. 
in-phase 
rotating waves 
rotating 
blocks 
partitioned 
oscillators 
Sn 
Zn 
(Sk)rn 0 Zm 
Ski X '**XSkj 
(ze ... Z) 11 
2 n-1 (ZI zwi zw 1 zw )1 (n - 
ZI ZWk ,1n! /(mkm) 
..., ZW-k) 
(ZI Zl, n! /(kl! ... kl! ) 
z2, ZI) 
Table 2.1: Some special fixed point spaces. 
for n prime or n<5, but in general theri 
partitioned blocks. 
These include aJ1 possible fixed point spaces 
will be many more, which we call rotating 
Example Consider n=6, which incidentally has the smallest n where we get an 
interesting isotropy subgroup (i. e. m and I both not equal to 1), it can be written as 
6= 2(2 + 1). The two dimensional submanifold of points: 
(XI yj Yý -xj -Yj -Y) E T6 
has isotropy 
generated by the elements: 
(SI X S2 )20 Z2 
J((23), 1), ((14)(25)(36), - 1)} C S6 x T'. 
'Iffle give special names to some of these fixed point subspaces, as shown in table 2.1. 
Note that the name 'rotating wave' is also called 'ponies on a merry-go-round' (POMs) 
by Aronson et al. [11] and 'splay phase solutions' by Mirollo, Strogatz, Swift, Tsang 
and Wiesenfeld [127,99]. 
The 1-1 correspondence noted in theorem 2.4.1 enables us to use a simple algorithm 
to generate the lattice of isotropy subgroups of S,,: 
e Note that Ekl,. < Ekrn if k' is a subpartition of k. 
e Furthermore ý'akp, m < 
I'akmp where kP is a partition with p copies of k. 
These two observations allow us to generate the lattice of isotropy subgroups for 
any n. This method is shown schematically in figure 2.1, and the lattices for isotropy 
subgroups for n=2 to 6 are shown in figure 2.2. 
2.4.4 The isotropy subgroups of IF x T' 
Now we are in a position to generate the isotropy lattice for any rx T' < S,, x T' 
using the following result. 
Theorem 2.4.2 The isotropy subgroups of IP x T' are precisely (r x T1) nF, where 
the E is an element of some conjugacy class Fak,,,, of isotropy subgroupsOf Snx V. 
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n) 
0 
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. ... . 
S,,, 
p is a 
prinic fac 
of m 
\ki 
= q+r 
sm 
ki XX 
Sq X Sr Xx S4. 
I) 
zM& ((S, s kt 
Figure 2.1: The general isotropy subgroup, with the largest isotropy subgroups it con- 
tains. The lattice can be generated by repeated applications of these rules. 
Proof Consider zETn, with isotropy EE Ek, m in Sn x 
V. This must have isotropy 
subgroup (r x Tl) n Einr x V. 13 
This theorem is awkward to implement in practice. The intersection of IP x T' with 
each of the elements in all of the conjugacy classes Ek, rn must be computed, which 
presents a formidable problem (although there are quite probably methods that will 
give substantial simplifications). This is because taking the intersection with ar will 
split the members of a conjugacy class of subgroups (in Sn) into a vaxiety of conjugacy 
classes in E. However, for small n it is possible to do these calculations by hand, as in 
the examples below. For groups with easily computable subgroups, it is easier to list all 
subgroups of r in terms of their generators and find the possible twist homomorphisms 
associated with each of these generators. 
2.4.5 Example: S2 X S2 (i) 
If we have a four osciHator system with intransitive S2 X S2 symmetry group of the 
elements 
f (12), (34), (12)(34)1 
then for the averaged system, by theorem 2.4.2 there exist isotropy subgroups of the 
form S2 X S27 S2 (twice), Z2 and 1, corresponding to the spaces (a, a, b, b), (a, a, b, c), 
(a, b, c, c), (a, -a, b, -b) and (a, b, c, d) respectively on 
V (where Jal = JbI = Icl = Idl = 
1). Note there are no in-phase oscillations forced by the symmetry, even for arbitrarily 
small coupling. 
2.4.6 Example: S2 X S2 (ii) 
If we have a four oscillator system with the transitive S2 X S2 symmetry of 
fe, (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)} 
(i. e. a different Klein 4-group), then theorem 2.4.2 predicts to existence of isotropy 
subgroups of the form 
S2 X S29 S2 (three times), (S2 X Z2) (three times), Z2 (three 
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2 
)2 S4 
2s2xS2s3 
s2 
I 
Z6 73(g)(S 
2 
)3 7-2(g)(S3 )2 S6 
5 
S5 
e(S2XSI)2 Z3 7-2 S3 X S3 S4 X S2 S5 
S3 xS2 S4 x 
12 S2 xS2xS2 S3 x S2 S4 
x 
x S2 xS2 S3 
S2 x S2 S3 
zs2 
S2 
. ................................................ 
K=6 
Figure 2.2: The lattice of isotropy subgroups of S,, x T' for n=2,..., 6. 
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times), and 1 corresponding to the spaces (a, a, a, a), (a, a, b, b) etc., (a, -a, a, -a) etc., 
(a, -a, b, -b) etc. and (a, b, c, d) respectively. 
The examples S3 andS4 are discussed at length in chapter 3. 
2.5 The isotropy structure of Z, x Tl and D,, x Tl 
In this section we apply similar calculations to those in section 2.4 in order to classify 
all of the isotropy subgroups of a ring of identical oscillators. This leads us to examine 
firstly the group of rotations Z,, and secondly, the dihedral group D, ' (rotations and 
reflections of the ring) on n identical oscillators, which has also been considered near 
Hopf bifurcation by Ermentrout [43] and Golubitsky and Stewart [53]. 
2.5.1 The group Z,, x T' 
By labelling the oscillators 1 to n around the ring, we can pick the n cycle o, = (1, ---, n) 
as the generator of Zn. This is applicable when we have a ring of oscillators with a 
preferred orientation. 
Theorem 2.5.1 The isotropy subgroups are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs 
of positive integers (m, p) where n= mk and pE 10,1,2ý --., m- 1}. The isotropy 
subgroups Zm(p) are isomorphic to Z,.,, under spatial projection, and are generated by: 
I (t7k 
I Wkp)}. 
The fixed point subspaces have dimension k (in Tn) and are: 
fix(Z,,, (p)) =fzE T" : zi = aiwP} 
where ai = a(j mod k)- 
Proof. Any isotropy subgroup of Z,, x T' must be isomorphic to Z,, because the 
spatial projection of any isotropy subgroup F, must be a subgroup of Z,, and thus it 
can be written as being generated by (ak, w) for some w. Looking at the mth power 
of the generator acting on a point with isotropy E, we must have w' = 1, and so we 
can write w=w kp for some p, with the w distinct for different p mod m. 11 
Note that the subgroups with different p are not conjugate in Z, and they will 
have temporal projections which will be Zq for all q dividing m. These subgroups are 
partially ordered in the lattice in the following way: 
Theorem 2.5.2 Z,, (s) : ý, Z,,, (p) if and only if r divides m and s=p modr. 
Proof. Let m= kr and p=s mod r. Then the kth power of the generator of Z,,, 
(p) 
is the generator of Z, (s). Conversely, if Z, (, s) < Z,,, (p) (where mk = rt = n) we get 
(01 tIw ts )= (or k 
)w 
kp)h 
for some integer h, as they are both cyclic groups. Thus kh = t, nh/ m= n/r, r 
divides 
rn and ts= kphmodnso s =pmodr. CI 
As an example, we show the isotropy lattice for Z4 x T' in figure 2.3. 
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a ja 
aa -a a 
a -ja 
-a 
< 
< 
cOo 
Figure 2.3: The isotropy lattice of symmetry subspaces for Z4 x V. The isotropy 
subgroups are Z4(0), Z4(1)i Z4(2), Z4(3), 
Z2(0)i Z2(1) and Zj(O). 
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2.5.2 The group D,, x T' 
If the ring of oscillators has no preferred direction, it has the symmetry of an n-sided 
polygon allowing reflections, D,,. 
AVe define this group: 
n= r2 0, Ko, =K> 
Dn =< ful K}; ol 
with 
or = (1, ---, 
and 
K= n)(3, n- 1) 
2.5.3 The isotropy lattice for D,, 
We now classify all of the isotropy subgroups for the action of D,, x T1. We do this by 
considering all subgroups of D,, and then all twisted subgroups of D, selecting only 
those which are isotropy subgroups. 
It is well known that all subgroups of D,, are conjugate to one (or more) of the 
following: 
jo, k KIK} 
for kI ro, } >=-< for 
k-I 
Ký Ka} 
zm jo, 
where mk = n. For the two D,,, subgroups, we give a set of generating reflections. This 
is useful when we discuss twisted subgroups below. We refer to the groups named Z2(r') 
and Z2(ra) by Golubitsky et al. as DI(K) and Di(ror) for compactness of notation. 
k-1 (k-l)/2n -(k-l)/2 is D,, (r,. ) is conjugate to D,,, (ror) when k is odd, since or K= (7 'or 
conjugate to r,. When k is odd we call the group simply Dr,,. 
Lemma 2.5.1 All twisted isotropy subgroups of D,, x T' are conjugate to one of the 
following: 
D,,, (+ -) =- <f (o, 
k-1 K, 1), (ra, - 1) 1> (m even ) 
> even < 
k pk Z. (p) =< «u ,w 
)} > where pCf1, , 
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Proof. We need to consider all possible twists of the generators of the subgroups 
of D,,, listed above. Let p represent any reflection. The only allowed twists of a 
reflection are w(p) = ±1, since (p, W(p))2 = (11 W(p)2) = (1,1). Furthermore, if p fixes 
an element in 11,2, ---, n}, and (p, w) fixes a point in T", then w=1. (To see this, 
suppose p(l) = 1. If (p, -1)z = z, then z, = -zp(I) = -zi = 0. This is a contradiction, 
since I z, I=1. ) Thus if E ýý D,,, is a twisted isotropy subgroup, then it must contain a 
reflection conjugate to (Ko,, -1), and n must be even. There are two classes of twisted 
dihedral subgroups, depending on twist of the other generating reflection. The group 
D,, (+-) has the element (0, k, -1), hence the element (1, (-1)'). Thus m must be even. 
The group D,,, (--) has the element (0, k-1K, _1). We must have k odd, otherwise the k-1 r reflection a, fL%-CS the phase of oscillator number k/2. The twisted cyclic groups are 
the same as those for the group Z,, x V. However, the range of p is restricted because 
O, k is conjugate to (7-k within the group D,,, thus Z,,, (p) is conjugate to Z,,, (m - p). 
Recall that [m/2] denotes the integer part of m/2.0 
Theorem 2.5.3 The isotropy subgroups of D,, X T' and their fixed point spaces are as 
follows: For all factorisations n= mk (with m and k positive integers), find the isotropy 
subgroups listed in table 2.5.3. The list constructed in this way has no duplications. 
Proof. We go through all the possible subgroups of D,,, first the dihedral ones. The 
fixed point space has m blocks of k adjacent oscillators. The phases z, UP to Zk 
determine the state of the system, and the dimension of the fixed point space is the 
number of independent phases. We must give special attention to the cases k=1 and 
k=2 to determine which subgroups are in fact isotropy subgroups. 
For D,,, (K), the reflection o, kr. permutes the set 
ýl, 2, ---, kl to tk + 1, k, ---, 1}. 
For k even, dim fix(D,,, (n)) = k/2 + 1, since the independent phases are 
Zl i Z2 : -- 211 Z3 7-- Zk-I i***i Zk/2 : --- Zk/2+2 i Zk/2+1 - 
For k odd, dim fix(D,,, (r. )) = (k + 1)/2, since the independent phases are 
Zl i Z2 -: -- Zk i Z3 7-' Zk- 11 **, 7 Z(k+l)/2 ---": 
Z(k+3) /2 - 
For D,, (Ka), the reflection a k-1 K permutes the set 
f 1,21 1 
to 
k- 19 , 1}. 
Thus, dim fix(D,,, (Ka)) = k/2 when k is even, because 
Zl --z Zki Z2 Zk-19 ***9 Zk/2 --z Zk/2+1- 
Similarly, dim fi-x-(D,,, (ra)) = k/2 when k is even, because 
Zi --z Zki Z2 --z-- Zk-li *-i Z(k-l)/2 : --z Z(k+3)/2- 
Now consider the twisted subgroups E '2--- D,,,. The dimension of the fixed point 
space is the same as dim fix(D,,, (ra)), since the fixed point spaces 
differ only by the 
inclusion of some minus signs. 
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We turn to the subgroups Z,,, of D,,. The phase of each oscillator in the block of k 
osciHators is arbitrary, thus dim fix(Z,,, (p)) = k. 
Fina]1y, we must consider all cases with k=1 and 2 to see if the subgroups are in fact isotropy subgroups. For instance, fix(Z,, ) =f (a, a, ---, a)}. But Z,, is not 
an isotropy subgroup because any point in fix(Z,, ) has isotropy D, '. We find that Z, D, /2(KO'), Z,, (n/2), Dn/2(--), and Zn/2 are not isotropy subgroups, because 
fix(Z,, ) = fix(Dn/2(KC))= fix(D,, ) =I (a, a, ---, a)} 
fix(Z, (n/2)) = fLx-(Dn/2(--)) = fix(Dn(+-)) =f (a, -a, ---, a, -a)} 
flX(Zn/2) 
= fix(Dn/2(K)) =I(a, b, ---, a, 
0 
The lattice of isotropy subgroups of D4 x T' is shown in figure 2.4. 
Remark. Theorem 2.5.3 can be arrived at by decomposing the action into one on all 
possible irreducible subspaces and applying the results of Golubitsky and Stewart [53], 
as they indicate in that paper. 
2.6 The canonical invariant region 
As we discuss at greater length in chapter 3, for three weakly coupled oscillators with 
S3 x T1 symmetry, we can represent the dynamics as an ODE on a two-torus defined by 
factoring T3 by the T symmetry in the (1,1,1) direction. The S3 symmetry manifests Q flý itself by dividing each 'unit cell' of the universal c, rW' into two invariant cells that 
are equilateral triangles. This section generalizes this to S,. There are invariant cells 
(we call 'canonical invariant regions') which are (n - 1)-dimensional simplices, they 
only have Z,, symmetry, so there is a natural projection onto two dimensions given 
by an irreducible action of Zn. This projection we call the 'isotropy mandala', and in 
chapter 3, we use these two notions to help visualise structurally stable heteroclinic 
cycles and bifurcations in these high dimensional phase spaces. 
More precisely, in this section we show that the hyperplanes fix(S2) divide Tn into 
(n - 1)! disjoint dynamically invariant regions, the closure of which is the whole phase 
space. We demonstrate how the isotropy structure inside each invariant region relates 
to the rotational symmetry of an n-sided polygon. Applications of this theory are 
discussed in chapter 3 Recall that in theorem 2.4.1, we show; 
Lemma 2.6.1 The symmetry SUbgrOUPS 7ýa(2,1, -J) 11 
S2 ( 7-k, 
m 
defined as in the- 
orem 2.4.1) have fixed point subspaces of codimension 1 in T" (and therefore Tn-1) 
corresponding to the condition Oi = Oj for some i 54 j. These are the only fixed point 
subspaces of codimension 1 in Tn. 0 
Definition 2.6.1 The canonical invariant region in T" is the open set defined by the 
ordering in the universal cover: 
C 
-': -- 
fO: 01 < 02 < ... < On < 01 + 27r} 
Lemma 2.6.2 The closure of the canonical invariant region is invariant under the 
flow. 
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a<>a 
-a 
< 
< 
ia 
-a <>a 
-ia 
b 
.a0a 
b 
Figure 2.4: The partial ordering of thefixed point subspaces for D4 x V. The isotropy 
subgroups are: (First row) D4, D4(+-), D2(+-)ý Z4(l)- (Second row) D2(K), D&Or), 
Dl(--), Z2(l)- (Third row) Di(n). (Fourth row) Z, = 1. 
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Isotropy subgroup 
k=1 
dim fix I example fix-ed point space 
Dn (a, ---, a) Dn(+-)n even (a, -a, a, -a) Zn(p) (a, w a, W2 a, ... 5w 
n-1 a) 
(p E 11 ... [(n 1)/2]}) 
k=2 
Dn/2 (+-)(n =0 mod 4) 1 (a, a, -a, -a, -.. a, a, -a, -a) Dn/2 (N) 2 (a, b, a, b, ... a, b) 
Zn/2(p) 2 (a, b, W2a, W2 b, -.., 
n-2 a, n-2 b) 
(p C- f 1, ---, [m/2]} 
k odd, k j4 1 
D.. (k+l)/2 (ab, c, b, a, -.. a, b, c, b, a) 
D,,, (+-)(m even) (k + 1)/2 (a, b, c, b, a, ----a, -b, -c, -b, -a) 
Zm k (a, b, c, d, e, -- -a, b, C7 di e) 
ZM(P) k (a, b, c, d, e, w5a, w5b, ... Lon-5d, n-5. ) 
(p Ef1, - [m/2]} 
k even, k 34 2 
D .. k/2+ 1 (a, b, c, d, c, b, ... a, b, c, d, c, b) 
D,, k/2 (a, b, c, c, b, a, ---a, b, c, c, b, a) 
D,,, k/2 (a, b, c, -c, -b, -a, -- -a, b, c, -c, -b, -a) 
D,,, (+-)(m even) k/2 (a, b, c, c, b, a, ----a, -b, -c, -c, -b, -a) 
zm k (a, b, c, d,... a, b, c, d) 
zm(p) k (a, b, c, d, w4a, w 
4 bi ... w 
n-4 clw n-4 d) 
(p E 11, ---, [m/21}) I 
Table 2.2: Table of isotropy subgroups of D,, x V. 
There are always m blocks of k adjacent oscillators in the fixed point spaces, where 
n= mk. The case p=1 is shown for the twisted cyclic groups, and w =- exp(i27r/n). 
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Proof. As we have defined it, OC =f0: Oi = Oj for some i-j=1 mod n}. Thus 
(9C is a union0f fiX(S2)withS2 isotropy subgroups of S,, x T1. However, the fixed 
point subspaces do not permit flow across them, and so the set C and its boundary 19C 
must be invariant under the flow. 1: 1 
In fact, the canonical invariant region and its group orbit under S, ' are the largest 
possible invariant regions in the sense that they are bounded by codimension one in- 
variant subspaces, and all fixed point spaces inside must be codimension two or higher. 
Thus, for instance, there exists a dense subset of points in C such that for any two 
points in it, there exists a vector field with S,, xT symmetry with a trajectory passing 
through both points. 
Lemma 2.6.3 The fixed point subspaces of the isotropy groups S2 divide the phase 
space into (n - 1)! dynamically invariant regions which are the elements in the orbit 
of the canonical fundamental region under the action Of Sn-1. These elements are 
disjoint. 
Proof. Any point in the dense set S= T' U fiX(S2) defines an order on the coordi- 
nates by the sequence 
01 < Oo, (2) < Oo, (3) <***< 00, (j-1) < 01 + 2r 
which must be satisfied for some unique aE S121. - -, n} S,, -,. 
Thus each point in 
the space S is in the image of the canonical fundamental region under some element of 
S,, 
-,. 
There are (n - 1)! of them, as they are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements 
in S"-J. 13 
The whole canonical invariant region is in fact an n-simplex in the universal cover of 
T'/T1 1 -= T n-1 , 
but it has Z,, symmetry rather than S,,. At the geometrical centre of 
each of these invariant regions in the universal cover, there is a rotating wave as defined 
in section 2.4. For the canonical invariant region, the rotating wave at the centre is 
that with the ordering 1, ... I n: 
23 n-1 z =(a, aw, aw , aw ,, aw 
2.6.1 The graph giving the canonical invariant region 
In the universal cover R", we show that any point in the closure of the canonical 
invariant region can be obtained by a convex linear combination of the n vectors we 
n-1 
call the vertices in R 
Definition 2.6.2 The vertices of the canonical invariant region are the points I)i on 
the universal cover of Tn-1 defined by: 
4), = (0,0+2r, 0+2r, ---, 0+2r) 
ýP2 = (0,0,0 + 2r, ---, 0+ 2r) 
(Pn = (0,01 01 
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Figure 2.5: The canonical invariant region for n= 11 and 12. the complete graphs 
represent all convex lineax combinations of 01 up to 0, Each vertex represents an 
in-phase solution. (The in-phase solution can be approached in n different ways from the 
interior of the canonical region. ) These pictures are the projection of the n-dimensional 
simplex onto the plane. 
The points 4ýj correspond to the n different ways a point can approach the in-phase 
solution while staying in the interior of the canonical invariant region. 
Recall that a convex linear combination of vectors -Iýj is of the form: 
where 0< Aj : ý, 1 and E Aj =I- 
and the convex hull of the vectors Pj is the set of all possible convex combinations. 
Lemma 2.6.4 The closure of the canonical invariant region is the convex hull of the 
points f 4ýj 
Proof. By construction, the convex combinations 0 of the I)i's have the form 
1(0,0+27rAl, 0+ 27r(Al + A2)i *, -, 0+ 27r(Al + A2 +**'+ An - 1M 
with aJ1 of the Ai >0 and EAj = 1. Thus for any point in the canonical invariant region 
we can set 21rAi = Oi - Oi-, and 2rA,, = 01 + 2z - 0,,. 0 
These properties allow us to give a graphical method of representing the boundaries 
of the canonical invariant region. 
We draw n points equally spaced around a circle, corresponding to the 41ýj in order 
and construct the complete (fully connected) graph between these n points. 
We refer 
to this as the isotropy mandala. See figure 2.5. 
Any complete subgraph on 1<n of these points, say 
f ll'j :iIa subset of f1 
represents the fixed point space: 
IE, \j4>j + 01 :iCI, AC [0,11 n, E, \j = 11 0G T}. 
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Figure 2.6: The graph representation Of flX'((S4 )3 ) and fIx(S4 X S3 X S2 X S2 x SI) for 
n= 12 oscillators. These spaces are given by convex linear combinations of 3 and 5 of 
the lij, respectively. Thus, there are jumps in the phase around the circle. 
Generic points in this convex hull of vectors 14Pi :iE II have isotropy in the 
conjugacy class I: k, l where the partition k is at the elements in I. 
Examples. A line segment connecting 'Ck2 with 4ý. 5 with n=7 represents the two 
dimensional space in T' 
f (0,0,27rA + 0,27r, \ + 0,27r, \ + 0,27r + 0,27r + 0) :AG [0, ll} 
corresponding to the isotropy subgroup S4 X S3- (Note that the last coordinate 'wraps 
around' to the first on losing 27r from everything. ) 
Figure 2.6 shows fiX((S4 
)3 ) andfiX(S4 X S3 X S2 X S2x Sj) for n= 12 oscillators. 
Lemma 2.6.5 If a complete subgraph M of the graph representing the canonical in- 
variant region has symmetry Zm for some m (which must divide n), then the region 
represented by M contains a space of dimension IMI/m, with Zm temporal symmetry. 
Proof. Suppose that Al is a set of pm points f 4ýj :iE I} invariant under the m-cycle 
or (15 ... , n)k 
(km = n, pEf1... k} ) acting on the indices of the 4ýj. Then if we set 
Ai Aj for i=i mod m and also satisfy EAi = 1, we get that the points 
1: Aj -I)j 
OEM 
are invariant on TI-I under o,. This gives us fixed point spaces of dimension p. 
Examples. Let n=4, m=2 and M be the diagonal line from 4ý1 to 4ý3- M 
corresponds to the space 
fiX-(S2 X S2). The midpoint Of fIX(S2 X S2) is (01 0,7r + 0,7r + 0), 
which has 
E= (S2 )2 X Z2. The Z2 comes about because of the invariance of the point 
under the permutation (13)(24) . 
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With n=6, the triangle connecting 1)1, ýý3 and lfi, 5 representing the space 
«0,0,27rA + 0,2rA + 0,2ry + 0,27ry + 0) : (A, 11) C [01 
with isotropy (S2)' has threefold symmetry about the centre of the triangle, and this 
gives us the (S2 )3 X Z3 symmetry of its centre: 
(0,0,2r /3,27r/3,47r/3,47r /3). 
2.6.2 The canonical invariant region for symmetry r: ý S,, 
All the above only applies to S,, (fully symmetric) systems. If we look at oscillator 
systems with symmetry r<S., we have to look the whole phase space; any invariant 
regions must be larger than the canonical invariant region, and those isotropy subspaces from the isotropy mandala left distinct from those of higher dimension in which they 
are embedded, are preserved. Thus we can think of the isotropy structure of the rx T' 
equivariant system as a stripped-down version of that for Sn x T1. We formalise this 
in the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.6.6 The fixed point subspaces in T" of Ex T' correspond to those of G 2-- I: k, m < S,, X T' if and only if Gn (E x T') ýt If n (E x T1) for a proper isotropy 
subgroups K<G Of Sn- 
Proof. Using theorem 2.4.2, we know that Gn(E x V) is an isotropy subgroup of 
Ex T'. If it is distinct from aH Kn (E x V) with K<G as described above, we have 
fix(Gn (r, x Tl)) = fix(G). 0 
Remark. The phase space has a symmetry forced in-phase solution if and only if it 
is symmetric under a transitive subgroup r of s, 
2.7 Pairwise coupling and degenerate decoupling 
It has been noted by several authors studying coupled oscillators [2,45,123,3] that with 
the presence of symmetry in each oscillator, there are seen to be regions in the phase 
space filled with limit cycles with more than one zero Floquet exponent and where the 
flow factorises into a product of a flows, even when the coupling is strong. This can 
result from cases of what we define as 'pairwise coupling' and internal symmetries of 
the system. We also show that an assumption of pairwise coupling restrict the possible 
symmetry group allowed in an identical oscillator network. 
We find this phenomena in both the averaged system on the n-torus and also in the 
original system in Xn, but will confine ourselves mostly to the former case. 
Definition 2.7.1 An averaged system of coupled oscillators is pairwise coupled if it 
can be written in the form 
0.7 =1+EZ Gjý(Oi - oj, A). 
14i 
This sort of coupling will always arise in the case of diffusive coupling, linear coupling 
or nearest neighbour coupling, where the phase equations are of the form: 
ýj =1+ ef F(Oi+,, Oj) + G(Oi-1, Oi)} - 
but is not dependent on this being so. 
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Example. All S,, x T' equivariant pairwise coupled vector fields can be written in 
the form: 
E G(Oj - Oi) 
i: Aj 
and thus the dynamics are governed by the function: 
G: T -* It. 
The only constraint on G is that it must be periodic with period 27r . This allows us to investigate the bifurcation structure of S, x TI equivariant vector fields by examining 
conditions on G. 
,7: 
T Definition 2.7.2 The set Gý --+ R where i j4 j} defined above are called the 
pairwise coupling functions or P. c. f 's. 
N. B. We can choose the functions G, to be all identically zero by rescaling time. This 
is because they are only functions of A. Thus we only need consider the Gj' where i 34 j. 
Lemma 2.7.1 The number of distinct coupling functions is a constant dependent only 
on the symmetry group r considered and is equal to the number of orbits in 12,. n} 
under the action of Stabr(fl}). 
Recall that the stabiliser, Stabr(S) of a subset S of 11, ---, n} is the subgroup of IF 
that fixes S. C3 
Examples. S, requires only one pairwise coupling function. Z,, requires n-1p. c. f. s 
(The maximum number for r transitive). D,, requires [n/2] p. c. f. s. 
2.7.1 Allowable symmetries 
if r is transitive, the number of distinct p. c. f. 's is at most n-1, because by knowing 
the Gj', we can find all others by using symmetry. 
In some sense, the number of p. c. f. s gives a measure of by how much the group r 
fails to be doubly transitive. (Recall that IF is doubly transitive if for all a, j4 a2 and 
b, :/ b2, there exists aaEr such that a(ai) = bi. ) 
If the group is do-ably transitive and pairwise coupled, it must have just one p. c. f., 
and must therefore have full S,, symmetry. Thus, we cannot have some subgroups 
for symmetry groups of an oscillator network if there is pairwise coupling. For three- 
way coupling, it is however possible to have doubly transitive groups that are not S,,. 
(Recall that A,, is the alternating group of even permutations in S,,; A4 is the group 
of symmetries of a tetrahedron excluding reflections. ) 
Lemma2-7.2 The following coupled oscillator system has A4 symmetry of the network 
(2-9) ýl 1+f(02)9(03)+f(03)9(04)+f(04)9(02) 
-f 
(02)9(04) 
-f 
(04)9(03) - f(03)9(02) 
for some functions f0g, with the other equations generated by the permutations 
(1,2) (3,4) and (1,3) (2,4). 
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Proof The system is three-way coupled, and the equation is invariant under all even 
permutations (in particular, the equation for 01 is invariant under the (2,3,4)), but not 
under odd. 0 
We now show how internal symmetries in the structure of the vector field in this 
case can lead to degenerate decoupling. 
2.7.2 Decoupling from oscillator internal symmetries 
Definition 2.7.3 A periodic function F with (minimal) period T has m-fold internal 
symmetry if 
M 
1: F(O + kT/m) =0 for all 0ER 
k=1 
Note that the function F(O) =E-0. c, e"O has m-fold internal symmetry iff c,, =0 
for all n=0 mod m. Thus, sin 0 has m-fold internal symmetry for all m>1, and an 
degree k polynomial in cos 0 and sin 0, F(O) = Ek k c,, e"O will have m-fold internal 
symmetry at least for m equal to multiples of lcm(l, ... ý k). 
Definition 2.7.4 An averaged network of oscillators has m-fold internal symmetry if 
it is pairwise coupled and each coupling function has m-fold internal symmetry. 
Below are examples of some theorems where internal symmetry causes decoupling 
into groups of oscillators: 
Theorem 2.7.1 If we have an S,, x T' equivariant pairwise coupled flow on Tn and the 
network has m-fold internal symmetry where mk = n, then all the fixed point subspaces 
of the isotropy subgroups Zm will consist purely of limit cycles of identical 
period. 
Proof. Suppose we have a point in such a fixed point subspace for some mk = n. 
Then dim(fix(r X Z,,, )) = k, and we consider the space: 
{O1,01 + 27r/m, ---, 01 + 27r(m - l)/Mý 
029 -i**. iOke* * *iOk 
+ 27r(m - l)/ml 
defined by k phases up to addition of the T action. Then for any i, j: 
1+ cýf (27r/m) +---+ 
f(27r(m 
- 
l)/m) 
+f (02 - 
01) +*»*+f (02 - 
Ol+27r(m - l)/m) + 
=1- Ef (0) 
by using the definition of m-fold internal symmetry k times. As this is independent of 
the fact we are looking at 01, this implies that 
ýi is a constant independent of i, and so 
there is no change in the relative phases. 0 
Example. We do an explicit calculation for S4with two-fold internal symmetry by 
considering theZ2 generated by ((12)(34), -1). This has a two 
dimensional fixed point 
subspace in T": flX(Z2) 
--- 
0) 0+ Ir, 0+ 7r)}- 
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Thus: 
(ý-b) = l+EIG(0-0)+G(0+7-0)+G(0+7r-O)} 
-1 - lEtG(O - 0) + G(O + 7r - 0) + G(O + 7r - 0)} 
EýG(O + G(O +0+ 7r) - (G(O - 0) + G(O -0+ 7r»} 
0. 
because the 2-fold internal symmetry gives us 
G(O) + G(O + r) = 
for a1l 0. 
Thus 0 points in this space have 0-0 constant for all time and so are fixed in 
TI-1. This is investigated experimentally in chapter 4 
Theorem 2.7.2 In the case of D4rn system with two-fold internal symmetry and pair- 
wise coupling, the isotropy subgroups Z2m(M) consist only of limit cycles of identical 
period. This is analogous to the result obtained by Alexander and Auchmuty [2], in the 
weak coupling limit, but does not require the hypothesis of being close to Hopf bifurca- 
tion. 
Proof. A pairwise coupled oscillator system with D4rn can be written in terms of 2m 
PCFs as follows: 
2rn-1 
1+ Go(O) + 1: [Gj(Oi+j - Oj) + Gj(Oi-j - Oi)] + 
G2m(Oi+2m 
- 
oi) 
j=l 
I 
where Oi = Oj if i=i (mod 4m). If we write the points in the fixed point subspace as 
(Oli 029 01 + 7r, 02 + 7r, ** ') 
The ODE restricted to the 2-torus fiX(Z2,7, 
(M)) is 
+ 
Go(0) + Gl(02 - 01) + Gl(02 + Ir - 01) + 
G2(7r) + G2(7r) 
+G3(02 + 7r - 01) + G3(02 - 01) + 
G4(0)+G4(O) + ---+ 
G2m(7r) 
ý2 + Go (0) + G, 
(Ol- 02)+ Gl(Ol+ 7r - 02)+ G2(7r)+ G2(7r) 
+G3(01 - 02)+G3(01 + 7r - 
02)+G4(0)+G4(0)+. --+ G2rn(7r) 
The 2-fold internal symmetry of the Gj causes the terms with odd j to cancel, and we 
are left with 
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=: 
02 
=1+, E [Go(O) + 
2G2(7r )+ 2G4(0)+ .. -+2G2m-2(0)+ G 2m(701 =constant. 
Thus the dynamics in tl-ds space consists of limit cycles of identical period. 11 
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2.7.3 Pairwise coupling in the full equations 
We define the original network to be pairwise coupled if it can be written as: 
fE gij(xj, Xi, A, C) 
i: Aj 
for all x, A and 6 (cf. x= t(x, A) in definition 2.2.2). 
This is not a general extension of the case c=0, because we have neglected any 
terms in the ith equation of the form XkX3 . where i -ý j 34 k, etc. 
Pairwise coupling of the averaged equations must come from this sort of network, 
but due to the distortion of the coordinates on the torus for c00, it is not clear that 
all networks of this form must give rise to pairwise coupling in the averaged equations, 
and thus this is a wider definition. 
We can recover all the results above in this more general case by allowing m-fold 
internal symmetry to be some Z,,, symmetry of the equations generated by p, a rigid 
rotation of the phase space X of the individual oscillators (cf Alexander & Fiedler [3]) 
who look at functions equivariant under some continuous linear transformations of the 
phase space). If the functions f and gj' are equivariant under p acting on xj and xi and 
the original hyperbolic Emit cycle -y(t) of f has this Z,,, symmetry, then the symmetry 
can only be broken by the n-torus undergoing loss of stability. Thus we can preserve 
the symmetry of the whole invariant n-torus for small enough c. 
m-1 k(f) =0 for any f: X -* X because p is a rigid We use the fact that Ek=O 10 
rotation, and thus any state where the system has m-fold phase shifts in one of its 
symmetry subspaces, we will get decoupling in the same cases as those given above. 
As pointed out by Alexander & Fiedler [3], these decouPling phenomena are codi- 
mension infinitv in the set of vector fields with rxZ,,, symmetry, and rely on one picking 
a vector field with a specific structure of pairwise (which includes linear) coupling. 
2.7.4 Other mechanisms for decoupling 
Other mechanisms axe available to us for providing decoupling, namely time reversibil- 
ity or Hamiltonian structure in the averaged equations. Note that the original equations 
cannot be time reversible or Hamiltonian, as we hypothesised the existence of attract- 
ing limit cycles. However, it is possible to conceive of examples which display time 
reversibility in the average in the invariant n-torus, and we would expect these to pro- 
vide us with decoupling phenomena separate from the above mechanism. For example, 
in Tsang et al. [127), we see that reversibility gives rise to centre-like behaviour at the 
rotating waves ('splay states'). 
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Chapter 3 
Generic Behaviour of Weakly 
Coupled Oscillators with Sn 
Symmetry 
This chapter discusses the application of the theory presented in chapter 2 to study the 
stability of periodic orbits forced by the symmetry in S,, networks with weak coupling, 
and the existence of structurally stable heteroclinic cycles in certain situations. In 
particular, we focus on small numbers of oscillators (three or four). 
Sections of this work have appeared in [18] and [17]. Chapter 4 reports the results 
of some experiments on electronic oscillators and relates them to the theory in this 
chapter. 
3.1 Generic behaviour for weakly coupled systems 
In this section we will apply the results obtained in chapter 2 to gain some insight 
into the dynamics and bifurcation of systems of n indistinguishable oscillators with full 
permutation symmetry S,,. 
We shall consider the stability of all the fixed points on T'-1 which axe forced by 
the symmetry and exist for all Sn. These have isotropy of the form (Sk)m X Zm where 
km = n. 
3.1.1 The stability of the in-phase solution (S,, ) 
The full symmetry Of Sn must commute with any linear part of a vector field around 
the in-phase solution (1,1). This forces the linear part of the vector field at the 
point to be simply: 
A0 
\ 
with AER, and so this point is a stable (A < 0) or unstable (A > 0) node. Note that 
this is equivalent to saying that S,, acts irreducibly on T'-1 * 
At bifurcation, there is a degenerate spectrum of n-1 identical eigenvalues passing 
through zero. See Field & Richardson [47] for a detailed discussion of this case. Thus 
the only codimension one bifurcation of the in-phase solution is the S,, transcritical 
bifurcation. On one dimensional subspaces with Z2 symmetry, this bifurcation will 
look like a pitchfork, and on those without, it will look like a transcritical bifurcation. 
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This is because the vector field has a quadratic equivariant which will force the direction 
of the local branching. 
3.1.2 The stability of the rotating waves Z,, 
Looking at the rotating waves Z,, these must have a local vector field which commutes 
with a subgroup of S,, corresponding to a cyclic group of order n, and such that the 
action is given by cyclically permuting the coordinates according to some permutation 
of the n coordinates. 
For the fixed point corresponding to the oscillators firing in the order 1,2, - n, the 
eigenvalues of this rotation are the set fwI w2 I ... 5W n-1 
} and this splits the action into 
m-1 different 2-dimensional irreducible rotations where m= [n/2] . If n is even, there is also one eigenvalue of -1 corresponding to a 1-dimensional flip (remember there are 
n-1 distinct eigenvalues at most! ). 
Considering linear parts of the vector field near the rotating wave, because these are 
forced to commute with the rotation matrix, they will generically have rn -1 complex 
conjugate pairs of eigenvalues and if n= 2m, one real eigenvalue. 
Thus the rotating Zn points are generically stable, unstable or saddle spirals with 
at most one real eigenvalue. INTe summarise this result by saying that the linear part 
of the vector field near the rotating wave must be of the form (with suitable choice of 
basis and n even; if n is odd then disregard the eigenvalue p): 
Pi Wi 0 
-Wi P1 
) 
0 P2 L02 
-LU2 P2 
0 
Codimension one bifurcations of this local vectOTfield will lose stability in only one 
of the irreducible subspaces, and using this fact, we can see that the rotating wave 
must generically go unstable via a Hopf bifurcation if n is odd, but may undergo a 
Hopf or pitchfork bifurcations if n is even. Note that this is obtained by Golubitsky 
and Stewart [53] for the case of a Zn ring of oscillators near Hopf bifurcation; here the 
natural action of Zn on Tn gives a decomposition including irreducible representations 
of Z,,, for all m dividing n. 
Lemma 3.1.1 There are [(n - 1)/2) possible codimension one bifurcations of the Z,, 
rotating wave in the system of n oscillators. [n/2] -1 of them are 
Hopf bifurcations 
and the other one (if n is even) is a pitchfork. 
Proof Consider the possible ways the irreducible subspaces of the linear part can go 
unstable. 
11 
The linear stability of the rotating waves is as follows: Set Oi = wot + 2rj/n + 60i. 
The solution to the linearised equations for the 60i's are; 
[n-l]/2 
boi(t)= E {rpeos(wpt+2rjpln+ýp)exp(ppt)+r(-l)-lexp(pt)} 
P=l 
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for the rp, ýp and r constants dependent on the initial conditions. The last term is 
present if and only if n is even. 
The reason that there can be a pitchfork bifurcation for n even is that there is 
the possibility of the oscillators grouping into two groups which alternate around the 
rotating wave. The Z2 symmetry of this arrangement causes the generic bifurcation 
here to be a pitchfork. 
We can generalise this result for all the other one dimensional (in Tn) fixed point 
subspaces in the following way: 
3.1.3 The stability of the rotating blocks 
The vector fields near the fixed points (in T"-') corresponding to the isotropy sub- 
groups (Sk)m x Z,,, have fixed point subspaces of the groups generated by one M-cycle 
acting by permuting m blocks of m/k oscillators along with all permutations in one 
block (recall section 2.4.1). 
It can be shown that a fixed point with this isotropy has m(k - 1) equal real 
eigenvalues. The other m-1 eigenvalues have the same constraints as the n-1 
eigenvalues of the rotating wave solution (see equation 3.1). Note that this result is 
consistent with the two special cases: The in-phase solution has m=1, k=n and 
there are n-1 equal eigenvalues. The rotating wave has m=n, k=1. 
3.1.4 Stability and pairwise coupling 
Using the pairwise coupled systems discussed in section 2.7 allows an explicit derivation 
of expressions for the eigenvalues giving the stabilities of the periodic orbits above, in 
terms of properties of the single pairwise coupling function for S, '. This is done in [18]; 
we omit it here to save space. 
3.2 Three oscillators 
In this section, we examine what the results from chapter 2 imply for a group of 
three identical weakly coupled indistinguishable oscillators, coupled such that they are 
equivariant under the action Of S3- 
3.2.1 The reduction to normal form 
3 As discussed in chapter 2, since the flow is nearly linear on T, we can construct an 
* return map on the two-torus T IF xT normal form, or equivalently, a global Poincare 
2 
3 perpendicular to the (1,1,1) direction in T. When the coupling is weak, the Poincare 
map is near-identity, and it can be approximated by an ordinary differential equation 
(ODE) which preserves most of the dynamics of the map. This suspension of the map 
is in fact the S3 xT normal form. 
We stress that this reduction of the problem to an ODE on T2 works even for 
strongly nonlinear relaxation oscillations. It is not necessary to consider the equation 
of the individual oscillators, other than parametrising them by a phase variable that is 
a deformation of the uncoupled phases. We parametrise one period of the 
ith oscillator 
1,2 or 3) by the angle Oi mod 2r, and scale time so that without coupling each 
oscillator satisfies dO, Idt = 1. Weak coupling has the effect of producing an evolution 
equation for the system: 
(3.2) 
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Figure 3.1: The construction of the complex angle representing the state of a three 
oscillator system on T2=T3 /T(I, 1,1). 
with cyclic permutation of the labels for the other two oscillators, where f: T --+ R. The functions fi also depends on e, but there is an order-one limit as f 0, so we 
suppress this dependence. 
We define 
1 
(01 +02+03) 
3 
and 
0= WO, + w202 + 03 
(So that 0 is invariant and 0 is equivariant under the permutations in r. ) The general 
ODE on T' can then be written in these coordinates to give: 
0=1 fy (0,0)3,0 = Eh(0,0) 
where g (resp. h) is invariant (resp. equivariant) under the action of r on (0,0). For 
P small enoughe, dOldt >0 everywhere, and there is a well-defined Poincare map which 
gives the change of 0 as 0 goes from 0 to 1: 
(3.3) P: T2 --+ T2 
This near identity Poincare map can be approximated, to any power in 'E , by an 
ODE 
[8,20], which we can obtain by averaging the ODE in V over the angle 0: 
The averaged equation on the two-torus is a global normal form for three weakly 
coupled oscillators. Being global, there can be no truncation of the normal form, 
analogous to the Taylor polynomials used in local bifurcations, which controls the 
dynamics. We expect that a truncation to a few low-order Fourier modes is a good 
approximation, but we cannot rigorously justify this. (Adding a single Fourier mode 
with sufficiently large amplitude will change the dynamics qualitatively. ) 
3.2.2 The actionOf S3 
Considering possible groups IF < S3 acting on the three oscillators, the only transitive 
groups are 
Z3 and D3 - We shall concentrate purely on the latter group whose Cýý- S3 - 
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Name T3T2 Generators T2 diM 
iii-phase 01 = 02 03 0=0 S3= f0--+WOIO-+0} 0 
rotating Oi+, (t) = Oi (t + T13) 0= exp(ir/6)/N/3- Z3 = ýO --+ WO + l} 0 2-in-phase 01 ý 02 0 03 0CR s2 = ýo --+ ý} 1 
Table 3.1: The symmetries of solutions in T2 and T3. Fixed points in T2 correspond 
to oscillations in T3 with period close to 27r. A Hopf bifurcation of the rotating wave 
gives birth to a torus in T3 (a limit cycle in T 2)ý which is taken to itself by the Z3 
symmetry. 
only nontrivial irreducible representation is two dimensional, and isomorphic to the 
symmetries of an equilateral triangle on the plane, allowing reflections. By defining S3 
generated by: 
r, = (12) 
p= (123). 
this induces an action on C, where w= exp(2i7r/3), of 
r. (w) = iv- 
P(W) = ww. 
Because of the symmetry p, all the fj defined above must be identical, say f, and 
this f satisfies: 
f (01; 02 
1 
03) f (01; 03 
1 
02) 
because the permutation KP implies that f is symmetric under interchange of the last 
two arguments. While it is easy to guarantee that such a system on T3 exists, it is 
extremely difficult to derive them from the original equations in, say R. Alexander 
and Fiedler [3] have managed to derive the phase equations for 4 oscillators coupled in 
a ring to second order in c, for a system which is amenable to analysis by averaging. 
3.2.3 Isotropy structure f6rS3 
Figure 3.2 shows the triangular lattice with S3 symmetry. The isotropy classes are 
listed in table 3.1 and illustrated in figure 3.2. 
The Poincare map does not satisfy the same symmetry relations as the averaged 
flow. TheS3 equivariance about 0=0 holds for P, but the periodicity of the function 
is different (cf [124] withZ2 symmetry). The translations are generated by 
p(o) = p(o + W2 _ 1) = p(o +W_ 1). 
This is because P is unchanged by those translations in T3 which leave the section 
E) unchanged. These are generated by 
(01AA) ý-4 (01+1,02,03-1) and (01,02,03) 
(011 02 +11 03 - 1), which leads to the translational symmetries of P. 
3.2.4 The canonical fundamental region 
The canonical fundamental region is a triangle bounded by the 2-in-phase lines. On the 
torus T2 this corresponds to one half of a generating parallelogram, and the vector field 
is generated by knowing it in one sixth (1/IS31) of the generating parallelogram and 
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in-phase: 110.1 rotating rotating 
Figure 3.2: 
The triangular lattice representation of T2 in the complex 0 plane. The in-phase 
oscillation is indicated by the solid triangle, which is on all lattice points equivalent 
to 0=0. The oscillators fire (i. e. reach 0= 0) at equally spaced intervals when the 
system is in one of the two rotating wave states, indicated by the small triangles with 
directed edges. Fixed points on the lines of reflectional symmetry are the 2-in-phase 
oscillations, in which the two oscillators fire together. the circles indicate a typical point 
and the attached arrows show the drift caused by the coupling of the oscillators. The 
lines of reflectional symmetry separate the plane into dynamically invariant triangles. 
The order in which the oscillators fire is ..., 1,2,3,1,2,3, --- in the shaded triangles, 
and ..., 3,2,1,3,2,1,... 
in the white triangles. Two of these invariant triangles form a 
fundamental region of the torus. 
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Figure 3.3: 
The S3 transcritical bifurcation. (a) IL < 0, (b) it = 0, (c) > 0. As /I is varied, 
three 2-in-phase solutions pass through the in-phase solution. The 2-in-phase solutions 
are saddles before and after the bifurcation, while the in-phase solution changes from 
stable to unstable node. 
looking at the orbit of the vector field under the actionOf S3. As noted in the previous 
section, there are certain points on the torus T2 which are forced by the symmetry to 
be fixed points of the flow F. They are the in-phase solution which is the only point 
fixed by the wholeOf S3, and two rotating wave solutions which are points fixed by Z3 
symmetry. In addition, there is a web of dynamically invariant lines, on which Oi = Oj 
for i 34 j. A solution to 0=0 on this line is caRed a 2-in-phase solution. These features 
are pictured in figure 3.2, and listed in table 3.1. 
3.2.5 A generic bifurcations; the S3 transcritical 
The local bifurcations of each of the solution types are constrained by the symmetry of 
the solution: 
In-phase There are two equal, real, eigenvalues. When they cross through zero there 
is generically a S3 (, D3) transcritical bifurcation, [54] with the normal form 
ý= 
t1o + 
ý2 
with pER and bifurcation at y=0. The phase portraits are shown in figure 3.3 
Rotating These have two complex conjugate eigenvalues with generically non-zero 
imaginary parts. Thus the only generic bifurcations from such points are simple Hopf 
bifurcations. 
3.2.6 TheS3THB 
There is an interesting global bifurcation shown in figure 3.4 allowed by the topology 
of the torus. We call this the S3 transcritical/homo clinic 
bifurcation (S3THB). At 
the bifurcation point there is a connection in the lattice between adjacent in-phase 
solutions, provided there are no other fixed points of the ODE on the 
invariant line. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.4: 
The S3 transcritical/homoclinic bifurcation (S3THB): (a) jL < 0, (b) 0, (c) P>0. 
One dynamically invariant triangle is shown. the local behaviour near an in-phase so- 
lution (one of the vertices) is shown in figure 3, ýSimultaneous with the S3 transcritical 
bifurcation, there is a triangular heteroclinic connection between the three in-phase 
solutions. On the torus, the in-phase solutions are identified, thus we call this a homo- 
clinic bifurcation. When the heteroclinic loop at it =0 is stable, as shown here, there 
must be a stable limit cycle very dose to the triangle for 0< It < 1. 
In the torus, this is a homoclinic orbit, while in the lattice it is a heteroclinic loop. 
The homoclinic orbit is either attracting or repelling, unless there is a constant of the 
motion, as in a Hamiltonian system. If it is attracting, then there is a stable limit cycle 
on the side of the bifurcation where the in-phase solution is unstable. (This situation 
is shown in figure 3.3. ) If, on the other hand, the heteroclinic loop is repelling, then an 
unstable periodic orbit co-exists with the stable in-phase solution. (This is obtained by 
time reversal of figure 3.3. ) 
3.2.7 Transit time near theS3THB 
The stability of tIds homoclinic connection is very interesting, as unlike homoclinic 
connections without, or with Z2 symmetry, the stability is governed by the flow along 
the invariant sides of the triangle rather than being dominated by the flow near the 
fixed point - 
Without symmetry, the typical homoclinic bifurcation of an ODE in the plane 
depending on a parameter y [61). Assume that when y<0 there is a limit cycle which 
becomes homoclinic and disappears at it = 0. The ratio of the unstable to the stable 
eigenvalues, 6=A,,, /IA, l governs the behaviour. If 6<1 
(resp. 6> 1) then the limit 
cycle is stable (resp. unstable). The Floquet exponent of the 
limit cycle approaches 
the trace of Jacobian matrix of the fixed point, which equals A, + A., as 0, and 
the period of the limit cycles approaches infinity like IL-1. 
The S3 heteroclinic loop is more subtle than tIds. From the transcritical normal 
form it is clear that the in-phase solution has a double eigenvalue of P, and the trace of 
the Jacobian matrix is 2y. Thus the limit cycle is very weakly attracting or repelling, 
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Figure 3.5: Approximating approach to the homoclinic orbit by using a linear contrac- 
tion along the edges to reinject trajectories back into the corners. 
and the stability is not dominated by the fixed point. 
At the bifurcation point, the stability is dominated by the flow along the edges of 
the triangle; if we consider a trajectory approaching a stable S3THB by reinjecting to a 
neighbourhood of the fixed point after going through a linear contraction x ý--+ Ax with 
0<A<1 (see figure 3.5), as the linear part is zero, the local dynamics is symmetric 
about the line 0= 7r/6, and so the approach to the heteroclinic is asymptotically 
unaffected by the fixed point, and will go like xoAn after n approaches to the fixed 
point. 
Examining the transit time past the fixed point, truncating the equation 
_ýý2 + 
O(IZ13) 
at second order so that in polar coordinates 
(3.4) ý= -r 2 cos 30 
ý=r sin 30. 
subject to initial conditions 
rE 
at t=0, we get that 0 satisfies the second order equation 
(3.5) ý- 20 cot 30 =0 
whence, integrating once and substituting at t=0, we get 
In 
(ý)=2 
In 
(sin 30) 
sin U3 sin 3c 
so that 
(3.6) (sin U) 1 
/3 (sin 30)2/3. 
Now postulating that e<1, expanding sin 3c to first order and integrating approx- 
i3nately from t=0 to t=T such that 0= r/3, we get that 
(3.7) Efli 
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where 
K= 10 
7r/3 
(sin 30)2/3 dO. 
As the reinjection time is constant by hypothesis, we get that the period of successive 
approaches to the fixed point goes like 1ý, \n/3. It is interesting that this means the 
n period around the whole loop (three approaches to the fixed point) will go like KA 
as we would get from one approach to a hyperbolic fixed point. 
The Poincare map P cannot have any chaotic dynamics in a small neighbourhood 
of the S3THB because its equivariance under the action Of S3 means that its stable and 
unstable manifolds cannot intersect transversely; they axe forced to be coincident with 
the 2-in-phase spaces. In the case of orbits homoclinic to points other than the in-phase 
wave, these will generally correspond to transverse homoclinic points in the Poincare 
map, and thus we have the possibility of chaos in the map which is not present in the 
flow. 
3.2.8 A global bifurcation scenario 
The simplest generic transition from the rotating wave to the in-phase wave (which we 
observe experimentally by varying the coupling parameter) is: 
9 The two rotating waves are the only stable solutions. 
e There is a supercritical Hopf bifurcation of each of the two rotating waves. 
The only stable solutions are two stable lin-lit cycles, one in each of the invariant 
triangular regions of the 4ý torus. The limit cycles axe Mold symmetric. Each 
one corresponds to an invariant two-torus in the original problem. 
The limit cycles grow until they are destroyed at an S3 transcritical/homoclinic 
bifurcation which stabilises the in-phase solution. 
9 The in-phase oscillation is the only stable solution. 
This sequence (as well as the one with time reversed) is the simplest which is 
consistent with the S3 symmetry, and is not a special feature of the differential equations 
governing the system. Figure 3.6(a) shows a bifurcation diagram for this scenario. 
In a more general case, but still assuming there are no fixed points other than the 
nimum necessary (i. e. six in the torus), there will be a global branch of tori starting 
from the Hopf bifurcation (which is not necessarily supercritical) and ending at the 
S3THB, as shown in figure 3.6(b). This branch can fold back on itself several times, 
creating a sequence of saddle-node bifurcations of tori. 
Other modifications of the simplest scenario involve pitchfork or saddle-node bifur- 
cations of the 2-in-phase solutions on the invariant lines. Both of these 
bifurcations 
have the possibility of stabilising the 2-in-phase oscillations. In our experiments we 
have observed the three 2-in-phase solutions to be tristable, but we cannot rule out the 
possibility that some spurious coupling is causing this. 
3.2.9 Breaking the symmetry 
Dynamical systems theory provides a framework to understand the effects of imperfect 
symmetry. The S3THB is replaced by a sequence of 
bifurcations which are codimension 
one in systems without symmetry. The S3 transcritical 
bifurcation (fig 3.3) is replaced 
by several saddle-node bifurcations, and the three saddle connections 
(fig 3.4) occur 
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Figure 3.6: 
Some typical bifurcation diagrams. A schematic representation of the solutions is plot- 
ted as a function of the parameter. Stable solutions are drawn with a bold curve. 
The bifurcations are the Hopf (H), saddle node (s-n) and the S3THB. The simplest 
scenario (a) is more or less observed in our experiments on oscillators with asymmetric 
waveforms, and (b) with symmetric waveforms. 
separately. When the situation shown in figure 3.4(b) is slightly perturbed, a tubular 
neighbourhood surrounding the lines connecting the fixed points is stable, although 
the reflectional symmetry about these lines is lost. The trajectory follows close to 
the ghosts of the lines of reflectional symmetry and it can drift through the lattice, 
there being no a prio7i reason why this drift should be periodic in any way. Some of 
the complexity that can be found in the weakly coupled network without symmetry is 
discussed in [20,40,16]. 
00 
3.3 The existence of structurally stable heteroc inic con- 
nections for an even number of oscillators. 
If n= 2m and m>1, we demonstrate a scenario where a vector field with this 
symmetry can have structurally stable heteroclinic connections. 
Referring to the graphical representation of the canonical invariant region described 
in section 2.6, in the case of n even, we consider an invariant triangle with 
isotropy 
Sn/2XSpXSqiwhere n/2+p+q = n. The 'hypotenuse' of this triangle, fix(Sn/2 X Sn/2)i 
has Z2 symmetry. It is possible for an equivariant vector field to have a heteroclinic 
connection between two fixed points on the 
(Sn/2 )2 symmetric edges, as shown in 
figure 3.7. (The two fixed points are related by symmetry, but the eigenvalue pointing 
into the triangle are different for the two fixed points. ) Because of the symmetry there 
is a heteroclinic cycle, where two heteroclinic connections 
form a closed curve. This 
heteroclinic cycle can be stable if the invariant triangle is attracting in the normal 
direction. 
The homoclinic orbit is related to the limit cycle which can bifurcate from points 
with 
(Sp X Sq )2 0 Z2 symmetry for p+q= n/2. These points lie in the center of the 
invariant tetrahedron fix((Sp xSq 
)2). In the case of p=q (so n= 4k), the central 
point has the extra symmetry 
(Sk )4 (& Z4, but it is possible to get such orbits with the 
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Figure 3.7: 
A possible vector field on the 2-dimensional fixed point subspace fIX(S3 X S2 x Sj) for 
n=6. The heterochnic connection between the two solutions with isotropy (S3 )2 is 
one segment of a structurally stable heteroclinic cycle. 
weaker condition we have presented here. 
3.4 Four oscillators 
3.4.1 The canonical invariant region 
For a group of four oscillators, after factoring out by the action of T', we are left with 
a flow the universal cover which is a, 3-dimensional phase space shown in figure 3.8 with 
symmetries of a crystallographic group related to that of the diamond lattice. 
The 2-dimensional fixed point subspaces are a set of planes which cut the space into 
tetrahedra with four identical edges (S3 x Sj) and two longer edges (S2 )2. Figure 3.8 
shows one of these dynamically invariant tetrahedra. 
Each dynamically invariant tetrahedron contains a rotating wave which is on a line 
fixed by an Z2 isotropy group and this intersects the long (S2)' edge to give a fixed 
point with (S2 )2 X Z2 symmetry. 
We can pack R3 (the universal cover of the 3-torus) by assembling twenty-four 
of these tetrahedra into a rhombic dodecahedron and then fitting these together (see 
figure 3.8). We do not take advantage the square symmetry because the dodecahedra 
have the advantage that they are dynamically invariant, as noted above. The geometry 
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Figure 3.8: 
The universal cover of the phase space for S4 x T' factored by T(1,1); (a) shows one 
invariant tetrahedron. The solid circles are fIX(S4), the open circles are fix-((S2 )2 0 Z2)i 
the square is fiX(Z4)- the arrows on the line segments indicate which axe related by 
symmetry. The one-dimensional (in 
V) fixed point spaces are fIX(S3) - Solid arrow- 
heads, fIX(Z2) - hollow arrowheads, and 
fiX(S2 X S2) - open arrowheads; (b) and (c) 
dodecahedron) which is a fundamental domain for the torus and packs 3-space. (In fact 
only 6 tetrahedra are needed to pack R 
3). 
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Figure 3.9: 
The S4 transcritical bifurcation. The top figure is a bifurcation diagram which shows 
the branches of solutions which typically occur as the eigenvalue A of the in-phase 
solution goes through zero. The bottom two figures show possible dynamics in the 
invariant plane flX((S2 X SI x SI), for A<0 (left) and A>0 (right). The in-phase 
solution, fiX(S4), is at the centre and the pictures represent a local neighbourhood of 
the in-phase solution. the solid curves have symmetry S3 x S1, and the open circles 
have symmetry S2 X S2- 
of these invariant regions was discussed further in section 2.6. 
3.4.2 T he S4THB 
The in-phase solution will lose stability typically through the sequence shown in fig- 
ure 3.9, where four saddles move in along the four invariant lines fix(S3 x Sj). After 
bifurcation, in addition to the 4 saddles (which see the whole thing as a transcriti- 
cal bifurcation), and extra three saddles are formed which go out along the directions 
fIX(S2 X S2)- If there are no other fixed points in the phase space and the two di- 
mensional surfaces are attracting near the invariant lines, we have a mechanism for 
the bifurcation directly from the stable in-phase solution to the scenario shown in fig- 
ure 3.10 for stable heteroclil-dc cycles, and thus we would expect to see some evidence 
of this in experiments on such systems. 
The rotating wave will generically lose stability either by a pitchfork, forming two 
fixed points On flX(Z2), or by a Hopf bifurcation to a limit cycle winding around this 
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(a) 
(L) 
Figure 3.10: 
The S4 transcritical-homoclinic bifurcation. The dynamics on one face of the canonical 
invariant tetrahedron is shown for (a) A<0 and (b) A>0. this is one possible global 
phase portrait consistent with the local transcritical bifurcation. each of the four faces 
of the invariant tetrahedron contains such a connection, so there is a homoclinic cycle 
which is forced by the symmetry to be structurally stable. 
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invariant line. This limit cycle is forced by symmetry to lose stability through a saddle- 
node or a pitchfork of limit cycles; it cannot directly period double, as its Poincare 
map is the fourth power of the Poincare map defined on a quarter of a turn, and thus 
its Floquet multipliers cannot pass through -1 (Swift & Wiesenfeld [124]). 
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Chapter 4 
Three and four coupled 
oscillators: experiments 
This chapter discusses experimental results from identical electronic oscillator systems 
with symmetry, using ideas from chapters 2 and 3. Evidence is presented that the 
S3THB is observable experimentally and numerically, and that symmetric chaos can 
appear in forced systems of identical oscillators. Sections of this chapter have appeared 
in [16,14,151. 
4.1 Regular behaviour in electronic oscillators 
4.1.1 Three oscillators: experiments 
To test the theory in chapter 3, in particular to see if it is possible to detect the S3THB, 
a system of three coupled van der Pol oscillators was constructed. Each oscillator 
consists of a parallel inductor- capacitor-resistor (LCR) network. The circuit of one 
oscillator is shown in figure 4.1. In order to make the oscillators identical, low-tolerance 
capacitors and wound inductors with ferrite trimmers are used. The nonlinear negative 
resistor [72] is synthesised using a 741 operational amplifier and an array of diodes (so 
that the nonlinearity is not determined by saturation of the amplifier). The supply 
voltages for the operational amplifiers are set at ±12V DC from a laboratory power 
supply. It was not found necessary to use separate power supplies for each oscillator. A 
symmetry switch was included to change the individual oscillators between symmetrical 
and asymmetrical waveforms. Care was taken to minimise the input offset voltage of 
the operational amplifiers, but as expected this only has a critical effect when the 
oscillators were used in their symmetrical mode. 
In most of this work we find that the stable dynamics of the oscillators is not 
qualitatively different from that expected from identical ones. However, the system 
showed extreme sensitivity to any differences between the oscillators near the S3THB. 
The coupling is arranged as shown in figure 4.2. The output from each oscillator is 
connected via a resistor R to an earthed variable capacitor C. In one sense, it would 
be more satisfying to use a circuit that did not have the extra degree of freedom in 
the coupling (i. e. if it is a six rather than a seven degree of freedom system). If all 
oscillators have a common earth, this could only be done with coupling by parallel LCR 
circuits, but any alteration to the coupling would have to happen identically in each of 
the three couplings, and this would be difficult to achieve in practice. A system similar 
to Hadley's circuit [62,63], with three van der Pol oscillators connected in a chain with 
a parallel LCR load, would yield a system with six degrees of freedom. An optional 
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Figure 4.1: 
(a) The circuit for one van der Pol oscillator. The inductance L is trimmable to enable 
all the oscillators to be made as close as possible to identical. (b) The nonlinear I(V) 
characteristic is synthesised by a negative impedance converter and a set of diodes 
to define the cutoff. The 'symmetry switch' allowed the oscillators to have either 
symmetric or asymmetric waveforms. 
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The coupling is achieved through a simple low-pass filter, and the value of C is varied 
as a bifurcation parameter. The network is symmetric under any interchange of the 
oscillators. An extra input is provided to allow forcing of the system (discussed in the 
next section). 
input is provided as shown, in order to be able to force the system externally from a 
signal generator whilst preserving the symmetry of the circuit, but initially this is left 
unconnected. 
4.1.2 Visualisation and results 
The output from the three oscillators is visualised on an oscilloscope in two ways: (1) 
using a multiplexer which allowed the simultaneous display of the waveforms of all 
three oscillators plus the voltage across the capacitor, and (2) as a phase plot using the 
voltages: 
VX (-V1 - V2 + 2V3), Vy = 
-vý-3 (V1 
- V2) 
22 
produced by feeding the buffered signals through a network shown in figure 4.4. This 
is the same projection we use to go from 
(011 02 
1 
03) to the complex angle 0, since 
V+ ilr 
y= wv 1+ W2V x2+ 
V3 
This linear combination is an equivariant projection of the three individual voltages 
onto the plane. A cyclic permutation of the three oscillators gives a rotation by 27r/3 
in the V,, - V. plane, and a permutation of two oscillators gives a reflection. 
Experiments were done for various R and C values in the coupling circuit. Results 
for R= 10k, with C treated as the bifurcation parameter, are shown in figs. 4.5- 4.7. 
Similar results are obtained for R in the range of 5 to 100k, although the details of the 
bifurcation sequences differed. 
Figure 4.5 shows the time series for the in-phase oscillation and rotating wave with 
both symmetric and asymmetric waveforms. 
Figure 4.6 shows the sequence of bifurcations obtained when the individual oscil- 
lators have asymmetric waveforms. For large C, the two rotating waves are the only 
stable solutions. As C is decreased each rotating wave undergoes a supercritical 
Hopf 
R 
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Figure 4.3: 
The network used to project the oscillator outputs onto two dimensions and then sample 
it at the forcing frequency. The projection circuit is detailed in figure 4.4(a). 
bifurcation to a stable torus. (In the 0 plane, this is a normal Hopf bifurcation from a 
fixed point to a limit cycle, while in V this is a Hopf bifurcation from a periodic orbit 
to a torus. ) This torus grows until it comes very close to the in-phase solution. The 
theory predicts a direct transition to the in-phase solution, via the S3THB, as shown 
in figure 3.6(a). Because the S3 symmetry is not perfect, the S3THB is replaced by a 
sequence of bifurcations, as shown. The in-phase solution is uniquely stable at low C. 
The sequence of bifurcations with symmetric waveforms is shown in figure 4.7. 
The Hopf bifurcation is still supercritical, but the torus (i. e. the limit cycle in the 0 
plane) becomes unstable at a saddle-node bifurcation. It appears that the sequence of 
bifurcations would be that shown in figure 3.6(b) if the S3 symmetry were perfect. As 
in the case with asymmetric waveforms, however, the S3THB is slightly modified. 
The effect of the imperfect symmetry of the system is shown in figure 4.8. In 
these drifting states, the average frequency of two of the oscillators is the same, while 
the third has a lightly different frequency. As expected, there is chaos in very small 
parameter intervals surrounding the homoclinic bifurcations, and this corresponds to 
breaking the (1,1,1) full mode locking [20]. 
4.1.3 Four oscillators 
(N. B. Experimental results have been omitted to save space. ) The setup described in 
the previous section is also used to investigate the dynamics of four oscillators with S4 
symmetry by altering the projection to give one that is equivariant under the action 
of some D4 subgroup Of S4. As the irreducible representations Of S4 are one and three 
dimensional, we must lose some of the equivariance on projecting to two dimensions. 
The network in figure 4.4(a) projects the four voltages onto the two 
Vl 
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Figure 4.4: 
The signals are projected onto the plane preserving at much symmetry as possible. By 
taking linear combinations as in (a), it is possible to produce a projection (b) that is 
equivariant under the action of the highest-order polygonal symmetries in the group of 
symmetries of the network (i. e. D,, for S, ). For n=4, we lose some of the symmetries. 
This manifests itself in that only two of the rotating waves have Z4 symmetry in the 
projection; the other four having only Z2 symmetry. (c) shows a drawing of the two 
possible rotating waves for n=3, and (d) shows the six possible rotating waves for 
n=4. In general, there are (n - 1)! rotating waves given by the possible orders in 
which the remaining (n - 1) oscillators can fire after the first one. 
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Figure 4.5: 
A 2ms interval of the voltages (Vi, V2, V3, V, ) from top to bottom, is shown for R= 10k 
and C= (a) 6.69nF (b) 23.6OnF (c) 17. OOnF (d) 30. OOnF. Figures (a) and (b) are in- 
phase oscillations and (c), (d) are rotating waves. Figures (a) and (c) show asymmetric 
waveforms, while (b) and (d) show symmetric waveforms. For aJI values of R and C 
which we investigated, the frequency is lower for the in-phase oscillation than for the 
rotating wave. 
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Figure 4.6: 
The equivariant projection (V n the ro- .,, 
Vy) showing the details of the transitio form 
tating wave (a) to the in-phase oscillation (i) (cf fig. 3.6(a). ). The oscillators produced 
asymmetric waveforms, and the coupling is R= 10k, C =(a) and (b) 17. OOnF, (c) 
16-10nF, (d) 14.10nF, (e) 13.18nF, (f) 10.30nF, (g) 10. OOnF, (h) 7-OOnF, (i) 6.00nF. 
the two orientations of rotating wave are shown in (a) and (b). (continued over) 
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(continued) The states (c)-(f) also have twins related by reflection which are not shown. 
They have Z3 symmetry because a cyclic permutation of the oscillators leaves the state 
unchanged. The rotating wave undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation to a torus at 
C= 16.9OnF, between (b) and (c). The torus grows until, at (f) it has nearly collided 
with the in-phase oscillation. In the range 10.07nF< C <10-21nF, the states (f) and 
(g) are both stable. In the range 7.32nF< C <7.53nF, the states (g) ansd (h) are both 
stable. The transition (h) to (i) has no hysteresis. With perfect S3 Symmetry, (g) and 
(h) would not exist, and the S3THB would give a transition directly from (f) to (i). 
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Figure 4.7: 
As with the previous figure, but with symmetric waveforms. and C =(a) 30. OOnF, 
(b) 28.94nF, (c) 28-02nF, (d) 25.91nF, (e) 26.00iiF, (f) 25.7OnF. The figures have Z6 
symmetry because of the Z2 symmetric waveforms in a Z3 symmetric state. The 
rotating wave undergoes supercritical Hopf bifurcation to a torus at C- 29.9OnF. 
The states shown in (d) and (e) coexist, and the pictures shown are near the limits 
of bistability. There is a complicated transition (e)-(f) (not shown). With perfect S3 
symmetry, we expect that (e) and (f) would not appear. 
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Figure 4.8: 
The drift through the 0 lattice due to lack of perfect symmetry. Near the S3THB, 
the system is very sensitive to imperfections. Figure (a), (b), (c) and (d) refer to 
figure 4.6(g), (h) and figure 4.7 (e) and (f) respectively. 
and the six possible rotating waves on the system ordered by the firings of the oscillators 
are shown in this projection in figure 4.4(d). By changing the coupling capacitance C in 
the circuit shown in figure 4.2 it is possible to stabilise the in-phase solution for low C 
and destabilise it for high values of C. When the oscillators are producing asymmetrical 
waveforms, the rotating solutions are stabilised for large enough C, but it is interesting 
to note that when the oscillators are producing symmetrical waveforms, the rotating 
wave solutions drift at a slow timescale related to the imperfections in the system. As 
the coupling network is linear and the waveforms v(t) with period T have the symmetry 
v(t + T12) = -v(t) 
we have the conditions for decoupling noted in section 2.7.2, and should expect this 
behaviour. The difficulties in setting up the oscillators to be identical hindered any 
attempt to find an S4THB (see section 3.4.2) in the bifurcation diagram. Given a 
more carefullyý controlled experiment, this would be an interesting point of departure 
for further investigation. 
4.1.4 The ideal equations 
The theory we have presented describes which bifurcations can occur, given the restric- 
tions imposed by symmetry, but to find which bifurcations do occur in a specific system 
requires an analysis of the equations. In this section we describe the equations which 
govern the experimental system, and give a physical argument as to why the 
in-phase 
oscillation is favoured at low C, while the rotating wave is 
favoured at large C. 
The equations of motion for our system of oscillators may be derived, assuming 
ideal components, from Kirchoff's current law to yield: 
2V didV; Vi dV, dVi C07t -2 dto +L +R dt dt 
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d V, 13 
dt 
I: Vi-3V, +Acoswt 
(i=l 
where Co and L are the capacitances and inductances in each oscillator, and the damp- ing or dissipation function r(V) = dI(V)IdV is the incremental conductance of the 
nonlinear element of the circuit. For symmetric oscillators f(V) = f(-V). Note that 
the classical van der Pol equation is obtained using the model f(V) =a+ bV25 with b>0. In the following section, assume that the forcing term A cos Wt is zero. By rescaling time so that dxldt = wozE, where w,, = (LCO)-112 is the natural frequency, we obtain the non-dimensional equations: 
(4.2) f7i + r(vi*i + vi = f('ýrc - 
ýri) 
3 
Iýc =b 
Dvi 
- VC) 
i=l 
with a dimensionless dissipation function r(V) = Vr(7L-Uo7f(V). For the classical van 
der Pol model, scaling V yields r(V) = ]p(O) + V2 . There are four time scales in the 
problem, which leads to three ratios when measured relative to the natural frequency: 
r(o) af=-1b=1 
woRCo woRC 
For the oscillator components given in figure 4.1, and R= 10k, the numerical values 
of the dimensionless paxameters axe F(O) = -0.79,, E = 0.316, and 6=0.316CoIC. 
4.1.5 Modelling the nonlinearity 
A simple cubic nonlinearity is found not to model the behaviour of the circuit very 
well, so it was decided to fit a curve to measurements of the actual system. The 
current through the nonlinear negative resistor (out of circuit) is measured for a range 
of voltages in a static situation, we matched them to the following model, as shown 
in figure 4.9. Note that the negative slope is generated by the negative impedance 
converter and the saturation of the diodes should go like I=i,, (exp(eV/kT) - 1), 
meaning we fit to a sum of exponentials (the Ebers-Moll model [72]). 
The measurements of the I-V characteristic of the nonlinearity gave the resulting 
model: 
(4.3) J(V) = -0.475V + 1.752 x 10`5 sinh(6.025V) 
where I is measured in mA and V is measured in Volts. The model is fitted simply by 
noting that the steepness of the exponentials meant that at V=0, the lineax term is 
merely the slope of the curve. After removing this linear part, the two factors governing 
the exponential behaviour are found by fitting to two of the I(V) observations. For the 
asymmetric oscillator, we us the model, found by assuming the I(V) characteristic for 
the single diode is the same as that for three diodes in series, but with one third the 
voltage. 
(4.4) I(V) = -0.475V + 8.76 x 10-6 (exp(6.025V) -, exp(-18.075V)) 
(I measured in mA. ) This gives models for r(V) of the form in the asymmetric case: 
(4.5) r(v) = -0.828 + 1.67 x 10-4 exp(6.025V) + 5.01 x 10-4 exp(-18.075V) 
and in the symme ric case: 
(4.6) r(v) = -0.828 + 5.394 x 10-5 cosh(6.025V). 
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Figure 4.9: 
The nonlinear I(V) from the circuit shown in figure 4.1(b) with the symmetry switch 
open, so that the current I is an odd function of V. The circles represent measured 
points, while the squares are points on the fitted curve. 
Phenomena Numerical b Experimental 6 
Asymm. Hopf 0.19 0.17 
Asymm. THB 0.32 0.31-0.46 
Symm. Hopf 0.10 0.11 
Symm. Saddle node 0.13 0.12 
Table 4.1: A comparison between the locations of the bifurcations for the numerical and 
electronic experiments. Note that the experimental location of the THB is approximate 
due to symmetry imperfections in the circuit. 
4.1.6 Numerical experiments 
Using the model equations 4.3,4.4, the KAOS interactive dynamical systems pack- 
age of Guckenheimer and Kim was used to performed some numerical experiments 
on the equations 4.1 using realistic parameter values. Investigating the asymmetric 
and symmetric oscillator scenarios, good agreement was found both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 
The value of c=0.316 is fixed in all the experiments. In the asymmetric case, 
there is a Hopf bifurcation at b=0.19 giving rise to a stable 2-torus which grew in 
amplitude until its longest period went to infinity and the system approached the in- 
phase solution at 6=0.32. In the symmetric case, The Hopf bifurcation at 6=0.10 
gave rise to a branch of tori which lost stability without the period tending to infinity, 
at some distance from in-phase solution, at b=0.13. Table 4.1 shows that these results 
compare favourably with those from the electronic experiments. 
Figures 4.10- 4.11 compare the appearance of the numerical results in the same 
projections as that used for the oscilloscope pictures. 
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Numerical simulations with asymmetric waveform oscillators. (a) The stable rotating 
wave, b= . 106 
(b), After Hopf bifurcation, b= .2 
(c) Near THB, 6=0.31 (d) Transient 
decaying to a stable in-phase solution. Note that it approaches along a 2-in-phase 
direction. The boxes surrounding the pictures are 4V square. 
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Numerical simulations with symmetric waveform oscillators. (a) The stable rotating 
wave, b= . 05 
(b) After the Hopf bifurcation, b= . 12 
(c) Near the saddle node of 
tori b= . 125. 
Note that at this loss of stability, the limits of the periods are regular, 
unlike with the homoclinic where one of them goes off the infinity as the bifurcation is 
approached. The boxes surrounding the pictures are 10V square. 
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4.1.7 Results and conclusions 
The weak coupling limit is c --+ 0, with 6 fixed. The finite b ensures that invariant 
three-torus in R7 is normally hyperbolic. The parameter 6 can be related to a phase 
shift between V, and Vj- When c and b are varied in the experiments, we observe that 
b determines which solutions are stable, while the speed of evolution in the 0 plane 
is proportional to cb. For instance, with symmetric waveforms, the Hopf bifurcation 
occurs at b=0.107 when c=0.32 and at b=0.085 when E=0.032. The second 
frequency introduced by the Hopf bifurcation is roughly proportional to 4E. 
The time scale for charging CO by the negative resistor is Co/jaj. The nonzero 
Floquet exponent of the limit cycle of a single van der Pol oscillator depends on the 
function r(V), but it is roughly some positive constant times r(O) (recall that IF(O) < 0). 
Thus in the Emit E --ý 0 the Floquet exponents for the three-torus are approximately: 
(o, o, o, r(o), r(o), r(o), -3b). 
The four negative exponents show that trajectories converge exponentially onto the 
normally hyperbolic invariant three-torus. When the coupling is small the four negative 
exponents do not change very much, but two of the zero Floquet exponents will become 
of order 4 (with either sign). The two Floquet exponents proportional to ±, Eb are the 
eigenvalues of the linearisation of the dynamics in the plane. We do not attempt to 
average the 7th order system to get the ODE in the plane, so we do not calculate 
these eigenvalues. 
In the experiments we observe that the in-phase solution occurs at larger values of 
6 than the rotating wave solutions. A simple physical argument explains why this is 
so. To a -first approximation in the weak coupling limit we may regard the van der 
Pol oscillators as sine wave generators. A simple calculation then yields the transfer 
function 
< V2 > 
C 
< V2 >1+ (3b)-2 
where the angle brackets represent the time average, and 
vi 
The form of the transfer function reveals that our coupling network acts as a low 
pass filter. For small 6, V, ý 0-1 0 independent of V, while V, 1--. 0 V 
for large b. The 
rotating wave minimises < V' >, and the in-phase oscillation maximises it, subject 
i> is constant. If the capacitor will not to the weak coupling constraint that < V2 
oscillate (b small), the system prefers not to drive it, and the rotating wave is stable. 
If the capacitor oscillates easily (b large) then the system chooses to drive it as hard as 
possible, and in-phase oscillation is referred. 
Thus, we have predicted and observed a new type of bifurcation, the S3THB, which 
occurs in systems of three weakly coupled oscillators. We have not considered ef- 
fects associated with the breakup of the three-dimensional torus which occurs with 
large coupling. This would require us to work with the Poincare map rather than 
the flow, allowing it to become non-invertible as the torus breaks up (in analogy with 
non-invertible circle maps. ) Along these lines, Aronson et al. [12] have studied the 
period doubling of the in-phase oscillation in S,, symmetric systems of oscillators. The 
invariant Tn is long gone before this period doubling can occur. 
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4.2 Forced identical oscillators 
4.2.1 Symmetric Chaos 
The idea of distinguishing between different symmetries of chaotic attractors is not new. 
Kitano et al. [79] investigate an analogue circuit simulating a delay- differential equation 
from nonlinear optics. They find that in their Z2 symmetric system, symmetry that 
is broken by steady-state bifurcations can be recovered by a crisis in the attractors. 
The idea of symmetry-forced crises is a natural extension of the ideas expounded in [58], but has mostly been applied to systems withZ2-symmetry, for example [125] who 
investigate aZ2- equivariant map associated with the Lorenz equations. 
Motivated by their studies of D, -equivariant maps of the plane, Chossat and Gol- 
ubitsky [33] hypothesise the existence of generic symmetry increasing bifurcations of 
attractors, where a group orbit of attractors can collide to form an attractor of higher 
symmetry, i. e. there is an increase in the symmetry of the minimal attractor. This par- 
allels the applications of group theory to bifurcations of regular dynamics in symmetric 
systems; see chapter 1. 
In attempting find such phenomena, electronic circuits are convenient systems to 
work on [130], and forced systems are good candidates for looking for chaotic return 
maps, the mechanism of how they produce these being well understood, see [61,56]. 
The circuit described below can be approximated by integrating a non-autonomous 
system of ODEs on R7 or R' (for three or four oscillators respectively), giving a 
Poincare mapping at a frequency of up to 1OkHz which in itself is not especially high 
for such a circuit, but is very fast compared to computer integration of approximating 
equations. The circuit should by thought of as a real physical system with noise and 
broken symmetry, and as such will not show the artifacts of any numerical method 
used (e. g. rounding errors). Buskirk and Jeffries [130] also present work on chaotic 
behaviour in networks of electronic oscillators; they use diode resonators operating at 
high frequency. 
4.2.2 The electronic experiment 
All the results displayed are generated by the circuit of forced oscillators shown in 
figure 4.2. Using the network shown in figure 4.3, the resulting stroboscopic map is 
displayed on an oscilloscope X-Y plot. For producing a high resolution paper copy, 
the data is sampled using a two channel high resolution (16 bit) analogue to digital 
interface. The resulting files of X-Y coordinates are plotted using a 1024 by 1024 grid 
on a laser printer. 
The circuit can be though of as a group of symmetrically coupled van der Pol 
oscillators with an extra forcing oscillator provided by the signal generator. 
The oscillators 
The oscillators are shown in figure 4.1 and described in section 4.1. In all the subse- 
quent experiment, the oscillators are producing asymmetric waveforms, as set 
by the 
symmetry switch. The oscillators are coupled together using the phase shift network 
shown in figure 4.2, but this time using the forcing input, as 
described below. 
The forcing 
This is achieved using a signal generator generating a sinusoidal signal at a set amplitude 
with zero DC offset. For small amplitude forcing, at frequencies 
far from resonance, we 
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expect to see two-frequency quasiperiodic motion built up from the frequencies of the 
oscillators and those of the forcing oscillator. This corresponds to an attracting 2-torus 
for the dynamics, and would be observable as a limit cycle in the Poincare section; it 
can be seen in figure 4.12(a). The most interesting behaviour is found away from the 
m: 1 resonances. Near these, the system usually locked onto a periodic or for all forcing 
amplitudes above a certain value. 
The visualisation of the dynamics 
Although one idea of visualising the dynamics might be to plot time series of the 
signals generated by the circuit, this format gives us information about the dynamics 
in a very encoded manner. A better idea is to suppress the time dependence and plot 
one signal against the other, especially if the symmetry of the circuit can be related to 
the visualisation. 
Generalising the equivariant projection given in figure 3.1 to a group of n oscillators, 
we project the vector in R" representing the voltages of the n oscillators onto R2 by 
assigning one of n unit vectors (sepaxated by angles of 2r/n) to each oscillator and 
constructing the vector sum of the voltages along these directions (see figure 4.4(b)). 
While this cannot show an accurate picture of the phase space for more that three 
oscillators, the restriction of using two dimensional representations of the results forces 
this. By using a stroboscopic method to show the trajectories at one of the zero-crossing 
points of the forcing oscillator [16], we can distinguish between limit cycles, tori and 
a variety of other behaviour, and also hypothesise links with the results known for 
dissipative low-dimensional dynaamical systems and in paxticular mappings of the circle 
and the torus. 
In general, these mappings will have to be far from the identity and non-invertible 
in order to produce the observed results. This is a D,, equivariant projection of an 
S,, equivariant map on R 2n+1 , and as such there is no objection to attractors 
having 
non-empty intersection, unlike mappings on the plane. 
Recently, King and Stewart [78] have found numerically that there exist D3maps 
of the plane with chaotic attractors having onlyZ3 symmetry. 
4.2.3 The equations governing the system 
Equation 4.1 easily generalises to n oscillators, describing of motion of the n+1 voltages 
f VI, ..., V, 
V, }. Non-dimensionalising the equations, but this time leaving the forcing 
gives: 
(4.7) T; 
ýi 
+ r(vi)fri + vi = 60rc - 
ýr, ) 
n 
=b Vi - nV, +F cos vt 
In the results presented, wo - 30 x 103S-1, C-0.32 and b-0.15 so that for 
A=0, the rotating waves are observed to be stable and there are no other stable 
dynamics. Since the characteristic (unforced) frequency varies between 4.2kHz (b , 
0.15) and 3.4kHz (b , 1), the ratio of this to the forcing 
frequency, v= (W/Wo), can 
be calculated and is away from primary resonance 
in each of the illustrated cases, but 
note the variation in the unforced 
frequency means we should be careful about making 
assumptions about the importance of v. 
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Transients The sequences show the coupling capacitor at a value where the rotating 
wave is marginally stable if no external forcing is applied. For low amplitude forcing 
at any given frequency, there is a Z,, -symmetric pattern which is a 2-torus for a set 
of parameter values of almost full measure. As we increase the amplitude at a fixed 
frequency, the sequences show a variety of breakdowns to full S,, -symmetric chaos. 
Figures 4.12- 4.14 are taken after transients had been allowed to die away, as far 
as is possible to tell. In practice this meant waiting 10 or 20 seconds (approx. 105 
iterates) to see if the pattern on the oscilloscope had stabilised. All of the sequences 
shown below are taken following one another using the same tuning of the coils, in 
order to minimise the effect of drift of parameters within the circuit. 
4.3 Symmetric chaos: experimental results 
4.3.1 Three oscillators 
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the three oscillator system with C=21.4nF (6 = 0.148) 
forced at 6.37OkHz (v = 1.5) and 9.51OkHz (v = 2.25) respectively. Not shown are 
many intermediate transitions, but the basic route for figure 4.12 is frequency locking 
via intermittency and a saddle-node bifurcation to a 3: 2 periodic orbit. This compares 
well with mode-locking of a circle map (see e. g. [61]). The periodic orbit then breaks 
down through period-doubling and Hopf bifurcation to a noisy attractor. All the while, 
the Z3 symmetry is preserved until at A-3.60V, the two Z3 attractors collide to form 
one with S3 symmetry. Note that as observed in [331, this crisis is associated with the 
appearance of a large background of points, where the trajectory is changing from the 
remnants of one Z3 attractor to the other. 
The colour figure 4.13 shows the sampled voltages for the different forcing frequency. 
This sequence involves a Hopf bifurcation to a 3-torus (not shown), a collision of a 3- 
torus and the 2-torus shown in (a). Increasing the forcing amplitude further leads to 
a chaotic attractor with Z3 symmetry (b), (c) which collides with its conjugate in to 
give (d) S3 chaos. The figures are coloured by distance on the plane between successive 
iterates; for a sampled sequence f (xi, yi) :i=1, ---, n} of pairs of signed 16 bit numbers 
from the A-D converter, we colour the ith point according to 
r- x_1)2 + (y - yi-i)2. 
taken modulo some m (typically a few hundred). For r=0, we colour the point red, 
and cycle through the spectrum to violet at r=m, using (normalised) red, green and 
blue levels R, G, B given by 
1+ cos(27r r/ m) 
1+ cos(27r(r/m + 1/3)) 
1+ cos(2r(r/m + 2/3)). 
The extra dimension of colour allows us to examine more closely any apparent 
intersections between strands of this projection of the attractor. In figure 4.13(b), note 
that many of the strand of different colours that cross over are disconnected, whereas 
some of the more 'fuzzy' regions exhibit smooth changes in colour. 
4.3.2 Four oscillators 
Figure 4.14 shows four forced oscillators coupled by C=25nF (b = 0.126) with the 
forcing at 9.5OOkHz (v = 2.26). The system is given impulses (by interrupting the 
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Figure 4.12: 
The sequence (a) to (h) (continued on next figure) shows a sequence of plots for samples 
of the output from three identical oscillators coupled with S3 symmetry and sinusoidally 
forced at a frequency of 6.37OkHz. The pictures show some of the states observed as 
the forcing amplitude increases from zero. The transients have (lied away, leaving 
just the attracting dynamics. In all of the captions, the forcing amplitude A is given 
in volts a. c. (rms). All of the pictures in figures 4.12-4.14 are shown to the same 
scale. (a) Shows the attractor being a 2-torus combining the natural frequency and 
the forcing frequency. The natural frequency has a stable rotating wave (27r/3 phase 
shift between the oscillators), and the Z3 symmetry of this state is reflected by the 
Z3 symmetry of the picture. A=0.8; Iterates=4096. (b) The oscillators have mode- 
locked into a 3: 2 resonance with the forcing frequency. Intermittency is observed just 
before the appearance of this orbit, suggesting that it appears from a sa, ddle-node 
bifurcation of limit cycles occurring on the 2-torus. A=1.44; Iterates=8192. (c) A 
period- doubling, bifurcation of the 3: 2 resonance gives a 6: 4 resonant periodic orbit. 
A=3.17; Iterates=8192. (d) The period-doubled solution undergoes a Hopf bifurcation 
to a 2-torus, but still with 6: 4 resonance. A=3.37; Iterates=8192. 
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(continued from previous figure) (e) The limit cycle becomes blurred by noise and/or 
deterministic chaos, whilst retaining its Z3 symmetry. This manifests itself as a mean 
phase shift of 2r/3 between the oscillators. A=3.59; Iterates=16384. (f) There is a 
crisis as the two symmetricaRy related but unconnected attractors collide to form a 
chaotic attractor with full S3 symmetry. Noticeable are the remains of the attractors 
shown in (e), and the trajectory lingers for a long (but irregular) time in one of these 
two states before switching to the other. A=3.62; Iterates=32768. (g) and (h) show the 
evolution of the attractor at A=3.66 and 3.92 respectively. The fine structure shown in 
f) gradually becomes less noticeable and the mean switching time between the remnants 
of the two 27r/3 attractors becomes shorter. Above A=3.92, the system locks into one 
particular 3: 2 resonance associated with an imperfection in the system. We can see 
the precursor of this in the form of excessive thickening of the line corresponding to 
V, = V3. This happens on other oscillators dependent on the fine tuning of the system. 
Iterates=32768 in both pictures. 
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These figures are coloured according to the distance between iterates. The addition of 
this extra dimension allows -us to separate features that are projected to the same point 
without the colouring. (a) This 2-torus is hysteretic with an attracting 3-torus (not 
shown) over the range A=2.6 to 3.1. It is partially mode-locked to some harmonic of the 
oscillators. A=3.08; Iterates=16384. (b) The 2-torus thickens to form a noisy attractor 
with apparent dimension between 2 and 3. There is much folding of the attractor due 
to the presence of hyperbolic structures in the dynamics. Especially interesting is the 
persistence near a few selected points, close to a stable limit cycle of large period (not 
shown, but observed to appear via a sa, ddle-node bifurcation at slightly higher values 
of A). A=5.20; Iterates=24576. 
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(continued from previous figure) (c) This shows the breakdown of the fine structure 
in e), but the attractor still shows the presence of an average Z3 symmetry. A=5.98; 
Iterates=32768. In (d) we finally arrive at S3-symmetric chaos through the collision of 
Z3 attractors. A=7-04; Iterates=32768. 
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power supply) until it selected one of the rotating waves that has Z4 symmetry in the 
projection. Then the amplitude of the forcing is increased. The transition to S4 chaos 
happens at A, 6. OV. 
Other routes to S4 chaos are shown in [14] and can include torus doubling bifurca- 
tions. 
4.3.3 Symmetric chaos; discussion 
The mechanism by which fully symmetric chaos is reached in this system is a mixture 
of subharmonic and Hopf bifurcations to give chaotic attractors of low symmetry. In 
particular the results show initial breakdown of the 2-torus via saddle-node of limit 
cycle, Hopf and 2-torus doubling bifurcations, see [89]. The resulting chaotic attractors 
can collide to create ones with higher symmetry, in the way that [33] describe. 
It is possible to identify tori with up to three incommensurate frequencies, circle 
map behaviour, and possible chaotic attractors with dimensions between 2 and 3, but 
there are transitions which indicate that not all of the dynamics can be embedded in 
a 3-torus [14]. This necessarily implies that using a map from a 2-torus to itself will 
not give all the transitions. Note that although the system of equations is (2n + 1)- 
dimensional with periodic forcing, the return maps generated on the oscilloscope show 
many of the properties of the non-invertible maps of the plane studied by Chossat and 
Golubitsky. One difference is that they use a small amplitude hypothesis to work with 
a truncated Taylor series, something which cannot be justified here. 
The reason for symmetry-increasing bifurcations here can be explained thus: we 
start with the only stable solutions having lower symmetry than that of the system. 
Upon forcing the system, these solutions become chaotic and the attractors grow in 
size until they meet the unstable periodic orbits dividing the phase space. A crisis 
occurs and the trajectories on one attractor can to jump across the phase space into 
the basin of another conjugate attractor. Thus the average symmetry of the chaotic 
solution increases. 
The theory of symmetric bifurcations in chaotic attractors is as yet comparatively 
undeveloped, and current work of Dellnitz, Golubitsky and Melbourne (pers. comm. ) 
and Krupa and Roberts [81] indicates that a lot can be said about how symmetry 
constrains the bifurcations of chaotic attractors. For example, Delh-iitz et al. have 
shown that using a suitable (strong) definition of an attractor, a chaotic attractor of 
a D,, equivariant map of the plane with full symmetry must have at one connected 
component for n odd and at most two connected components for n even. 
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Figure 4.14: 
The pictures (a) to (f) (continued on next figure) show a typical observed sequence of 
breakdown of a system of four identical oscillators obtained from a stable Z4 rotating 
state by forcing the system at a frequency 9.5OOkHz. (a) This shows one of the six pos- 
sible rotating waves on four oscillators, chosen so that the projection has Z4 symmetry. 
A=0.574; Iterates=8192. (b) Resonance causes the torus to wrinkle, suggesting the 
presence of nearby unstable dynamics. A=3.81; Iterates=8192. (c) A hysteretic jump 
(b)-(c) gives rise to this attractor showing a large amount of fine structure, but still 
with Z4 rotational symmetry. A=4.51; Iterates=32768. (d) A periodic orbit of period 
about 75 times the forcing period appears, remaining remarkably stable (this pattern 
is held for a matter of minutes at about 10kHz forcing). It is interesting to note that 
the dots are widened by noise in the direction where the limit cycle (e) will appear. 
This is probably due to the noise acting most strongly in the direction of the weakest 
contracting eigenvalue of the linearisation about the periodic orbit. At the saddle-node 
(d)-(e), this eigenvalue goes through zero. A=4.91; Iterates=16384. 0 
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(continued from previous figure) (e) A heteroclinic bifurcation of the periodic orbit in 
(d) gives rise to the 2-torus shown here. Note that the Z4 symmetry is not perfect, 
but that it is identifiable. A=5.16; Iterates=8192. (f) The torus in (e) gives way to 
Z4 chaos. A=5-63; Iterates=32768. (g) The Six Z4 symmetric attractors collide to give 
fully S4-symmetric chaos. The lack of structure in the pattern (apart from the folds), 
is probably due to the fact that six pictures Eke (f) are superimposed on each other 
(cf. figure 4.4(d)). A=6.16; Iterates=61440. 
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Chapter 5 
Weakly dissipative coupled 
oscillators 
This chapter is concerned with providing a semi-rigorous, semi-analytical method for 
carrying out the reduction of a weakly coupled n oscillator system to the averaged 
normal form described in chapter 2. 
We develop a method for treating strongly nonlinear oscillators that are close to 
planar Hamiltonian systems, under the assumption of weak dissipation and weak cou- 
pling. For a group of n oscillators weakly coupled by arbitrary functions, we construct 
the action-angle variables explicitly and show slow evolution equations for the actions 
and angles, reducing to a system of 2n equations with slow evolution. Under a further 
assumption of coupling weaker that dissipation (and identical oscillators) we get a set 
of n equations of the form of chapter 2 which are the averaged equations on the n-torus. 
The method is similar to that of Bourland and Haberman [26,88] for single os- 
cillators with slowly varying coefficients, and is a variation on the Melnikov method 
[61,133] for periodic orbits of near integrable systems and an explicit application of 
averaging in a strongly nonlinear setting. It relies on the fact that the trajectories 
of the system deviate from the integrable trajectories on a slow timescale. Note that 
singula, r nonlinear oscillators cannot be treated in the way presented. 
As an example, we give some observations of an electronic simulation of two van 
der Pol-Duffing type oscillators coupled by a cubic-style nonlinearity. The oscillators 
each have Z2 symmetry and the coupling preserves this, giving a system with Z2 X Z2 
symmetry. 
We apply the theory to this system with assumptions on the orders of magnitude 
of the coupling and dissipation, and similarities and differences axe noted from the 
experimental observations. As the Duffing oscillator can be integrated in terms of 
elliptic functions, it would be possible to give expressions for the slow equations in 
terms of these, and give analytical expressions for the loss of stability of the in-phase 
solution in the case of cubic coupling and a limiting set of parameter values. 
Given two limit cycles on the plane coupled by dissipative linear coupling, we give 
a sufficient condition for the in-phase solution to be stable. 
Finally we discuss the inheritance of reversibilitY from the Hamiltonian system to 
the averaged equation and suggest a way of asymptotically perturbing the integrable 
oscillator to break this artificial symmetry. 
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5.1 Groups of oscillators with weak dissipation and cou- 
pling 
Many authors have studied the coupling of nonlinear oscillators using simple two degree 
of freedom oscillator, notably the van der Pol. [109] oscillator 
i (X2 _ I)i +X= 
and the Duffing oscillator 
ix3± JLX = 
Combining the nonlinear dissipation term of the van der Pol oscillator with the nonlin- 
ear response of the Duffing oscillator gives us the van der Pol. -Duffing oscillator [71,61) 
(5-1) i+ (X2 _V_ X2)i + X3 ± yx =0 
which (in the regime of weak nonlinearity) can be viewed as a generic perturbation 
of linear simple harmonic oscillator in a dissipative setting. A lot of work has been 
done to weakly couple weakly nonlinear oscillators of this form [112], and Bogoliubov's 
method of averaging [23,61] has been used extensively in such systems. 
Isochrons and oscillators 
The oscillators we discuss in this chapter have in general a period which depends 
on the amplitude of the oscillation; this is related to the concept of isochronicity, 
[136,137,112], or 'twist' described by Ermentrout to be necessary for the formation of 
spiral waves (as opposed to pinwheel wave) in oscillator arrays. 
Isochrons are defined by [60] to be points in the neighbourhood of an attracting 
limit cycle which have asymptotically the same phase as some point on the limit cycle. 
More precisely, Guckenheimer [60] proves that given a flow ýý :Mx R+ --ý M with a 
stable limit cycle -y, with period T then the isochron for a point 9E7 is the set 
Ig =fS c- M: I -1)(S, t) - 4ý(g, t) I --* 0 as t --+ ool 
which defines, a local stable set for each point on the limit cycle. One way to see this 
is to consider the action of the time T map on the phase space, and consider the stable 
manifold of each point on the limit cycle (which is now a fixed point with one degenerate 
direction). Isochronous oscillators are usually referred to as those whose isochrons are 
straight lines, for example the simple harmonic oscillator. We do not use isochrons for 
the systems studied in this chapter: in the limit of no dissipation the limit cycles are 
neutrally stable. Instead, we use the angle variables for the Hamiltonian system. We 
use the word nonisochronous to mean that the period of the Hamiltonian system is 
dependent on its energy. 
5.1.2 Weak coupling and dissipation; slow variables 
Definition 5.1.1 A weakly coupled weakly dissipative (WCWD) network of n coupled 
nonlinear two dimensional identical oscillators is a set of equations: 
n 
(5.2) ýi + 
dU (Vi) = E(f (Vi 7 ýi) +Eg (vi, vj, iu, ýj)) = EFi dvi 
j=l 
where c<1 and i runs through 1 ... n, U, f, g are C' and U (v) --+ oo as Iv oo 
for some M. We assume pairwise coupling with Sn symmetry of the network. 
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Note that the method does not depend at all on Sn symmetry or pairwise coupling, 
and the fact that f and U are the same for all oscillators means we have an identical 
oscillator network as defined in chapter 2. 
The equation for each oscillator is a perturbation of a Hamiltonian oscillator with 
Hamiltonian: 
(5-3) H(v,, b) + U(v) =a 2 
and a is constant when f=0. We shall suppose that the contours of H are closed 
curves for all. values of a except a finite set E=I ao I a, , ... ý ak} where the contours are 
not smooth and represent heteroclinic or homoclinic orbits in equation 5.3. We shall 
consider an open neighbonrhood of 9 removed from the range of a for convenience. As 
an example, consider the potential and phase portrait shown in figure 5.1. 
By perturbing such a system we get a system of slow equations for the change of 
energy and change of phase of each oscillator. There are some delicate considerations 
to be made in this process, however. In particular, for defining a useful notion of phase, 
it is helpful to normalise the period on the level curves in the following manner: 
Define w(a) such that all solutions z(a, 0) of the equation 
w2 (aZ)2 (5.4) 
2+ 
U(Z) =a 
have period 27r in 0 for a0E and such that: 
z(a, 0) is a maximum of z. 
Note that 27/,, ) is the period of the solution to equation 5.3. The curves of constant 
a are called the normalised periodic orbits and 0 the nor-Malise phases. Together they 
are called the action-angle coordinates, and we shall look for solutions of equation 5.2 
(n =1 for simplicity) of the form: 
(5.5) VM = Z(cf(t), 0(t)) 
with t 
0(t) = 
10 
w(a(t))dt + 0(t). 
We shall demonstrate that 0 and a axe slowly varying on a timescale T= et. Since we 
have increased the number of vaxiables to two, we are at liberty to apply a constraint 
relating a and 0 implicitly: 
(5.6) 
dv 
= w(a) 
Oz 
(a, 
dt 8'0 
If we seek solutions of equation 5.2 of the form eqn 5.5 and include the constraint 
equation 5.6, by differentiating the former with respect to t, we get: 
(5.7) öz 49z ý Oz 
ea 00 
5.1.3 A property of the normalised periodic orbits 
The normalised periodic orbits z(a, 0) are defined such that they are differentiable 
in both a and 0, and all derivatives are periodic in V7. Assuming z is sufficiently 
smooth, their derivatives satisfy a very useful relation, as we will show. In all the below 
discussion, -I- is at constant a and -ý2- is at constant ao aa 
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U(v) 
V 
xV--37r/4 
xV--5nl4 
W1t/2 
V= 
Nf=nJ4 
61"') 
PON-- v 
V--77U4 
a constant 
Figure 5.1: (a) shows an example potential U(v), while (b) shows the phase portrait for the Hamiltonian oscillator ý+ U'(v) =0 with the action-angle coordinates marked. 
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We write the differentials Oz 
aa = Z'01 
and oz 
OV) = Z,, o. 
Differentiating eqn 5.4 with respect to 0 we obtain: 
(5.8) 2 Z'00 + U'(Z) = 
while differentiating eqn 5.4 with respect to a we obtain: 
(5.9) W 
[wz, 
oz, ao + W, Ct(Z, O 
)2 1+ U'(Z)Z,,,, (Z) =1 
Now substituting eqn 5.8 to eliminate U', we obtain the VERY USEFUL RELATION: 
(5.10) W 
[wz, 
tkz, ao 
+ WIO, (Z, O )2 - L"Z, tpoz, cvl =1 
This is explicitly independent of the potential U, and reduces to the formula cos 2,0 + 
sin 20=1 when U(z) = -z and the oscillators are simple harmonic (and isochronous). 
5.1.4 The slow timescale evolution equations 
Differentiating eqn 5.6 with respect to time t, we get: 
d 2Z 
+ WZ,, oo, ) + W(w + 
ý)Zoptp 
dt2 
and therefore in equation 5.2 we get: 
W? , zi, 00 + di (wi, ozi, o + wizi,, 00, ) + wizi, VV, (wi + 
ýj) + U(zi) = cFi 
where wi = ý;; (aj) and Fi -= 
f (vi,, bi) + Eý'=, g(vj, iýj)- Using equation 5.8 this reduces 
to 
(5-11) di (w, czi, o + wizi,, Oc, 
) + ýj(wizj,, pp) = eFi. 
Taking the combination: 
(5.11) (5.7) 
we get: 
diwi lWizi, 
tpzi, CrO 
+ Wi, cv 
(Z,, V, )2 _ L,;, Z,, VV, zi 4EFjwjzj,, p 
and applying eqn 5.10, we arrive at the equation for the slow variation of the actions 0 
ai. 
(5-12) jai = ewi zi,, p 
Til 
whereas taking the combination: 
(5.11) wizi,,, - (5.7) wi (wizi, o,,, wi, cvzi, o) 
gives: ýjWj [WjZj, 
oZj, ao + Wj, Cr 
(Zi,, O)' - WjZj, ooZj, a 
I= 
-cFjwjzj, a 
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and by using eqn 5.10 we get the equation for the slow variation of the angles Oi 
(5.13) ewi Zi, a ýi-l 
The two sets of equations 5.12 and 5.13 are exact equations for the slow evolution 
of the system, but note that they are not autonomous; in order to make them more 
tractable than the original problem, it is necessary to average over t and separate the 
timescales fully; note that we have gone from n second order autonomous ODEs to 2n 
first order non-autonomous ODEs. This reduction is not dependent on the oscillators 
being identical or identically coupled, but also can be performed for a more general 
case, as long as WCWD applies. 
5.1.5 Averaging the slow equations 
Because we have potentially n frequencies in our system, averaging in such a context 
must be carried out with care, and will not always be possible. We shall consider two 
cases; very weak coupling, and non-resonant averaging: 
Very weak coupling 
It is possible to apply the results from chapter 2 to the WCWD systems, by placing 
a further constraint on the orders of magnitude of the system. Since we require the 
Emit cycles to be strongly attracting in the limit of no coupling, this means that we 
shall make a hypothesis of very weak coupling, VWC, by assuming 119 11 <I If II in the 
neighbourhood of interest. 
It is possible that the dissipation function f will permit many stable limit cycles, 
but we shall assume we turn on the coupling from a state where all the oscillators are 
on identical hyperbolically stable limit cycles. 
The averaging is defined by: 
X(t) >= X(s)ds. 
27r =o 
Assuming that all the oscillators have ai = a, and thus wi = w, we must have that 
&i =0=< biFi >=c< iýj f (vi,, bi) > +O(c 
(recall that vi = zi, ýi = wzi, o) and so this supports our assumption of VWC, through 
bjg(vj,, bj) >= O(f) 
This removes all dependence on ai in the equations once we know the roots of: 
(5.14) ýf (VI i7) >= 0 
and leaves us with a set of averaged Oj equations of the type discussed in chapter 2. 
After removing the constant wt term, we have: 
n 
-f < wzi, cr 
E g(vj, ýj) 
j=O 
and from these we can examine the equations for the phase differences. 
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Non-resonant averaging 
If we assume that we have 2 oscillators that have settled down to two different limit 
cycles al, a,, with different periods, to see what sort of behaviour this implies, we must 
look at the ratio of the periods given by K w(aj)1w(a2). If r, C then we can apply 
the reasoning above to average over some multiple of periods of 
However, if not then the limit E -+ 0 does not allow phase locking, i. e. we need to 
average over a 2-torus, and this will decouple all the angles by making the equations 
of the actions independent of Oi for all i. 
Thus, at least for a set of full measure of parameter values near c=0 [8], we should 
expect to see tori. These may go through large period phase locking at any non-zero 
value of E which could be investigated by looking for periodic orbits of a particular 
winding number. 
Further insight could be gained by considering n oscillator systems with k rational 
relations on the frequencies of the form 
ntwi = at 
for ni and m in Z (see Baesens et al. [20] and [16]). 
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5.2 Two identical weakly coupled van der Pol-Duffing 
oscillators 
5.2.1 Introduction 
In this section we will apply the theory developed in section 5.1 to a specific problem, 
that of two van der Pol-Duffing oscillators, at the limit of weak dissipation and very 
weak coupling. 
Duffing oscillators with potentials of the form V3_ v are one of the simplest oscillators 
that have a non-trivial phase space, and correspond to a Hamiltonian oscillator with a 
twin-well potential. Upon breaking the energy preserving nature by addition of a van 
der Pol type dissipation term, they have been extensively studied because they arise 
in a very general codimension two interaction between Hopf and pitchfork bifurcations 
[61,30]. Alternatively, the equation can be viewed as a Hopf bifurcation interacting 
with a cusp creating a twin well potential. 
We first discuss the construction of an electronic van der Pol-Duffing (VDPD) os- 
cillator and note the presence of a symmetric Bogdanov-Takens point. Two VDPD 
oscillators are then weakly coupled through a cubic resistive load. For this case, we 
derive expressions for the motion on T' of the coupled system, and demonstrate how 
these equations undergo a pitchfork bifurcation to a stable oscillating state with non- 
trivial phase lag. This is confirmed both analytically and experimentally. The results 
can also be used to find a subset of the dynamics of two interacting Bogdanov-Takens 
singula, rities, i. e. a codimension. four point in parameter space with Z2 X Z2 symmetry 
or codimension. two with D4 symmetry. The latter case has been investigated by Arm- 
bruster et al. in [7], and they find that in the D4 setting, there is a wedge of parameter 
space where chaotic behaviour can be found, by virtue of the fact that the underlying 
Hamiltonian in 4-D is non-integrable. However, in this section we will not discuss the 
possibility of chaotic behaviour, although it may exist in other regions of parameter 
space. 
5.2.2 An electronic VDPD oscillator 
A van der Pol-Duffing oscillator can be constructed electronically using the circuit 
shown in figure 5.2. This has a nonlinear negative resistor (formed by a negative 
impedance converter [72)) and capacitor in parallel with an inductor which is in series 
with a resistor. Using the Kirchoff current laws, we get that the motion of the systems 
is given by 
(5-16) Ci)+H(v)--v +v-u 0 Ra 
u+L0 Rd 
where H(v) is the current through the nonlinear circuit element (assume that H'(O) =0 
and H an odd function. If we define a, d to be the conductances (a = 11Ra and 
d= 11Rd) of resistors Ra and Rd (note that a, d> 0), we can eliminate u to give the 
second order ODE 
a+ H(v) ý+ 
(d - a)v + H(v) = 0. 
[Ld 
Cc1 LCd 
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Ui 
)0 niH 
to low impedence 
square wave 
generator 
Figure 5.2: An electronic van der Pol-Duffing oscillator. The resistance is negative 
for small voltages but becomes positive for larger voltages. An input from a low fre- 
quency square wave generator can be connected as shown, to force the system to display 
transients. 
Experimental details For all the experiments, the inductors used were 100mH 
trimmable, and the capacitors were 1OnF polystyrene. A single signal diode was used 
in each direction to previde a positive nonlinear resistance. The nonlinear part of the 
V-I characteristic is an odd function which can be roughly written as 
H(v) = Hov 3 /3 
giving the required results in this section. However, note that in chapter 4, a more 
detailed model using exponentials was required to tie experiments to quantitative pre- 
dictions. 
It was possible to visualise the stable dynamics not only for the stable behaviour, 
but also some of the transients could be recorded by exciting the oscillator with a signal 
generator producing low frequency square waves connected in series with the capacitor 
C. This has the effect of causing a sudden change in v of the amplitude of the forcing 
waves, every time the square wave changes sign, and will be approximated by solutions 
of the system forced by a train of delta functions: 
a H'(v) + -C +'C 
(d - a)v + H(v) 
LCd 
00 
K 1: b(t + nP) 
n=-oo 
By adjusting the period P and amplitude A, ensuring that P was much greater than the 
period of any limit cycles, it was possible to lock the pattern displayed into some sub- 
harmonic of the oscillator frequency and get pictures such as those shown in figure 5.3. 
These pictures show the destruction of a limit cycle in a saddle node bifurcation, as 
predicted by a local analysis of the Bogdanov-Takens point of interaction between the 
Hopf and pitchfork bifurcations. 
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Figure 5.3: Photographs taken from the experimental system. The transients are shown 
going to the stable dynamics on the three cases (a)-(c) shown as points on the previous 
diagram of the phase space. (a) shows a transient settling down to a limit cycle about 
the origin, (b) shows transients going through an area where the lin-. Lit cycle shown in (a) 
has been destroyed by an unstable limit cycle meeting it in a saddle node bifurcation. 
(c) shows transients to the two nontrivial stable steady states. The projection used is 
onto the (u, v) plane, so all fixed points lie on the vertical axis. 
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R, f=l/d 
2 stable f. p. s 
I -) . -! rp CE FI-, 
3160Q 
e. --ýJa I 
ipý 
INV 
0 
0 
Pitchfork 
Bogdanov-Takens point 
1 stable f 
0-11 
Hopf 
stable I. c. 
3160Q 
R =I/a a 
Figure 5.4: The bifurcation diagram for a van der Pol-Duffing oscinator. There is a 
pitchfork of steady states at a+d=0 and a Hopf bifurcation at ad = CIL = a2. At 
the point of intersection (a, d) = (a, ac), there is a Bogdanov-Takens codimension two 
C 
point. 
5.2.3 Bifurcations of a single VDPD oscillator 
By defining: 
9a+d 
(LCd) 
a 
-3 
(Ld 
- C) 
Vi 
v 
vý'H-o' 
t/ = 3t 
and dropping the primes on v' and t, it is possible to rewrite equation 5.17 in the more 
familiar nondimensional form: 
iý (V, - v» + (V, - P)v = 
The codimension one local bifurcations of the steady solutions to this equation are: 
o Supercritical Hopf at v=0, IL >0 
e Pitchfork at p= 
Where the two happen simultaneously at the origin of parameter space, we get a 
Bogdanov-Takens point with Z2 symmetry [61]. The local analysis in this reference 
implies existence of several extra curves of global bifurcations all emanating from this 
organising centre of the bifurcation diagram. Figure 5.4 gives shows the bifurcation 
diagram experimentally obtained in the parameters (Ra = Ila, Rd = Ild) of the circuit. 
The parameter points where the photographs in figure 5.3 were taken are marked (a)- 
(c) 
- The Bogdanov- Takens point gives us a useful route into the weakly coupled case, 
using the advantage of looking at high codimension bifurcations; namely we find many 
branches of bifurcations coming from one point, even global ones. 
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I 
I=F(vl -v2) 
Figure 5.5: Two van der Pol-Duffing oscillators coupled through a cubic resistive load. 
5.2.4 Two nonlinearly coupled VDPD oscillators: experiments 
Consider two identically constructed oscillators as described in figure 5.2, coupled 
through a cubic nonlinear resistance connected between the non-earthed nodes of the 
oscillators as in figure 5.5. If we assume that the oscillators always stay identical, then 
the system will depend only on a, d and the coupling F. We now limit ourselves to 
looking at an F with V versus I characteristic of the form 
I= F(V) = r(. sV + V3) 
with s of either sign. A more general form of coupling (that preserves the degrees of 
freedom in the system) would include capacitive and inductive elements. The oscillators 
had trimmable inductors in order to make them as dose as possible to identical, and 
the operational amplifiers were adjusted for zero offset null. 
By fixing one of the parameters and varying the other two, it is possible to find 
stable behaviour of many types. We will discuss the symmetry breaking of in-phase 
oscillations to oscillations with nontrivial phase shift. 
5.2.5 Results 
For the two uncoupled systems in the region with a stable limit cycle and three fixed 
points, for purely dissipative coupling (s > 0) the in-phase solution was always stable. 
For large enough negative s<0, the in-phase solution became unstable and the anti- 
phase solution stabilises, as might be expected from intuitive arguments. For different 
values of a, d the point when s=0 we get loss of stability of the in-phase solution in a 
pitchfork bifurcation to solutions with an arbitrary phase shift. The criticality of the 
pitchfork is determined by the cubic form of the coupling and the dynamics on the 
limit cycle. 
5.2.6 The equations 
The two resistively coupled identical van der Pol-Duffing oscillators depicted in fig- 
ure 5.5 are governed by the equation: 
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1a H'(vi) (d - a)vi + H(vi) + 
[Ld 
-C+cIý, + LCd 
- i)2) F'(vl- V2) - 
F(vi- V2) 
c LCd 
and that obtained by interchanging the 1 and 2 subscripts. Note the nonlinear cou- 
pling through both v and iý. We shall see that in the region of weak dissipation, the 
coupling will be mainly thorough i;. This is equivalent to saying that to first order, the 
resistive coupling comes into the equation as a dissipative term in the equations. Upon 
nondimensionalising we get 
(5.20) ýl = IV, + Výl _ V3 _ V2ý1 11- ý2)G'(vj - V2)+ G(vi- V2)} 
where 
G(v) = v(77 + v') 
and K gives the coupling strength and q the linear part of the coupling. We shall 
assume lt is greater than zero, thus putting us in the 'twin-well' regime. The case 
tt <0 effectively just leaves us with a Hopf bifurcation in the dynamics on passing 
V=0. 
Assuming the linear terms (y, v) and F are small, we scale the parameters thus: 
IL ý__+ E2 
f2v 
2G 
t I-+ 
and the slow time equations are now in the form of eqns 5.2: 
3 2) (5.21) + V1 _ V1 = fl(v - Vi')t3l - KG'(vi - V2)(ill - ý2)1 + O(f 
In the limit of c --+ 0 and r, --+ 0 with c1r. -+ oo we get the integrable system 
(5.22) i, 
2 V4 V2 
242 
for i 11 2. This is two decoupled Hamiltonian oscillators with energy a and potential 
U(V) v4 /4- V2 /2. We shall perturb this system about e=0 to examine the limit of 
WDVWC perturbations to this Hamiltonian system. 
Remark This is a subproblem of a Bogdanov-Takens type nilpotent singularity of 
codimension four in systems with (Z2)' symmetry, with Jordan normal form of the 
linear part being: 
0100 
0000 
0001 
0000 
The nonlinear terms in normal forms of this type of problem has been considered by 
Cushman and Sanders [41]. Here, the action of (Z2)3 is through the action Of Z2 on each 
oscillator (limiting us to odd powers in the nilpotent normal form) and Z2 permuting 
the two identical oscillators). 
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Define the normalised periodic orbits z(a,, O) as in equation 5.4. Using these exact 
solutions of the c=0 case, we introduce a slow time T=d and we shall seek solutions 
of the equations 5.21 of the form: 
(5.23) v, (t) = z(a, (T), Oi(T)) 
with f'w(al)dt + 0, where Oi and ai axe slowly varying and subject to the 
constraint: 
(5.24) dvi 
dt 
(ai)z, O(ai, 00. 
Using equations 5.12 amd 5.13 we get the evolution equations for the slow system: 
(5.25) «V -Z 
2)W, Ze - KG, (zl 1 Z2X4 - ý2»W1ZI, ip 
2)W, Zlo (5.26) «V - Z, - rG'(z1- Z2)(4 - 
ý2»W1Z1, 
c3t 
where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to T= et and with the expressions 
for 6121 ý2 given by permuting the 1 and 2 suffices. 
5.2.7 The averaged system 
Assuming WDVWC, and that 
ai =a+ O(c) 
independent of i, we can average the previous system 5.25,5.26. Defining the sum and 
difference of the phases; 
() 
---: 101 + 
02 
01 - 102 
we arrive at the averaged equations: 
2 ). ý; 
2 
Z, 
2 (5.27) ((V -zV, ) 
(5.28) -2((v - z2)W2Z,, OZ", ) 
(5.29) r, (G'(z. - z)(z.,, o - z,, p)u; z,,,, - G'(z - z. )(z,, p - z.,, p)wz,,,, ) 
where z is evaluated at (a, io) and z, is the phase shifted z; 
zs(ag 0; e) = z(a, 0+ 0). 
We axe not interested in 0, which represents a detuning of the oscillator pair, and 
shall consider only the dynamics in the a, 0 plane. However, there is nothing in principle 
that stops 0 being calculated. Rom the above definitions, we can see that 
R(a)) z2 
where R is a ratio of Abelian integrals evaluated on level curves of U(v) and is, of 
course, dependent on the exact form of the nonlinearity in U. The particular case for 
the van der Pol-Duffing equation is discussed in [30]. 
Thus we can calculate the fixed points of the systems by finding a such that &=0. 
This means we need to solve 22 
v= R(a) = -(Z 
Z'O 
(Z2 ) 
10 
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where the integrals are over one period of 0, or alternatively 
vz2z, odz 
J z, odz 
where the integrals are over the loop z(a, 0). Thus we have determined the value of 
the action variable a. 
We now consider the phase difference 0. Using the explicit form of the coupling 
function G(v) = v(v +v2) allows us to write equation 5.29 thus: 
ý= nwS(a, 0,, ý) 
where S is defined by 
S(a, 0,77) = «zigo - z, lo)(zo - z)'z8,0, - 
(z, o - zigo)(z - zR)'z, o, 
) 
17«z810 - z90)z81a - (Zo - z8,0)Z, (: t) 
5.2.8 Numerical method and results 
Having reduced the problem from a flow in R' to calculating some integrals, a program 
(shown in appendix B) was written to perform the integration. This was achieved by 
integrating equation 5.22 to generate tables of values of w(a) and then z(a, 'O). These 
values were then used to generate approximate integrals to give the vector fields giving 
the asymptotic slow evolution equations for the system. 
A fourth order Runge-Kutta method was used to firstly calculate the period of the 
level curves (and thus w(a)), and then to calculate the normalised level curves. A 
simple trapezium rule integrator was used in conjunction with symmetric difference 
formulae for the derivative with respect to a. 
Some typical results are displayed in figure 5.6, which shows the function R(a) and 
S(a, 0,, q) for two different values of a. The contours at the zero level represent steady 
states of the phase difference 0. Note how on both graphs of S, there are branches of 
periodic orbits connecting the in-phase and anti-phase solutions. 
5.3 Synchronisation with dissipative coupling 
The theory in this chapter allows us to tackle a more general problem of why two dissi- 
pative oscillators on the plane tend to synchronise with dissipative coupling, something 
that is often assumed to happen by starting with averaged equations with a dissipative 
coupling. 
Definition 5.3.1 A set VWCWD oscillators are dissipatively coupled if they can be 
written in the form of equation 5.2 with 
g(Vi7 Vj7 bil i7j) = Kh(vi - vj) (ýj - bj) 
with h(v) >0 for v in some neighbourhood of zero and i, j=1,2 (K --+ 0). 
This is a general form of coupling when LCR oscillators are coupled through a 
resistive network, as the oscillator equations are second order in vft V(s)ds, and 
the coupling is dependent on V. 
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Figure 5.6: The functions (a) R(a) (b) S(1.010,0,, q) and (c) S(l. 105,077) for a sym- 
metric quartic potential. The minimum of the curve R(a) corresponds to a saddle node 
of periodic orbits. Note how, for q>0 all phases except antiphase are attracted to 
the in-phase solution, and as q passes through zero a supercritical pitchfork bifurca- 
tion gives rise to stable limit cycle solutions without symmetry. These stabilise the 
antiphase solution by another pitchfork. 
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In this case, after computing the normalised periodic orbits and applying the results 
for the slow angles as in the previous two sections, we arrive at the following formula 
for the slow phase difference 0 ---: 01 - 02- 
ý= p(O) =Kw(h(z. - z)(z,,, p - z,, p)z,,, - h(z - z, )(z,, p - z,,, p)z,,,, ) 
The stability of the in-phase solution 0=0 is determined by dpIdO, and if we assume 
that z is odd in 0, z.,, is odd in 0 (and so z,, p is even in 0), we get 
-7 -- ap 
: -- 2nwh(O)(z,, pVz,,, ) dO 
Using the very useful relation, equation 5.10, we have 
+ wz"pz, cv, 
+ 
and averaging over v (using integration by parts) gives 
1 
= -- + w, ((z, )2) - w(z, z, ) 
w 
so that dp 
=Kh(O) + W, O, ((z,, o)') dO 
Note that the last expression involves only the derivative of W with respect to a, 
and not that of z; this suggests there may be another way of deriving this result. 
Thus for an isochronous oscillator w,,, =0 we have dpIdO <0 always, and thus the 
in-phase solution is stable with this type of coupling. For non-isochronous oscillators 
with periods that are increasing as action a grows (w,,, < 0), we will also have dpIdO < 
0, and more generally, the in-phase solution keeps stability if 
((Z, o )2)(W2), O, ,: ý 
1. 
We end this section by noting that if the potential energy goes like some even power 
of V; 
U(V) =V 
2m 
I 
with mGN, this implies that the in-phase solutions are stable (thanks to Mark Mul- 
doon for suggesting the method used here). 
This is because 
,b= (2a - 
2V2m)1/2 
gives 
(a) 1/2m IV 
=- (a), /2m 
dv 
(2a - 
2V2m)1/2 
Period 
2 
and changing variables to w= v/al/2m gives 
-11-I 
a Y-rn TI 
with the integral I independent of a; 
I dw 1w, 
=_, 
(1 
- W2m)1/2' 2 
(The integral exists by comparison with square root singularities at the limits. ) Thus, 
&, ýIda <0 for all mEN. 
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5.4 Discussion 
The same procedure can be used for groups of VWCWD (dissipative) Josephson junc- 
tions [62] in a manner similar to that for van der Pol-Duffing oscillators, just by using a 
different potential and coupling. Sanders and Cushman [116) use Abelian integrals in a 
problem with a single Josephson junction, and manage to find contractible limit cycles 
using equations with a nonlinear dissipation term. We could consider linear dissipation 
and nonlinear coupling in the case of two identical Josephson junctions, to find bifur- 
cations from the in-phase solution to nontrivially phase shifted solutions. It may also 
be possible to use the WCWD equations unaveraged to detect bifurcations to period 
doubled orbits in the case of linear coupling, and this would be very interesting to test. 
Something that became evident in the study of the averaged equations of the van der 
Pol-Duffing equation is that they introduce a 'normal form symmetry' corresponding 
to time reversal. This is under the involution t ý-+ -t, x ý-+ x in equation 5.1, and 
because of the Z2 symmetry of the system, in phase solution is stable if and only if the 
antiphase solution is unstable. 
In order to get a more generic picture, one possibility would be to average on a 
perturbed equation. For the van der Pol equation, rather than working from 
x= 0, 
one could start with a conservative system of the form 
: i2 (ei + X)2 
-+ 2 
(which cannot be written as a second order system in one variable). This would be an 
interesting staxting point for a future investigation into averaging in oscillator system, 
as it would break the time reversal (x, ý, t) i--+ (x, -i - t) symmetry in the perturbed 
equation. Another interesting continuation of this chapter would be to compute the 
elliptic integrals necessary to evaluate the Abelian integrals in the style of [30,116] and 
others. 
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Chapter 6 
Bifurcation of flames on 
rectangles 
6.1 Introduction 
Since Sivashinsky's [120] asymptotic derivation of a nonlinear partial differential equa- 
tion of a flame front, a lot of progress has been made in analysing this and more general 
model equations, motivated not only by flame front dynamics but also by more general 
dynamics in spatially extended systems [32]. The equation has also been used as a 
model for investigating links between finite and infinite dimensional dynamics, as with 
other model PDE chaos equations (Ginzberg- Landau, Swift-Hohenberg etc. [103]). 
However, until now, comparatively little work has been done extending the work from 
1-d interfaces to 2-d sheets. 
We shall review first some literature on nonlinear models of laminar flame fronts 
and their use in studying instabilities. We shall then concentrate on the Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky and Michelson- Sivashinsky (hereafter referred to as K-S and M-S) equations 
[120]. 
We examine the nature of the K-S equation on a rectangular domain with Neumann 
boundary conditions at points close to primary bifurcation. Certain number- theoretic 
degeneracies in the linear part of equation cause the existence of multiple bifurcations 
(mode interactions) at certain sizes of the rectangular domain, and in chapter 7 we use 
an automated Liapunov- Schmidt reduction to investigate the branching of mixed-mode 
solutions from these points in a two-parameter setting. These high corank bifurcations 
are shown to be generic in a suitable setting for a wide range of commonly examined 
problems on square, rectangular or even rhombic domains. 
6.2 Nonlinear PDEs and the problem of flame fronts 
Much of this section is from the review by Clavin [36], Williams' monograph [134] and 
the review in Harper's thesis [66], and is not original. Flame fronts are localised regions 
of reaction in reacting flows. The problems of mathematically describing a flame typical 
of a highly exothermic process are great for a variety of reasons. All the problems of 
turbulent flow are present, and many more, even though there can sometimes be elegant 
simplifications, for example the laminar flame approximation. Even without including 
the spatially extended nature of most combustion problems, well-stirred reactors can 
undergo complex dynamical behaviour owing to the nature of autocatalytic reactions 
(for example the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [64], experimentally shown to display 
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Figure 6.1: A schematic picture of a flame front. To the left are cold unburnt gases, 
and to the right are hot bnrnt gases. In the frame of reference of the flame front, there 
is a net flow of gas from left to right. The extreme sensitivity of the reaction rate to 
temperature ensures that the flame front is near two dimensional. 
many phenomena associated with low dimensional chaos). 
With the addition of space variation to the system, one can only hope to find 
an accurate description for turbulent burning using a statistical theory based on a 
knowledge of internal structure of the system. In this sense, it is important to have a 
good understanding of how laminax flames can interact and behave. , Laminar flames exist as two-dimensional structures in a three dimensional flow if 
the reaction is of asymptotically high non-dimensional activation energy (Zeldovich 
number 3> 0). Their very existence provides a silver lining in the cloud of general 
combustion theory, as they allow us in certain circumstances to reduce the problem to a 
locally two dimensional problem described by the movement of an interface separating 
cold unburnt gas from hot burnt gas (see figure 6.1). 
6.2.1 The problem of flame stability 
It is possible to obtain laminar flames in reality by using low burning rates and careful 
controls on conditions. By increasing the flow rate in a burner, we might expect to 
see a cascade of bifurcations in the qualitative behaviour of the flame until the flame 
is totally turbulent. Some of the destabilising mechanisms can be explained in purely 
fluid dynamical terms (e. g. shear flow or boundary layer, such as Kelvin-Helmholtz) 
whereas other are associated with double- diffusive or convective instabilities. 
6.2.2 Flame fronts as dynamical systems 
In mathematical terms, we describe a flame as a two dimensional surface moving in three 
dimensions, and as such, we wish to use the language of parabolic PDEs to describe 
the motion as a semiflow, if this can be done. This is not possible if, for example, 
singularities develop in the flame surface after finite time. This has been discussed in 
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[25] which derives a wave equation on the flame front that is second order in time, and 
suggests singularities may occur. 
6.2.3 Linear stability theory 
A laminar flame can be shown to exist by virtue of the Galilean symmetries (invari- 
ance to uniform propagation) of the fundamental equations in R3 assuming a uniform 
motion in the x direction, say. Assume we have unburnt reactants for x<0 and burnt 
combustion products for x>0, as in figure 6.1. Neax x=0, we can show the existence 
of a steadily propagating flat flame by symmetry arguments. It is possible to show 
the same for e. g. spherical symmetries assuming a point source of reactants [28,27] or 
cylindrical symmetries with a line source of reactants [22]. This sort of simple laminar 
flame is usually taken as a starting point for examining the behaviour of the flame 
under its own and external influences. 
It is possible to find the response of the flame to perturbations and see if these 
grow or die away. In order to do this we look at the linear stability of the 2-d flame 
to perturbations of the form exp (wt + ik. x) where x are the coordinates on the 2-d 
surface, and derive a curve in (k, w) space; the dispersion relation. If the projection of 
this curve into w space lies totally in the left half plane of the complex numbers, this 
indicates that the flame is linearly stable. If moreover, the projection is bounded away 
from the Re(w) =0 axis, then the flame is asymptotically stable Q69,93,30]). 
In the limit of small gas expansion, the dispersion relation looks Eke a quartic in 
k= JkJ and linear in w, owing to the double- diffusive effects in space. Much work has 
been done by Clavin and others [36] in uncovering the nature of this dispersion relation 
and the effects of the various physical processes involved. We shall limit ourselves to the 
dispersion relation of Sivashinsky, which includes only thermal- diffusive and asymptot- 
ically small hydrodynamic effects (the former was first investigated by Zeldovich [139] 
and the latter by Landau and Darrieus [86]). In real flames, these assumptions are du- 
bious, and better but more complex models are now available. However [36] indicates 
that, ignoring the effect of gravity, the M-S equation agrees qualitatively with a more 
accurate model, only with different coefficients. 
Under assumptions of a one-step reaction in a dilute mixture with high activation 
energy and high heat release, Sivashinsky [120] derives the asymptotic (o, --+ 1, N --+ oo 
and N(l - o, ) < oo) relation 
+ 4k 4+1 N(l - a)(1 - L) -1k2_1 (1 - o, )k =0 
[2 12 
where 
N is the dimensionless activation energy 
o, is the density ratio of the burnt to unburnt gases (which is more often of order 
unity). 
L is the Lewis number, rIbIPbDbCp the ratio of molecular diffusion to thermal diffusion. 
The quartic and quadratic terms in k represent double- diffusion and the linear term 
in k represents a non-local hydrodynamic (Landau) instability. This equation has two 
natural simplifying limits, that of low thermal expansion (o, = 1) leading to the relation 
(6.2) + 4k 
4+ 
1 
N(l - 
[2 
k2= 
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Figure 6.2: 
k) plot for zero gas expansion, large activation energy N and near-unity Lewis 
number L=1+ 01N. (from Matkowsky and Sivashinsky [95]) 
and that of L> Lo, Lewis number greater than critical, leading to the relation 
(6.3) +k2-11- olk = 0. 2 
There are two types of instability that can develop from a linearly stable flame. 
Upon changing one of the parameters (N, a, L) in the dispersion relation, generically 
either one solution to w=0 (steady-state bifurcation) or a complex conjugate pair with 
Re(w) =0 (Hopf or oscillatory bifurcation) will be created. Both of these possibilities 
can occur, as we record below Q120]). 
Restricting ourselves to finite domains, the problem reduces to a countable number 
of admissible wavenumbers, which are bounded below by the maximum size of the 
domain. The same statement holds whether we choose no-flux (Neumann) boundary 
conditions or periodic boundary conditions. This restriction is necessary to enable us to 
use the tools of finite dimensional bifurcation theory, as otherwise we get a continuum 
of eigenvalues passing through Re(w) = 0, and we cannot apply reduction techniques 
such as Liapunov-Schmidt or Centre Manifold [51,305 67]. 
Examining the (w, k) plots (figure 6.2) for the above dispersion relations [25], we 
see that on limiting to a finite domain, we get spectra such as those represented by 
the points in figure 6.2, with smaller wavenumbers permissible as we move to larger 
domain sizes. These relations agree with those of McIntosh [96] (except that he defines 
the Lewis number to be the reciprocal of that defined above). 
Cellular instability 
We get a value w=0 in the dispersion relation. For K-S on a line with periodic 
boundary conditions, this will correspond to a two dimensional centre manifold to the 
trivial solution; one corresponding to left travelling waves, and the other corresponding 
to right travelling waves. For K-S on a plane, tl-dngs are more complicated; there 
can be many eigenfunctions corresponding to any particular wavenumber k. Exactly 
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how many is an interesting problem depending on the exact shape of the domain on 
which we work; for an infinite flame sheet, we have an infinite number of eigenfunctions 
parametrised by elements in 0(2), the symmetries of a circle. In section 6.3, we shall 
investigate how rectangular domains affect this result. 
Oscillatory instability 
This can occur as an effect of double diffusion in the case of or = 1, and has been 
extensively investigated by Matkowsky and his co-workers starting from a model of 
Matkowsky and Sivashinsky [95]. In a series of papers, they have examined supercrit- 
ical and subcritical bifurcations and mode-interactions in a variety of geometries, for 
example cylindrical [94,24,25] or rectangular [911 domains with lean burn one-step 
reactions and no thermal expansion. This has been extended to more realistic models 
by Margolis et al. [92], and more recently [22] examines such a transition numerically, 
using a large but finite non-dimensional activation energy. 
6.2.4 Nonlinear models 
Upon instability of any eigenfunction of the linearised problem the asymptotic dynam- 
ics is no longer determined by the linear terms and we must turn to the nonlinear 
effects in the equation, which up until now we have ignored. In particular, we need 
nonlinear models to talk about the bifurcations of the system, in particular the asymp- 
totic behaviour upon loss of stability. In general, there will be several symmetrically 
related patterns all going through a loss of stability at the same time, and it is the 
nonlinear terms that select which will be stable, if any. This is referred to as pattern 
selection or formation [103]. More crudely, the nonlinear terms can provide us with 
information about whether the loss of stability is soft (with nearby stable solutions) or 
hard (no local stable solutions) upon bifurcation, using the terminology of [8,9]. This 
problem is one of considerable mathematical difficulty, and requires order asymptotic 
expansions and reduction of the problem to finite dimensions. We concentrate on the 
K-S equation, which includes a nonlinear term of the form (Vu)'. 
More recently, a model has been derived by Frankel and Sivashinsky in [481, which 
generalises the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation to a coordinate free form on a curved 
surface. 
6.3 The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation: theory 
The equation can be, and has been, written in many forms, so we wi]l start with that 
of Sivashisky [120], and then pro-6de our own form: 
00 
(6.4)Ft + 4(l + 4E)2V4 F+cV 2F+2 (VF)2 87r2 00 
Ikleik. ('-')F(z, t)dkdz, 
with F(x, t) the dimensionless perturbation of the flame front surface in units of the 
width IT of thermal structure of the flame, and c= (Lo - L)I(l - Lo) where Lo (which 
satisfies ! N(l - or)(1 - Lo) = 1) being the critical Lewis number. We shall consider the 2 
two limits already considered in the dispersion relations discussed above. The first of 
these is a constant- density model obtained for c>0 and o, = 1, and is (up to rescaling) 
referred to as the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation by [32,19,737 979 49,7]. A slight 
modification to ensure that jF is independent of time (i. e. there are no secular terms 
in the solution) is given in [59], and many others using the K-S equation include this 
modification later to get better behaved solutions. 
ill 
(6.5) at + V4U + V2U + (VU)2 - 
As noted by Aston [19], tl-ds equation has some very convenient scaling properties. 
Namely, by rescaling time, space and the variable u, we can assign any values to the 
coefficient outside the three terms with spatial derivatives, the only restriction being 
that we must preserve their signs. It also admits a multiple- timescale decomposition 
related to its Galilean equivariauce to give steady states for large systems [49], and is 
amenable to inertial manifold techniques to give rigorous reductions of all dynamics 
(not just locally) to finite dimensional systems. Nicolaenko et al. [105] prove lower and 
upper bounds for the dimension of the global attractor [38,126] in the case of the K-S 
equation on a line, while Manneville [90] demonstrates spatio-temporal chaos in the 
equation on a line. 
The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation has also been applied to other instabilities, for 
example travelling waves on fluid interfaces [31] or chemical waves [82,84,83] 
Some work has been done in trying to construct this finite dimensional attractor 
by Armbruster et al. [7]. They investigate a four mode centre-unst able manifold to 
the trivial solution, and find reasonable agreement where one would expect to see an 
inertial manifold of dimension less than or equal to four. Kevrekedis et al. [77] have 
done an exhaustive study of the one dimensional case for periodic boundary conditions 
of small size, both computationally and theoretically, stressing that this equation has 
some atypical (non-generic) properties even in the way the nonlinear terms divide the 
function space into invariant regions. They find, amongst other things, bifurcation to 
travelling waves and structurally stable heteroclinic cycles in the dynamics, the latter 
being from nongeneric internal symmetries of the equation. However, very little work 
has been done on extending this to two-dimensional domains, which should be an 
interesting problem since a variety of different geometries are available. 
Another limiting case (c <0 and a> 1) of equation 6.4, called the Michelson- 
Sivashinsky equation by Joulin [76], and has been studied there and in [98,49]. 
(6.6) Ut +1 (VU)2 = tIV2U +12 
00 
ikleik(x-z)u(z, t)dkdz 
28 7r 
I 
oo 
Because this admits a pole decomposed solution (at least in one dimension) to 
describe the dynamics, it is possible to investigate the formation and stability of cusp- 
like solutions using the dynamics of the poles, an n body problem on the complex plane 
[761. 
6.3.1 K-S on a rectangular domain 
We shall concentrate on equation 6.5 on a domain whose boundary is a rectangle of sides 
The ratio alb is referred to as the aspect ratio of the system in comparison to 
other spatially extended systems, and to tie in with the theory of Armbruster and Dan- 
g1mayr [5,6], Crawford et al. [39] and Gomes [55] on mode interactions in rectangular 
domains with Neumann-type boundary conditions. They have calculated the possible 
Taylor series by using singularity theoretic techniques. The system is equivariant [54] 
under the symmetry group of the rectangle, D2, generated by the two isometries 
(xly) (-x, y) 
(X e Y) (x, - y) 
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If the domain has unit aspect ratio and is thus a square, the symmetry is D4, the group 
generated by one of the above reflections and 
(X5 y) k--+ (Y, x). 
The domain and boundary conditions are as follows; 
U(xl t) 
xc [0, a7r] x [0, b7r] E9 
Un -= (V2U)ll =0 for xC 89. 
Defining: 
kx (6.7) e(k, 1) = cos 
(a 
Cos b 
with (k, 1) EN2, we note that f e(k, 1)} forms a basis of eigenvectors of the linear part 
of the equation, this being self-adjoint (diagonalisable). Thus 
Ve(k 1) =(a sin a 
Cos b-ba by I-k( 
kx ) (ly) 
II Cos 
( kx ) 
sin 
( LY 
and therefore 
Ve(k, l). Ve(i, j) -- 
ik 
+ 2 
I - ij e(k + i, I+ j) 2I 4a 4b 
+I 
ik, 
+ -ij 
Iý 
e(k - i, I+ j) 4a 4b2 
+ -ik 
I 
+ 
li 
e(k + i, l - j) 4a2 4b2 
+ 
ik I 
4a2 + 
ij 
e(k - i, 1- j). 4b2 
By substituting 
00 M 
U=1: 1: Yk, I e(k, 1) 
k=O 1=0 
into equation 6.5, multiplying by e(k, 1) and integrating over all space, we get a weak 
form of the equation; 
(6.8) 11 f Ut + N74U + V2U + (VU)2 
I e(k, 1) dx dy =0 
which implies that: 
k2+ 12) ((k 2 12 
yt(k, 1) 2-2+- 1) y(k, 1) a b2 a 
b2 
00 00 00 00 
4 i=O j=O m=O n=O 
im -jn bi+m, k bj+n, l -! 
a2 
+ 4b2 
+I -im + 
jn I bi+m, k 6ij-nl, l Ta- 2 4b2 
+ý 
im 
+ -jnl 6li-ml, k 6j+n, l ýa2 4b2 
+I 
im 
+ 
jn I 
6li-ml, k 6li-nl, l 
I 
y(i, j) y(m, n) i a-2 4b2 
with steady solutions obeying yt (k, 1) =0 for all (k, 1). We use this weak form of the 
equation in the numerical experiments. 
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6.3.2 Linear theory: steady-state bifurcations from the flat flame 
With these 'Neumann-type' boundary conditions, the eigenfunctions of the linearisation 
about the trivial solution are given by the e(k, 1) mode with eigenvalue: 
(6.9) k2+ 
12 k2+ 12 (a2 
T2 
a2 
T2 
(incidentadly, Re(w) =0 has only real roots, preventing any Hopf bifurcation), and thus 
we get a steady-state bifurcation whenever 
(6-10) k2 
12 
+ 
a2 b2 
We regard the two numbers (a, b) ER2 as bifurcation parameters. Varying a and 
keeping the ratio a/b constant is equivalent to the parametrisation used by many other 
authors. 
The set of bifurcation points in the (a, b) plane is shown in figure 6.3 for (a, b) E 
[0,20]2 
. At a constant value of (k, 1). the curves can be parametrised by (a, b) 
(k csc(O), I sec(O)) for 0E (0,27r). 
6.4 Mode interactions on a rectangle 
The algebraic form of the equation 6.10 means that there can be multiple bifurcations 
caused by number- theoretic degeneracies in the equation, and these appear as multiple 
intersections of bifurcation lines in figure 6.3. 
Armbruster and Danglmayr developed a theory of mode interactions on a one di- 
mensional domain with 0(2) symmetry [5,6] and this has been extended to a rectangle 
by Gomes [55] and Crawford et al. [39]. They calculated the restrictions placed on the 
Taylor series of the bifurcation equations using singularity and group theory techniques. 
6.4.1 Number theoretic degeneracies 
2 Examining the problem of PDEs that are equivariant under the Euclidean group on R 
but restricted to rectangular domains with Neumann, Dirichlet or periodic boundary 
conditions, generic bifurcations problems with higher dimensional kernels than those 
predicted by the rectangular symmetry can appear. Traces of the Euclidean symmetry 
remain and cause multiple eigenvalues. Whether a problem has such exceptional kernels 
depends on the ratio of the side lengths. The results generalise to higher dimensional 
rectangular domains. 
Golubitsky et al. [51,54] develop a method for applying the tools of symmetric 
bifurcation theory to PDE with compact symmetries; the Liapunov- Schmidt reduction 
can be used in an equivariant setting giving reduced equations that have essentially the 
same bifurcation structure as that for ODEs with the same symmetry group. However, 
that this is often not the whole story for the nonlinear terms. For example, on a 
rectangular domain using just D2 singularity theory, we get terms that are shown not 
to appear in the Liapunov- Schmidt reduced bifurcation equations by Gomes [551 and 
also found by [5,61 in one dimensional PDEs with Neumann boundary conditions. 
This section is concerned just with linear degeneracy on multi- dimensional domains, 
a problem that seems to be part of the folklore: for example it is mentioned in Kuttler 
and Sigillito [85]. In the following sections, we examine exactly where these 'number 
theoretic degeneracies' come from and what effects the have in terms of genericity. 
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Figure 6.3: The locations of the bifurcations in the (a, b) plane for (a, b) E [0,20]2 . Note 
the crossings of the primary mode bifurcations, causing mode interactions. 
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The ideas presented in [5,6,55] involve extending the problem to an infinite domain 
(R in the first two, R2 in the last) and giving this problem periodic symmetry. We 
then see that the boundary conditions are symmetry constraints, as discussed in [39] for 
rectangular domains, and in [46] for more general domains, in particular hemispheres. 
However, many of the examples discussed have not only periodic symmetry (which 
gives rise to a compact group of symmetries; the torus) but full Euclidean symmetry, 
which in domains of dimension greater than one leads to linear degeneracies in the 
context of rectangular problems. 
6.4.2 Linear degeneracy in PDEs with Euclidean symmetry 
We first recap some basic results from Golubitsky et al. [51,54]. 
Consider a bifurcation problem: 
g(x, X) =0x Ei XACR 
g(0,0) =0 
(dg) (0, ýo) is of corank r< oo 
where X is a Banach space and g is r-equivariant. In the case that (dg)(0, O) is Fredholm, 
Liapunov- Schmidt reduction leads to an equation on V= ker((dg)(o, o)): 
f(x, A)= 0 
for xEV= R'. There is an induced action of IF on V and f is again r-equivariant. 
As proved in [54], generically this action is absolutely irreducible, (the only matrices in 
GL(V) commuting with the action are multiples of the identity), and so the number 
of zero eigenvalues at bifurcation equal the dimension of some absolutely irreducible 
representation of r. 
Thus, for D2 (rectangularly symmetric) problems, we expect to see only eigenvalnes 
with multiplicity one or two, corresponding to the only two irreducible representations 
of D2, the trivial and the standard. Now consider a PDE on a rectangle, with the 
equation having rectangular symmetry and the boundary conditions respecting that 
symmetry (figure 6.4). Write this in the form: 
G(f )=0 
f Ian =0 
9= (0, ar) x (0, br). 
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with X some suitable Banach space. Suppose D2 is generated by 
(x, y) (ar - x, y) 
(x, y) (x, br- y) 
and that G is equivariant under D2 and OQ is invariant under D2- If we adopt the 
position that 'there must be a symmetry group setting in which our equations are 
generic' and there are no other symmetries in the problem (e. g. oddness of G), we 
would expect that the only multiplicities of zero eigenvalues possible are one or two. 
However, consider the same example when G is E(2)-equivariant, where E(2) is the 
Euclidean group of all translations and rotations in the plane. Extending to an infinite 
2 domain and looking at dG on the plane R, from Ian Melbourne (pers. comm. ); 
For a linear operator L on a, suitable Banach space X (isomorphic to L'(R')), then 
L is E(2)-equivariant if and only if 
L ex-p(ik. x) = P(Ikl) exp(ik. x), 
where P: [0, oo) --+ R is the dispersion relation for ut = Lu. This implies that: 
* The spectrum JA : (L - Al) is not of full rank } -= spec(L) = 
PQO, oo)) 
oL gene-rates an analytic semigroup ý* spec(L) <R< oo 
*L is a PDE of order m ý* P is an even polynomial of degree m 
*w= P(jkj) is the dispersion relation of the PDE ut = Lu. 
By noting that the functions exp(i(k. x + 0)) are eigenfunctions for the unbounded 
problem, we can see that combinations of these which respect the boundary condi- 
tions must be eigenfunctions for the bounded problem. The bifurcation problem then 
becomes a problem of calculating aJl admissible wavevectors k that satisfy both the 
boundary conditions and P(JkJ) = 0. 
If we examine Neumann (N) or Dirichlet (D) boundary conditions, the admissibility 
conditions are just (kl, k2) = (k1a, 11b) with (k, 1) E Z, and the eigenfnnctions are 
cos(klx) cos(k2Y) (N) 
or 
sin(klx) sin(k2y) 
Periodic boundary conditions lead to combinations of the same expressions on the 
domain (0,2a7r) X (0,2br). The same holds if in all directions one of the above boundary 
conditions holds, e. g. Neumann at x=0, a7r, Dirichlet at y=0, b7r. To find the 
wavevectors of bifurcating modes, we need to find the solutions of: 
(6.11) 
k2 12 
12 = (p-1(0))2 
a2 
+ F2 = Ik 
for (k, 1) E Z2 
Solutions of this depend on the rationality of a with respect to b. We consider each 
case in turn. 
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6.4.3 The square, a= 
Here, equation 6.11 becomes: 
k2 +12 k2a2 0 
and the number of solution of this in N2 is given by 
Theorem [65,85] Let r(n) be the number of solutions (k, 1) E Z2 with k>0,1 >o 
to P+ 12 
,=n. For any E>0: 
r (n) <0 (n') 
r (n) ý0 ((1 og (n))'). 
13 
There is an explicit formula going back to Legendre [129,74] for r(n): 
(d-1) 
r(n) 
dln 
with the sum over all odd d, from which it is possible to see that r(n) is unbounded 
by choosing wavenumbers with large numbers of factors 1 mod 4. For example, 
r(5') =k+1 or r(13.5k) = 2k + 2. 
6.4.4 Rectangles with a/b' EQ 
This includes the square, and also permits arbitrarily large numbers of bifurcating 
modes: 
Writing alb = p/(qvfd-) with integers p, q and some sq-aare-free integer d>0, means 
we can rewrite equation 6.11 as: 
q2 k2+ dP212 = 
Therefore the number of solutions is at least R(nl(pq)') for any n such that pqlV(-n), 
where R(n) is the number of solutions of the equation 
2+ dy 2= 
with d>0 square-free and (x, Y) E Z2. For all d, R(n) can be shown to be unbounded 
using the following theorem (thanks to M. Harrison and C. Matthews for discussions 
leading to this). 
Theorem 6.4.1 S(n) = sup, <,, R(r) > 0((logn)1/2). In particular, it is unbounded 
in n. 
Proof For any kEN, define 
2kd + iVd-. 
then arg(a) < tan(arg(a)) < 2k, and so the set of numbers 
S ýa 1ä 2k-1 ;0<1< k} 
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has k distinct element in Z(vr---d), with 0ES implies Oý =a kak =nEN. Thus we 
have shown that for any k, d there exists an n with at least k solutions to x' + dy2 = n. 
Now (ad)k =n imples that 
k log k> O(logn) 
and therefore 
(n) >0 ((log n)') 
for 0<c<1. 
This is not a sharp estimate, and by comparison with the case d= 1ý it may be true 
for all E>0. One consequence of this theorem is that for large R(n), the arguments of 
the critical wavevectors fill the interval [0,2-r). We define 
IZ(n) = ýx + iyvfd-: X2 +d y2 = n, (x, y) c Z2} 
(so R(n) = 
Lemma 6.4.1 For any E>0, there exists an infinite sequence f nil with ni --+ oo such 
that the e-neighbourhood of farg z: zE IZ(ni)} covers [0,27r ). 
Proof This follows from the definition of the sets 8 in lemma 6.4.111 
6.4.5 Rectangles with a2 /b2 ýQ 
These cannot have arbitrarily large null spaces; a result (mentioned by [104]) is: 
Proposition If ja 2, b2} are independent over the rationals and a solution of 
b2k2+a 212 = 
exists with (k, 1) E Z+, then it is unique. 
Proof The set of accessible n lie within a vector space over Q of dimension 2.0 
6.4.6 Generalisations 
We sum up the results above and generalise to d-dimensional rectangles in the following 
theorem. Here E(d) is the d-dimensional Euclidean group. 
Theorem 6.4.2 Let F(u, A) =0 (with F(O, A) =0 VA) be an E(d) equivariant bifur- 
cation problem with bounded solutions on Rd, restricted to a rectangle R with sides of 
length f aj7r :i=I.. dJ and Neumann, Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions im- 
posed on each pair of parallel faces of Q. Assume that the dispersion relation associated 
with F has bifurcating wavenumbers k --+ oo as \ -* oo and is continuous in /V Then 
there can exist arbitrarily large null spaces at bifurcation if and only if there exist i 54 j 
such that a?, /O is rational. This happens precisely when the vector space generated by 
aj2 i.. d} over Q is of dimension less than d. 
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Comments This result shows that in the case of restrictions of E(d)-equivariant 
problems to d-dimensional rectangles with certain boundary conditions, it is generic in 
certain cases to have hidden symmetries in the problem which enlarge the null space. 
This effect is a linear effect, rather than the nonlinear effects noticed by [39,5,55], 
and the eigenvalues can be split up only by: 
Perturbating the equation to break the E(d) symmetry, e. g. discretizing with a 
finite difference method. 
9 Breaking the rectangular shape of the domain, e. g. to trapezoid. 
Imposing more general (but still homogeneous) boundary conditions, for example 
of the form Oulax +f (u) = 0. 
Rhornbic and hexagonal lattices As pointed out by Ian Melbourne (pers. comm. ), 
the arguments above also apply to the case of periodic boundary conditions on a rhom- 
bus, triangle or hexagon, as by considering an E(2) equivariant problem with periodicity 
on a rhombic lattice with generating vectors v, = (1,0) and V2 = (a, b) (b :/ 0), we 
have eigenfunctions of the form 
exp(ikx) exp(il(ax + by)) 
with eigenvalues 
A= (k + al)2 +b 212. 
The number of solutions of this can be unbounded in the same way as for the 
rectangle if (a/b)2 is rational and a is rational. Thus for a hexagonal lattice where 
a= 1/2, b = \/-3-/2 the corank at bifurcation is generically unbounded. It may be 
possible to use this to advantage, in the investigation of structurally stable heteroclinic 
cycles in oscillatory convection; it has been found that there are regimes where on 
a hexagonal lattice where rolls in the three possible directions are connected by a 
heteroclinic connection (related to the Kuppers-Lortz instability [29,1221). In fact, this 
behaviour is shown to occur most naturally between rolls at angles separated by about 
58 degrees (Ian Melbourne and Mary Silber, pers. comm. ). Using these multiple mode 
interactions may present a way of analytically investigating heteroclinic connections at 
angles other than 60 degrees, by use of lemma 6.4.1. 
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Chapter 7 
Mode interactions in the 
Kuramoto Sivashinsky equation 
In this chapter, we discuss application of Liapunov-Schni-idt reduction to the K-S equa- 
tion at the mode interactions predicted to exist in chapter 6. Briefly moving on to 
examine the equation on a disk and on a sphere, the bifurcation structure will be very 
different. In the final section, we briefly mention some numerical experiments carried 
out with the K-S equation on a rectangular domain. 
7.1 Liapunov- Schmidt reduction 
Looking closer at the multiple bifurcations described in the previous chapter (note 
that the same things apply for the Michelson- Sivashinsky and many model PDEs on 
a rectangle), we can investigate analytically the creation of branches of mixed-mode 
steady solutions from the trivial solution, even though these may be unstable. The 
method used is in Golubitsky and Schaeffer [51], but benefits from the fact that the 
nonlinearity is merely quadratic. The idea is to project the full equations onto the null 
space at bifurcation, and thus reduce the bifurcation problem from infinite dimensions 
to the dimension of the null space. Consider the equation for steady solutions: 
dqu, A) = 
with A= (a, b) ER2 and 
C4, a(Q) X R2 __. ý 
CO, a(Q) 
V4U + V2U + (VU)2 (= _Ut) 
where Q= [0, a7r] x [0, b7r] and Ck, a(Q) is the space of k times continuously differentiable 
functions 1i -+ R with Neumann-type boundary conditions (i. e. u" = (Vu)" = 0) sat- 
isfying a H61der condition with exponent a. Given that (0, A) is always a solution, 
when dib(0,0) has non-trivial null space we can perform a bifurcation analysis by pro- 
jecting onto that null space. By the inverse function theorem (which lies at the core of 
Liapunov- Schmidt reduction), there exists a smooth branch of solutions. It is that we 
aim to find. Due to the lengthy calculations required, computer algebra is used, as in 
[114]. Assume that the bifurcation takes place at A=0. 
d 4ý (0,0) 
C4, a(Q) xR2 __4 CO, cr(Q) 
d4ý(O, O)(u, A) 
V4U + V2U 
(P dib(o, o) +0 
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Figure 7.1: 
A schematic diagram showing the method of Liapunov-Schmidt reduction. The solution 
set of 4P =0 passes through the origin tangent to the null space of d4ý(O, O). By picking a 
point in the null space, ul, we generate a series ui that converges to u,,,, where 4ý(u... 
is in Range(&P), and the projection onto the null space is ul. 
Let N be the null space Of ddýJC4, *(O) at A=0, i. e. the largest subspace of C', (Q) 
such that 
dgý(0,0)(N, 0) = 0. 
Now cMý is a Fredhohn linear operator [138], so N is a finite dimensional space. Note 
that (N, 0) E) (0ý R 2) is the null space of the operator d4ý(O, O) because of its trivial action 
on A. Using the Fredholm condition, we construct a splitting of C', '(Q) into N ED N-L. 
All the nonlinear terms are in the expression 0, which has linear part zero at (0,0). 
Define the inverse of the linear part from the range of d(P to N-L: 
(d4ý(0,0))-l : Range(&P)j- --+ N' . 
Invert the projection shown in figure 7.1 by considering 
(7.1) UlEN, AER2 
The Liapunov-Schn-lidt technique will find a value of u with projection ul on to N, but 
also with 4ý(u, A) E Range(dfl-L . Define successive approximations, suppressing the 
dependence on A (which comes into the nonlinear term 0) by: 
(7.2) ui = (dýP(o, o))-l(-O(uj-j)) + ul 
and at each stage, approximate E by; 
(7.3) Ei = dýP(0,0) ui-l + O(ui-l) = (I(ui-, ). 
Note that at each stage, by construction the projection onto the nun space of ui is 
ul. The projection of E,, o onto Range(&]ý)-' wiH be the reduced bifurcation equations. 
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Theorem 7.1.1 For the iteration defined by equations 7.2,7.3, there exist positive con- 
stants R, K1, K2, K3 such that: 
IlUn 
- Un-111 
IlUnIl 
IlEn- En-ill 
" (Ki )n 
" K26 
n " (K3 E) . 
for II ul, AII<c<R. The iterations ui , u,,,, and Ei --+ E,,, converge. 
Proof of first two estimates Because (d-lý)-' is bounded and 0 is differentiable (it 
is a polynomial) in some neighbonrhood of 0, we can pick M, and A12 such that 
Jj(d4ý(o, o))-lujj < All Ilull 
I ldo(,, A) vj I< M2 I IvI I for I ju, Al I<R. 
Assume that the estimates hold for n= 1ý ... lk- 1. 
IlUk-Uk-111 
-: -- 
11(dl, (O, O))-'(-O(Uk-1))-(dl)(o, o))-l(-O(Uk-2))II 
< MillO(Uk-2) - O(Uk-l)li 
" Mi SUP IlItUk-1 + (1 - t)Uk-211} IlUk-1 - Uk-211 
tE[0,11 
" 2M1 M2K2(Ki C)k 
and so 2M, M2 K2 < Kj, and 
k 
IlUkIl < I: IlUn-Un-111+IlUlll 
n=2 
< f/(l - K216) 
< 2c 
fore < 11K2, and the inductive step is complete. El 
Thus, for some neighbourhood U of the origin in NX R2, the sequence (ui, Ei) con- 
verges to some (u., , 
E,,,, ). If E,,,, = 0, then u,,,, is the required solution with projection 
ul onto the null space N. 
Apply this to the K-S equation in its weak form, keeping a matrix of the coefficients 
y(k, 1) of the Fourier modes. The nature of the nonlinearity 0 means that at each 
stage in the iteration, each pair of non-zero modes excites at most four other modes 
corresponding to sums and differences in the x and y directions. In order to move the 
parameter dependence on domain size to a dependence in the equations, set Q= [01 27r) 25 
and the linearised equation at parameters (ao, bo) becomes: 
uxxyy UYYYY UXX uy 
-1) (0.0) 
ux, 7xx +2+2 y 4 2b2 + a02 ao aWb 00 00 
The nonlinear terms at (ao Vil --ii, bol are polynomial functions of u, its 
spatial derivatives up to fourth order, and the perturbations of the parameters & and 
b. We truncate all equations at first order in the parameters and at a specified order 
in the null space coordinates. The iteration was performed using the computer algebra 
package MAPLE produced by WATCOM at the University of Waterloo. 
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Theoretically, the most efficient way of calculating the equations Ei to any order 
i, is to identify possible non-zero coefficients by the singularity theory of [6,55], and 
simultaneously work backwards from these coefficents and forward from the nun space, 
calculating all the nonlinear modes that fan out from it at each order. In practise, we 
truncate all coefficients at i+ 1st order and accept a large level of redundancy in the 
calculations. 
Performing the above iteration to a specified order m is a matter of repeatedly 
applying equation 7.2, each time truncating all the answers to order m+1 in E. Finally, 
truncating E,,, to this order will give us a set of algebraic equations of order at most m 
involving the coordinates in the null space and the parameters. These equations must 
be satisfied in order to find a solution for the original system. Since we now have the 
set of algebraic equations, as long as they are non-degenerate to their highest order, we 
can set c=1 and hypothesise that (U, V1 W,... ) are of order E<1. 
Below, we discuss Liapunov- Schmidt reduction for a specific example, the (1,2): 
(2,1) mode interaction on the square, and then list some examples of higher order 
mode interactions allowed by the theorem above. 
1.1 A reduction by hand: (1,2): (2,1) 
We shaE start by setting 
uo ue(2,1) + ve(l, 2) 
a N/"5-/(l - A) 
b vl'5-/(l - B) 
assuming (u, v, A, B) are all order c, and ignoring terms which are not linear in (A, B) 
or (uA, vB, vA, vB). Then E, is given by; 
El=v 
A- 4B ) 
e(l, 2) +u 
(- 4A 
-B) e(2,1). 5555 
Defining ul as above, we get 
U, Uo + 
15 
u2e(O, 2) + 
15 
v2e(O, 4) 16 704 
+5 vue(l, 1) + 
15 
v2e(2,0) +1 v2e(2,4) 3 16 48 
-5 e(3,3) + 
15 
u2e(4,2). + T17vu 704 
Going to the second stage of approximation, E2 is 
E2 VA- 
4B 
+ 
227 
u2+8 V2) e(l, 2) 
(-5 
5 528 39 
+u _4A _B+ 
227 
v 
2+ 
8U2 ) 
e(2,1) 
(55 
528 39 
which is three determined (i. e. as a germ at the origin, it is strongly equivalent 
[51] to 
its truncation at third order) and provides the bifurcation equation we seek. We can 
also calculate the manifold (]ý =0 to third order, U2. 
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7.1.2 Examples of reduced bifurcation equations and unfoldings 
In order to simplify the Liapunov- Schmidt reduction, perturb the point (aO, bo) in pa- 
rameter space to (aolVl- --a, bolVl - 
b) (so that the linear part d(b(0, O) has polynomial 
dependence upon the perturbed parameters, rather than polynomial or infinite power 
series). Linearising in the perturbations of the parameters, this corresponds to perturb- 
ing (aO, bo) to (ao(l + ii/2), bo(l + b/2)), and thus the orientation of increasing a and 
b is preserved. The following sections 
-give 
the bifurcation equations, viewed as being 
unfolded by these new parameters (a, b). 
(k, O): (O, I) for (k, l) in N 
The interaction between two 1-d modes in different directions is essentially very simple. 
The projection of the bifurcation equation is just two decoupled ones; note that this 
is an effect described in the section on 1-d solutions of the 2-d equation. For example, 
the (1,0), (0,1) mode interaction which happens at (a, b) = (1,1), defining (a, b) 
(11V1- --aý 1/ýl - 
6) has bifurcation equation 
u3 
-bu +- 12 
v3 
-&V +- 12 
with the coordinate in the null space being u e(O, 1) +v e(l, 0). 
There are several solutions near this bifurcation, but note that the decoupling of 
the x and y equations makes this a trivial problem with a double-pitchfork bifurcation: 
The possible solutions are: 
U=O, V= 0 
u= ±VT2b, v=0 
u=0, v=± Vli -2d 
u= ±Vl2b, v= ±V-1-2d 
trivial 
pure u mode 
pure v mode 
mixed mode 
See figure 7.2 for the associated bifurcation diagram. 
(1,1): (2,0) 
This mode interaction happens at (a, b) = (2,2lV3-) and gives rise to a 1-d like mode 
interaction between 1 and 2 in the x-direction [6]. If the null space coordinates are 
u e(1,1) +v e(2,0) and (a, b) = (2/VF1 --a, then the resulting bifurca- 
tion equations are 
0 u(a + 3b) + uv + 
5u 2+v2 
42 96 8 
u2u2vv3 0 -&V +-+-+- 8 16 12 
It it noticeable that any Z2 symmetry (inherited from Enearisation) is broken by 
nonlinear terms, in this case by the presence of the quadratic terms uv and u2, as 
predicted in [61, a phenomenon sometimes called strong resonance. 
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a 
Figure 7.2: The interaction between pure (k, 0) and (0,1) modes. Each of the modes 
is one dimensional, and the resulting bifurcation diagram factors into a product of two 
pitchforks. (a) shows the interaction in the (ii, 6) plane, and (b) shows the bifurcation 
diagram to be obtained by making an asymptotically small circuit about the origin of 
(a). 
In order to put this bifurcation equation into a more pleasant form, use the trans- 
formation of [6] for a 1-d mode interaction between modes 1 and 2, setting 
8uv 
U+ - 24 
lou 2 
v+- 
96 
(ii + 3b) 
4 
and so we get the equations 
0= x(-o + y/2) 
0= y(Y2 -a) + X2 12 
with the possible solutions being 
O, y= 0 
0, y= ±-%/-12a 
(see figure 7.3 for bifurcation diagrams). 
trivial 
pure v mode 
mixed mode 
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ie 
a 
mixed mode -, -v 
mode- mixed mode 
Figure 7.3: The interaction between the (1,1) and (2,0) modes. There are two regions 
of existence of a mixed-mode solution that is a pure (1,1) mode near its bifurcation 
from the trivial solution, and meets the (2,0) mode as a mixed mode. 
(1,2): (2,1) 
This fully two-dimensional mode interaction on the square at (a, b) = (V5-, V5-) has 
been derived by hand in subsection 7.1.1. The equations are determined at cubic order, 
and displays D4 square symmetry. If the null space coordinates are u e(2,1) +v e(1,2) 
and (a, b) = (21V1_ --ii, 21(Vr3_V1 - 
6), then the resulting bifurcation equations are 
(7.4) 0 u(4ii + 
b) 227u 3+ 8v 2u 
5+ -T2-8 39 
0 v(ii + 
4b) 
+ 
227V3 
+ 
SU2V 
5 528 39 
This cubic determined mode interaction has solutions like that for the (k, 0) : (0,1) 
interactions above. The solutions are: 
U=O, v= 0 trivial 
U= ±ýO. 98ii + 3.90b, V=0 pure u mode 
u=0, v= ±ý+3.90ä + 0.98b pure v mode 
u 0.55d + 2.126, v Vf2.12ii - 0.556 mixed mode 
Note that in fact all the coefficients given here to two decimal places are in fact rational 
numbers coming from solving equations 7.4. See figure 7.4 for the bifurcation diagram. 
(1,3): (4,2): (5,1) 
This three mode interaction occurs at (a, b) = (2V7-, 2v/7--/3). If the null space coor- 
dinates are u e(5,1) +v e(l 1 3) +w e(4,2) and (a, b) = (2vf7-/ 
V1- --ii, 2., /-7/3/ 
V1 
- 
then the resulting bifurcation equations are: 
0 u(25d + 3b) + vw + 
133u 3+ 199W 2u+ 29v 2u 
28 4 576 960 1440 
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u mo 
a 
mixed mode 
Figure 7.4: The interaction of the (2,1) and (1,2) modes. This behaves very much like 
the superposition of two pitchfork bifurcations. 
0 v(a + 27b) + wu + 
63V3 
+ 
28 4 320 
0 w(4ii + 
3b) vu 7W3 
7+ -4+7-2-0 + 
139w 2v 29u 2v 
576 +744-0 
199U 2w 139v 2w 
960 + 576 
As with the 2,1 mode interaction on a line, the presence of quadratic terms breaks the 
symmetry, unlike in the foHowing section. In fact there are no two-mode interactions, 
but there is a three-mode one. The solution set (up to cubic order) looks like: 
U=0, v = O, w =0 
7 
u= ±ý3.87ä + 0.46b, v=0, w=0 
U=0, v= ±ýO. 18a + 4.72b, w=0 
u=0, v=0, w= ±j14.7ä + 11. Ob 
u= ±V(0.04ii + 0.96b)(0.57a + 0.43b) 
= ±V(0.04ii + 0.96b)(0.89ii + 0.11b) 
The bifurcation diagram is shown in figure 7.5. 
(9,2): (7,4): (5,5) 
trivial 
pure u mode 
pure v mode 
pure w mode 
mixed mode 
If the null space coordinates are u e(9,2) +v e(7,4) +w e(5,5) and 
-ii, 2.5, rll/3/Vl - 
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mixed modes 
Figure 7.5: The three mode interaction of modes (1,3), (4,2), (5,1). The pure (5,1) 
and (1,3) modes are joined by a mixed mode that also has a (4,2) component of the 
same order. 
then the resulting bifurcation equations are 
0 u(243ii 
+ 32b) 
+ 
130107u 3 89v 2u+ 5743w 2u 
275 546448 213 30597 
0 v(147ii 
+1+ 21839v 3 403 W2V 89vu 2 
275 1186896 
+-ý -7- 3-7 -ý 1-3 
0 w(M 
+ 8b) 193 tV3 403WV2 5743WU2 
11 336 2ý-37- 
+ 30597 
(8,1): (1,8): (7,4): (4,7) 
Finally, an example of a four-mode interaction on a square domain. Note that the 
extra symmetry a square has over a rectangle causes the modes to come in pairs unless 
they are of the form (k, k). This interaction comes at (ii, b) = (0,0) where (a, b) = 
--ii, V6_51V1 - 
b), and if the null space coordinates are u e(8,1) +v e(1,8) + 
we (7,4) +xe (4,7), then the equations are: 
u(64ii - b) 106907U3 
6064W2U 128 V2U 173X2U 
0 
65 T592-48 + 15873 -ý201 -+ 759 
0 v(d 
+ 64b) 106907V3 6064X2V 128U2V 173W2V 
65 T592-48 + 15873 3201 759 - 
0 w(49ii 
+ 16b) 26276W3 6064U2W 173V2W 1568X2W 
63- + --ý-2-88 15873 759 
+ 8319 
0 x(16ii 
+ 49b) 26276X3 
+ 
6064v 2x 173u 2x 1568w 2x 
65 6288 15873 
+ F5 9+ 8319 
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Upon solving these truncated equations, it was found that there are pure, two-mode 
and three-mode branches of solutions, but no four-mode. We do not list them all (up to 
reflection, there axe 41 possible branches counting all permutations of + and - signs, 
of which only 24 are real). As examples, here are some examples of representative 
branches with (u, v, w, x) equal to: 
(05 0ý 01 0) trivial 
(± VS-15ii +0 -08ý1 0101 0) pure u mode 
(±V5.40ii+1.21b, ± 1.21a+5.40b, 010) mixed u-v mode 
V6.2ii 
+ . 3ýý 0 -. 4ii +- lbý ± 
ý-M 
+ . 26) mixed u-w-x mode I 
The only three mode solutions that occur are v-w-x and u-w-x, and figure 7.6 
shows how these modes fit together in a small circuit about the mode interaction. Of 
course, these interactions are degenerate in that they are of codimension higher than 
the two parameters (a, b), but there is persistence of branches of steady solutions to 
small perturbations in the equations. 
7.1.3 1-d solutions and multiple steady states in 2-d 
The K-S equation has another interesting (but atypical) property: a superposition of an 
x-independent steady solution and a y-independent steady solution (called 1-d steady 
solutions) is a steady solution on the rectangle. Moreover if both of the 1-d solutions 
are asymptotically stable, then so is their superposition. In this way, it is possible to 
find a lot of possible stable dynamics, for example using the 1-d stable solutions found 
by Frisch et al. [49] to find 2-d superpositions thereof. The multistability of the 1-d 
states that they find also goes across to give lots of multistability on the rectangle 
(subject to the proviso that the linear parts are as described below). The following 
argument also holds for periodic boundary conditions. 
Suppose one 1-d solution is U(x), and the other is V(y), satisfying 
Uxxxx + Uxx + (UX)2 = 
and 
+V + (V VY v)2 = 
with xE [0, a7r] and YE [0, b7r] respectively, and Neumann-type boundaxy conditions. 
Define 
U(X, Y) = U(X) + V(Y). 
Then this satisfies the 2-d equation as well, since uxxyy - 0. 
Now suppose that each of the solutions is stable in the 1-d equation (with respect 
to time), in other words suppose that the linear operators 
2U., bu., , 'bu -buxxxx - buxx 
Lybv =- -bvyyyy - 
bvyy - 2Vybvy 
both have contracting time-1 maps; their exponentials are contracting (we do not allow 
non-semisimple linear parts). The stability of the composite solution is determined by 
the the stability or otherwise of 
Lbu -buxxxx - 2buxxyy - buyyyy - 
buxx - buý, xyy - 
2Uxbux - 2U. 
buy 
L,, bu + Lybu - 2buxxyy. 
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uv 
Figure 7.6: The four mode interaction between (8,1) : (1,8) : (7,4) : (4,7). Note there 0 
are pure modes, two mode and three mode branches in any neighbourhood of the origin 
of the perturbed parameter plane (ii, 6). 
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However, the spectrum of the -2bu.,.., yy term is stable, as it has eigenfunctions 
cos(kx/a) cos(ly/b) 
with eigenvalues -2(kl/ab)2. Thus the exponential of this is also contracting and the 
composition of the three operators is thus stable. (Alternatively, if we assume that 
L., and Ly have a Hilbert basis of eigenvectors and real or complex conjugate pairs of 
eigenvalues (On, An) and ('On iYn) respectively, is is simple to demonstrate that Lx + Ly has a basis of eigenvectors (On(-X)'Otn(Y)) with eigenvalues An + /tm)- 
7.1.4 K-S on a disk 
As an example to show how important the shape of the domain is in the previous exam- 
ple, we shall describe the linear theory for the K-S equation on a disk with Dirichlet-type 
boundary conditions. Note that on a rectangle, there is essentially no difference be- 
tween Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions in the K-S equation, except that 
one-dimensional solutions like the (0, k) modes are not permitted. 
Changing to plane polar coordinates, the K-S equation becomes: 
Ut + 
04 2 a3 1a2 84 4 02 1 a4 
u 
( 
ý-, 
r4 
+ -r ý-, 
r3 
+ ; 73 -jr- + 72 ýýr-2 -ao 2+r42+-, r4 ig 04 
a2 C9 1 a2 ý 
-- +u 7 
r--2 r ar 
; -2 ý702 
+ 
(OU)2 
+ 
(aU)2 
19r r2 ao 
Looking at 
U= 
x 
with boundary conditions 
U(X, t) 
D =- J(r, O) :0<r<a, O E [0,27r 
u0 for xE 8D V2U 01 
with D(a) being a disk of radius a centred at the origin. For the eigenfunctions, try: 
e(m, n) = exp(inO)J, 
(a) 
where J,, is the nth order (cylindrical) Bessel function [1], and k,,,,, is the mth zero 
of J,, (x)). (With Neumann type boundary conditions, the only difference is that k,,,,, 
needs to be the mth zero of J,, (x). Note that the zeros of the derivative must inter- 
lace with the zeros of the function itself, but this only guarantees there are no mode 
interactions between modes with adjacent n. ) Thus the dispersion relation becomes: 
42 
+ 
knm knm 
=0 
a4 a2 
and at bifurcation (w = 0), this implies that 
22 
n, m 
Table 7.1 lists the first few modes (to 4 significant figures) in the order in which 
they become unstable. By examining the zeros of the Bessel functions, there are no 
number theoretic degeneracies up to (8,1), and it seems reasonable to expect there are 
none after that. It would be good, however, to have an analytical proof of this, or a 
counter- example. 
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mode kn, rn mode kn, rn 
(0,1) 2.4048 (5,1) 8.7715 
(1,1) 3.8317 (3,2) 9.7610 
(2,1) 5.1356 (6,1) 9.9361 
(0,2) 5.5200 (1,3) 10-173 
(3,1) 6.3801 (4,2) 11.064 
(1,2) 7.0156 (7,1) 11-086 
(4,1) 7.5883 (2,3) 11-619 
(2,2) 8.4172 (0,4) 11.791 
(0,3) 8.6537 (8,1) 12.225 
Table 7.1: 
The wavenumbers corresponding to the first 18 modes to bifurcate from the origin for 
the K-S equation on a disk with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
7.1.5 K-S on a sphere 
If we pose the Xuramoto- Sivashinsky equation on a sphere of radius a, one of the most 
noticeable things is that there are no boundary conditions. The eigenfunctions are the 
spherical harmonics: 
U(O, P, (Cos 0) sin M Cos 
and the eigenvalues are proportional to I and not m. Thus, as higher and higher order 
modes bifurcate, we will get null spaces of size 2(21 + 1). This is because for each I there 
are 21 +1 spherical harmonics with Iml < 1. As we increase a, we will get bifurcations 
from the spherical solution with null spaces of size 2,6,10,14.. corresponding to the 
irreducible representations of 0(3) as given in [54,34]. 
7.2 Mode interactions in the Michelson- Sivashinsky equ- 
ation 
It is possible to apply the above methods to mode interactions in the Michelson- 
Sivashinsky equation with u,, =0 (Neumann boundary conditions). The only difference 
being that the dispersion relation is of the form: 
k2 12 V 12 
T2 + T2 T2 + T2 
)( FLa 
- 
The square root prevents the reduced bifurcation equation from having rational 
coefficients. This means that it is necessary to either use the program to find the 
coefficients in surd form, or to work with floating point numbers. As an example the 
above technique can be applied to a four mode interaction on the square: 
7.2.1 (1,8): (8j): (4,7): (7,4) for the M-S equation 
The MAPLE program yields the following bifurcation equations (to 3 decimal places): 
0 U(-. 985d - . 01546 + . 409u2 - . 
081V2 + . 693 W2 + . 
438X2) 
0 v(-. 0154a - . 9856 - . 
081U2 + 
. 409V2 +. 438 W2 
+ 
. 693X2) 
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0= w(-. 753a - . 2466 + . 693 
U2 + . 438 V2 + 8.43W2 
+ 
. 343X2) 
0= x(-. 246ii - . 7536 + . 438u2 + . 693 V2 
+ 
. 343 W2 + 8.43X2) 
Solving these equations in the (ii, b) plane gives a bifurcation diagram that is essen- 
tially identical to that shown in figure 7.6. 
7.3 Numerical experiments 
7.3.1 Numerical method used 
In order to check out the various effects and predictions described in the previous 
section, some numerical experiments on the K-S equation in a rectangle were performed. 
The Fourier decomposition in section 6.3.1 was used (Galerkin projection) to reduce the 
infinite dimensional problem to a finite dimensional one, and the resulting equations 
(being rather stiff due to the k' terms) were integrated using the variable step variable 
order Gears method [131] D02QBF provided in the NAG library. The tolerance used 
was 10-' for a8 by 8 grid of 64 Fourier modes for two dimensions, and a 64 mode 
truncation for one mode. Only a small region in parameter space could be investigated 
with so few modes, and the results were tested to higher tolerances and more modes to 
assure that convergence was taking place. 
The derivative dF for the equation ut + F(u) =0 was calculated explicitly for the 
root finding algorithm in the Gears method routine. With hindsight, it would have 
been more efficient to calculate the nonlinear terms using a FFT method [77]. 
The (0,0) mode of the truncation decouples from all the others, being merely driven 
by them [7], and for this reason, we set this mode to zero for all time. This is equivalent 
to the formulation used by [591 for the K-S equation. 
7.3.2 Results 
We start with a set of initial conditions with an amplitude of 1 in the (1,1) mode and 
amplitudes of 10' in all other modes, to ensure that the integrator is not trapped in 
an isotropy subspace of the equation, that is respected exactly by the Galerkin method 
(see [771). It was found in the region investigated there are many 1-d stable solutions, 
and it was difficult to find to any non-trivial (genuine 2-d modes). 
7.4 Conclusions 
As we have seen, Liapunov- Schmidt reduction has found a rich structure of branches 
bifurcating from the trivial solution, and the approach of reducing the problem to one 
for smooth germs works well, even though it is necessary to modify the concept of 
genericity with symmetry to take account of the structure of the problem, and not just 
the symmetry of the domain. All of the results depend quite strongly on the Euclidean 
invariance and the simple form of the nonlinearity, but with care, many of the results 
found could be seen as being generic for flame front equations. 
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Figure 7.7: The numerical results; Steady solutions on a rectangle at a few different 
values of (a, b). Three are superpositions of pure 1-d modes in the x and y directions, 
whereas the fourth is a fully 2-d mode. 
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Figure 7.8: Steady solutions of the K-S equation on the line as the length of domain 
a varies. At each value of a, the diagram shows the solution u against x. Solutions 
equal to zero mean that the trivial solution is stable (a < 1) or that the residual after 
ever 30 timesteps had not died away to less than 10-1' after 500 time steps. At each 
parameter value, the previous final conditions are used as initial conditions. 
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Appendix A 
Notation 
n is the number of oscillators in the system in chapter 2 
i27r/n 
w is the primitive n"4 root of unit e 
T' is the circle group (the 1-torus! ) written as either (R/27rZ, +) or (f zEC: IZI 
1}ý X). 
Tn is the n-torus, T' x ... x V. 
1 is the point (1 1---1 1) E Tn. 
T'-1 is the torus T"/T1 1. 
GxH is the direct (Cartesian) product of the groups G and H. 
G&H is the semidirect product of the groups G and H. 
G<H with G and H groups means that G is a subgroup of H. 
S,, is the symmetric group on n objects. 
Dn is the dihedral group of symmetries of an n-sided polygon. 
Z,, is the cyclic group of order n. 
O(n) is the orthogonal group of all area preserving linear maps on R'. 
E(n) is the Euclidean group of all orthogonal transformations and affine translations 
n in R 
fix(G) is the -fixed point space of all points invariant under the action of the represen- 
tation of the group G. 
e is the identity element in the group S, 
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Appendix B 
Computer program listings 
(1) The program used to integrate the van der Pol-Duffing oscillators for the results 
in chapter 5. 
(2) The MAPLE program for performing Liapunov- Schmidt reduction at the interac- 
tion of the (0,1) and (1,0) modes of the K-S equation. The same program with slight 
alterations is used for all the mode interaction calculations in chapter 7. 
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C 
C phaseav. f 
C 
C Program to calculate level curves in vdpd system; 
C display on TEK4014 screen using ghost graphics. 
C 
C P. Ashwin 
C Started 9-8-91 
C Latest revision 16-9-91 
C 
C Compile using f77 -lghost -lg4014 
C 
integer numlev, numpha 
parameter (numlev=50, numpha=50) 
double precision xmax, xmin, lstep 
parameter (xmax=1.5dO, xmin=. ldO, lstep=l. OdO) 
C 
C numlev is number of energy levels to be calculated 
C numpha is number of phase 
C 
C 
integer nout 
parameter (nout=6) 
double precision x, xstep, maxstep 
parameter (maxstep=0.1) 
double precision per(numlev), z(numlev, numpha) 
real dphidt(numlev, numpha, 2), dp(numlev, numpha),, levs(25),, maxdp 
real uavx(numlev), uavy(numlev), minuav, maxuav 
integer it jf iif jj 
character *60 txt 
double precision y(2), yy, p, tstep 
double precision ivalue, zval, dzdt, dzda 
external ivalue, zval, dzdt,, dzda 
external contra. paperaxes, grend 
external fcn. period, dsolve, corr 
intrinsic dble 
common /zzz/ z(numlev, numpha) 
common /zph/ dphidt(numlev,, numpha, 2), uavx(numlev), uavy(numlev) 
C 
C Main routine 
C 
C Calculate period along lilth level 
C 
do 20 i=l, numlev 
yy=ivalue(i) 
call period(yy, p, maxstep) 
per(i)=p 
20 continue 
C 
C calculate scaled integral curves 
C 
do 50 i=l, numlev 
Y(1)=O 
y (2) =ivalue (i) 
X=O 
xstep=per (i) /dble (numpha) 
ii=int(xstep/maxstep)+l 
xstep=xstep/ii 
do 40 j=1, numpha 
z(i, i)=Y(l) 
do 30 jj=l, ii 
call dsolve(x, xstep, y) 
x=x+xstep 
30 continue 
40 continue 
50 continue 
ýI 
minuav=10e9 
maxuav=-lOe9 
C 
C Draw graph of R(alpha) against alpha 
C 
do 70 i=1, numlev 
tstep=per W /dble (numpha) 
uavx(i)=sqrt(real(ivalue(i))) 
call corr(i, tstep) 
if (uavy(i). lt. minuav) minuav=uavy(i) 
if (uavy(i). gt. maxuav) maxuav=uavy(i) 
70 continue 
du=(maxuav-minuav)/10.0 
call paper(l) 
call map (sqrt (real (ivalue (2) sqrt (real (ivalue (numlev-1) 
+ minuav-dufmaxuav+au) 
call pspace(O. 2.0.8,0.2fO. 9) 
write (txt, '(A)I) IR(alpha) vs alpha for vdpd' 
call pcscen(0.0, -0.1, txt) 
call scales 
call curveo(uavx, uavy. 2, numlev-1) 
call grend 
C 
C Draw contours of dphi/dt vs. theta and nu for two values of alpha 
C with coupling function (nu+z^2)dzdt 
C 
do 110 il=numlev/2, numlev/2+5,5 
call frame 
do 100 k=1, numlev 
do 80 j=1, numpha 
dp (k,, j) =dphidt (il,, j,, 1) *dble (k- (numlev/2)) *1step+dphidt (il, j, 2) 
80 continue 
100 continue 
maxdp=O 
do 107 i=2, numlev-1 
do 106 j=1, numpha, 
if (abs(dp(i,, j)). gt. maxdp) maxdp=abs(dp(i,, j)) 
106 continue 
107 continue 
do 105 i=1,25 
levs(i)---maxdp*(-1.0+(real(i)-1.0)/12.0) 
105 continue 
call paper(l) 
call map(real(dble(2-numlev/2)*lstep), 
+ real(dble(numlev/2 -1)*lstep), 0.0,1.0) 
call pspace(O---, 2,0.8,0.2,0.9) 
write (txt,, '(A,, f6.3)') Idphidt for cubic coupled vdpd; 
+ alpha=',, sqrt (ivalue (il) 
call pcscen(0.0f-0.1ftxt) 
call scales 
call contra (dpf 2. numlev-1. numlevf 1, numphaf numpha, levs, 1,25) 
call grend 
110 continue 
stop 
end 
C SUBROUTINES 
C 
C 
subroutine period(yy, p, xstep) 
double precision yyfpfxstep 
C 
C Calculate p= period of contour starting at (O, yy) 
C 
double precision maxx 
parameter (maxx=1000) 
integer nf nout 
A 
-L 
5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
c 
c 
c 
parameter (n=2,, nout=6) 
double precision x, y(n), ny(n) 
external fcn, dsolve 
intrinsic dble 
X=O 
Y(1)=O 
y(2)=yy 
continue 
ny(l)=y(l) 
ny(2)=y(2) 
call dsolve(x, xstep, y) 
x=x+xstep 
if (x. gt. maxx) then 
print *, fperiod overflow' 
stop 
endif 
if ((ny(1). ge. 0). or. (y(l). le. 0)) goto 5 
if ((ny(1)-y(1)). ne. 0) then 
p=x-xstep* (y (1) / (y (1) -ny (1) 
else 
P=X 
endif 
return 
end 
subroutine dsolve (x,, step, y) 
double precision x, step, xstep, y (2) ,k (2,4) , ty (2) ,f (2) , oy (2) 
external fcn 
intrinsic dble 
Fourth order Runge-Kutta in two variables; three steps 
xstep=step/3. OdO 
do 10 i=1,3 
oy(l)=Y(l) 
oy(2)=y(2) 
call fcn(xroyrf) 
k(l,, l)=xstep*f(l) 
k (2,, 1) =xstep*f (2) 
ty (1) =oy (1) +. 5dO*k (1,, 1) 
ty(2)=oy(2)+. 5dO*k(2, rl) 
call fcn(x, ty,, f) 
k(1,, 2)=xstep*f (1) 
k (2,, 2) =xstep* f (2) 
ty (1) =oy (1) +. 5dO*k (1,2) 
ty (2) =oy (2) +. 5dO*k (2,2) 
call fcn(xftyff) 
k (1 f 3) =xstep* f (1) k (2,, 3) =xstep* f (2) 
ty (1) =oy (1) +k (1,, 3) 
ty (2) =oy (2) +k (2,, 3) 
call fcn(xty,, f) 
k (1 f 4) =xstep* f (1) k (2, r 4) =xstep* f (2) 
y(l)=oy(l)+(k(1,1)+k(l,, 4)+2dO*(k(l,, 2)+k(1,3)))/6dO 
y(2)=oy(2)+(k(2,, l)+k(2,, 4)+2dO*(k(2,, 2)+k(2,, 3)))/6dO 
continue 
return 
end 
subroutine fcn(tyf) 
double precision t,, f(2), y(2) 
ez, 2-11 
intrinsic dble 
f(l)=y(2) 
f (2) =y (1) -y (1) 
return 
end 
c dUdv = -y (1) +y (1) **3 
cU= -Y(1)**2/2+(y(l)**4)/4 
c 
subroutine corr(i, tstep) 
C 
C Calculate dphi/dt for linear coupling dphidt(,, l) 
C and cubic coupling dphidt(,, 2) 
C 
integer i 
integer numlev, numpha, nout 
double precision tstep 
parameter(nout=6, numlev=50, numpha=50) 
double precision z(numlev, numpha), stp, aO, al, a2, a3 
real dphidt(numlev, numpha, 2), uavx(numlev), uavy(numlev) 
double precision ans2(numpha), ans3(numpha) 
integer j, k, jj 
double precision zval, dzda, dzdt 
external zval, dzda, dzdt 
intrinsic dble 
common /zzz/ z(numlev, numpha) 
common /zph/ dphidt(numlev, numpha, 2), uavx(numlev), uavy(numlev) 
stp=l. OdO/dble(numpha) 
aO=O. OdO 
al=O. OdO 
do 60 k=l, numpha 
aO=aO+stp*(dzdt(i, k)/tstep)**2 
al=al+stp*(zval(i,, k)*dzdt(i, k)/tstep)**2 
a2=0. OdO 
a3=0. OdO 
do 50 j=l, numpha 
jj=j+k-1 
if (jj. gt. numpha) jj=jj-numpha 
a2=a2+stp* (dzda (i, j j) * (dzdt (i., j) -dzdt (i, j j) 
+ dz da (i,. j) * (dz dt (i, j j) -dz dt (i,, j) ))/t step 
a3=a3+stp* (dzda (i, j j) * (dzdt (i, j) -dzdt (i, j j) 
+ (zval(ij)-zval(i, jj))**2- 
+ dzda (i,, -j) 
* (dzdt (i, j j) -dzdt (i, j) 
+ (zval(iý, jj)-zval(i,, j))**2)/(tstep**2) 
50 continue 
ans2(k)=a2 
ans3(k)=a3 
dphidt(i,, k,, l)=float(ans2(k)) 
dphidt (i,, k, 2) =f loat (ans3 (k) 
60 continue 
uavy(i)=real(al/aO) 
write (nout,, "(A F10.5)") 'IR(alpha)=", uavy(i) 
return 
end 
C 
C Initial value for 'i'th level 
C 
double precision function ivalue(i) 
integer i 
double precision mina, astep, alpha 
parameter(mina=0.02dO, astep=0.04dO) 
intrinsic dble 
alpha=mina+dble(i)*astep 
9 Lý 
ivalue=a--, pha 
return 
end 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Extend zo to zval() periodically in phases 
double precision function zval(i, j) 
integer i, j 
integer numlev, numpha, ii, jj 
paramete--(numlev=50, numpha=50) 
double p-recision z(numlev, numpha) 
intrinsic dble 
common /zzz/ z(numlev, numpha) 
ii=i 
jj=j 
if (ii. gt. numlev) ii=ii-numlev 
if ii=ii+numlev 
if (jj. g-t. numpha) jj=jj-numpha 
if (jj. gt. numpha) jj=jj-numpha 
if (jj. 11--. 1) jj=jj+numpha 
zval=z (i--', j j) 
return 
end 
Finite difference dz/dt 
double precision function dzdt(i, j) 
integer 1, j 
integer numlev, numpha 
parameter(numlev=50, numpha=50) 
double precision z(numlev, numpha), u 
common /zzz/ z(numlev, numpha) 
double precision zval 
external zval, fcn 
u=(zval(4-, j+l)-zval(i, j-l))/2. OdO 
dzdt=u 
return 
end 
Finite difference dz/dalpha 
double precision function dzda(i, j) 
integer i, j 
integer numlev, numpha, il, i2 
parameter(numlev=50, numpha=50) 
double precision z(numlev, numpha), u 
common /zzz/ z(numlev, numpha) 
double precision zval 
external zval, 
intrinsic dble 
il=i+l 
i2=i-1 
u=(zval(i-l, j)-zval(i2, j))/2. OdO 
dzda=u 
return 
end 
K 
if 
ksO110-maple 
trun: =proc(A,, om): convert(taylor(A, eps, om), polynom): end: 
: =16 : 
max size of mode 
A: =array(O.. s, o.. S, []); 
for if rom 0 to s do: 
for j fromOto sdo: 
A[i, j] : =O 
od: 
od: 
Empty: =copy (A) : 
a: =aO/sqrt (1+eps*al) 
b: =bO/sqrt (1+eps*bl) 
# modes are bifurcating from 
aO: =l; 
bO: =l; 
# null space coordinates 
A[O,, l] : =eps*u; 
A (1,0 1: =eps*v; 
AA: =copy (A) : 
maxord: =4; 
for oeps from 1 to maxord do: 
tord: =oeps+4: 
B: =Copy (Empty) 
for i from 0 to s do: 
for j from 0 to s do: 
if A[i, jj<>O then: 
for k from 0 to s do: 
for 1 from 0 to s do: 
mul: =A[i, j]*A[k, l-]: 
if (mul<>O) then: -"ý 
il: =abs(i+k): i2: =abs(i-k): 
jl: =abs(j+l): j2: =abs(j-1): 
mm: =i*k/(4*a^2): 
nn: =j*l/ (4*b^2) : 
if il<=s and jl<=s then: B[il, jl]: =trun(B[il, jll+(-mm-nn)*mul, tord): fi: 
if il<=s and j2<=s then: B[il, j2j: =trun(B[il, j2l+(nn-mm)*mul, tord): fi: 
if i2<=s and jl<=s then: B[i2, jl]: =trun(B[i2, jl]+(mm-nn)*mul, tord): fi: 
if i2<=s and j2<=s then: B[i2, j2]: =trun(B[i2, j2]+(mm+nn)*mul, tord): fi: 
fi: 
od: od: 
fi: 
od: od: 
DASQ: =copy (B) 
A: =copy (AA) : 
print(order=oeps); 
for i from 0 to s do: 
for j from 0 to s do: 
pp: =i*i/(a A 2)+j*j/(b^2): 
a6 
pq: =pp*(pp-1): 
if (pp<>O) then: 
if ((i<>O or j<>l) 
A[ir j] : =trun(Afi,, 
fi: 
fi: 
and (i<>l or j<>O)) then: 
jj -DASQ [ i,, jI /pq, tord+l) : 
EQN: =trun(A[i, jl*pq+DASQ[i,, j]#, oeps+l) 
if (EQN<>O) then: 
print( [i, j]=EQN) 
fi: 
od: od: 
od: 
quit; 
ß7 
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